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Abstract
In this thesis, we explore aspects of fermionic superfluidity through a mean-
field approximation. Our framework is extremely general, includes both
pairing and Hartree-Fock contributions, and is derived rigorously from a
variational principle. This framework allows us to analyze a wide range
of fermionic systems. In this thesis, we shall consider two-species non-
relativistic atomic systems with various types of interactions, and relativis-
tic QCD systems with 3 x 3 x 4 = 36 different quark degrees of freedom (3
colours, 3 flavours, and 4 relativistic degrees of freedom).

We discuss properties of a new state of matter: gapless (Breached Pair)
superfluidity, and include a summary of potential experimental realizations.
We also present numerical results for a completely self-consistent approx-
imation to the NJL model of high-density QCD and use these results to
demonstrate a microscopic realization of kaon condensation. We describe
how to match the mean-field approximation to the low-energy chiral ef-
fective theory of pseudo-Goldstone bosons, and we extract the numerical
coefficients of the lowest order effective potential.
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Preface

The goal of this thesis is to provide the reader with a solid foundation for
the theory of fermionic superfluidity, and to use this foundation to exam-
ine some novel phenomena in both condensed matter physics and particle
physics. The basic formalism is based on a mean-field approximation: This
approximation, however, is firmly founded on a variational method. By
couching our analysis firmly in a variational principle, I hope to remove
much of the mystery behind the use of the mean-field method.

I present the variational method in a very general manner using a ma-
trix formalism. This allows the same technique to approximate both non-
relativistic condensed matter physics, and relativistic models of QCD.

The overall structure of this document is thus: First some background
is given to set the stage. I subsequently develop the mean-field formalism
in Part I, apply this to non-relativistic systems in Part II, and extend this
to relativistic QCD in Part III. For those of you who are experts, I would
suggest glancing through the formalism, and then heading straight to the
heart of the relevant material in Part II (for the condensed matter physics)
and Part III (for the high-energy physics). Details have been relegated to
the Appendix IV to clarify the presentation.

All of the work in this thesis is my own, although some of the background
reflects other presentations as noted. The bulk of the novel and original work
is centred about two of my recent publications: My work on the "Stability
Criteria for Breached Pair Superfluidity" with Elena Gubankova, W. Vincent
Liu, and Frank Wilczek [1] forms the basis for Part II, and my work on
"Kaon Condensation in an NJL Model at High Density" [2] forms the basis
of Part III. I developed the matrix formalism as a background to study both
of these topics. In addition, I have included partial discussions of several
topics that represent ongoing work and suggest future directions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why Fermions?

Why are we interested in systems of fermions? It turns out that all of the
observed "matter" in the universe is composed fundamentally of fermions.
Thus, fermions are ubiquitous, and their fundamental nature is key to un-
derstanding how the world works. Perhaps we should start by answering
the question of just what a fermion is?

The term "fermion" characterizes one class of particles: the "stuff" com-
prised by the universe. More generally, the presently accepted fundamental
theory of the universe characterizes all "stuff" as particles, and allows for two
classes of particles: bosons and fermions. This classification follows from a
fundamental property of quantum field-theory that particles are fundamen-
tally indistinguishable. This indistinguishability is not simply a statement
that all particles of a certain type have the same physical properties (such as
mass, charge, etc.), but that one must even count the particles as if they were
completely indistinguishable. The counting becomes important when con-
sidering the thermodynamics of particles as the statistical mechanical frame-
work is predicated on determining how many accessible states are available
with a certain energy. Thus, indistinguishability has a profound consequence
on the "statistics" of fundamental particles: bosons are counted with "Bose-
Einstein" statistics, fermions are counted with "Fermi-Dirac" statistics, and
distinguishable particles are counted with "Maxwell-Boltzmann" statistics.
At large enough temperatures, both "Bose-Einstein", and "Fermi-Dirac" re-
duce to "Maxwell-Boltzmann" statistics: it is only at low temperatures that
the quantum distinctions are important.

Consider two particles: In quantum mechanics, the state of a system
is described by a "wave-function" b(rf, r 2) that describes the "probability
amplitude" that one particle will be found (measured) at position r1 and
that the other will be found (simultaneously measured) at position F2. (The
actual probability is governed by the square of the amplitude: p = 1'b[2.) If
the particles are distinguishable, then the two wave-functions 012 = (rl, r2 )
and 21 = b(rf2, l), which differ by exchanging the particles, could be
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different: 12 122 # 1[21 12 This would allow one, in principle, to identify
each particle.

Fundamental indistinguishability requires that there be no such way
of identifying the particles. Mathematically, this implies that the wave-
function transform by only a phase under the exchange of particles. Coupled
with the dimensionality1 of our space-time, two possibilities are permitted:

Bosons: The wave function for bosons does not change under particle ex-
change:

) B(rl, r2) = OB(r2, rl). (1.1)

In particular, two particles can be in the same state: 'B (rl, rl) 0.
This possibility admits the phenomena of Bose-Einstein condensation.
At low temperatures, a macroscopic number of bosons occupy the
ground state forming a single quantum state of macroscopic size. This
state is called a Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC). Bose-Einstein con-
densation appears to be responsible for most superfluid phenomena.

Fermions: The wave function for fermions changes sign under particle ex-
change:

'OF(rl, r2) = -F(r'2, rl). (1.2)

This implies that particles can not be in the same state: OF (F, fi) =

--OF(rl, rl) = 0. This is the famous Pauli exclusion principle, and it
leads to very different physics at low-temperatures.

Consider a collection of bosons: as the temperature is lowered, more and
more of the bosons will try to occupy the lowest energy state. Nothing stands
in their way. The result is that, at extremely low temperatures, virtually
all of the bosons will occupy a single quantum state, and the system can be
well described by a single, coherent wave-function.

If the matter in the universe were fundamentally composed of bosons,
such a collapse would be catastrophic. Although the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle would prevent complete collapse, bulk matter composed only of
bosons could not be stable. As Dyson pointed out, were bulk matter pri-
marily bosonic, even the simple act of bringing together two macroscopic
objects would release huge amounts of energy comparable to a thermonu-
clear explosion [4].

1Mathematically this is related to the topology of the group SO(3) of rotations:
7ri(SO(3)) = Z2. In two spatial dimensions where 7ri(S0(2)) = Z one may have many
different types of particles with fractional statistics called "anyons". See for example [3].

18
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Fortunately, all of the observed, stable, non-relativistic matter in the
universe has turned out to be fermionic. 2 Pauli's famous exclusion principle
comes to the rescue and permits bulk matter to be stable. (Note that,
although this is trivially observed through our existence, and the lack of
fireworks whenever we clap our hands, it is not at all trivial to show formally:
see for example [6, 7] and the references therein.)

Massive bosons do appear in nature: many atoms, for example, are
bosonic. Bose-Einstein condensation can thus play an important role in
cold systems of atoms. Fundamentally, however, these bosons are composite
collections of an even number of fermions. (One must count the total num-
ber of protons, neutrons and electrons: if the sum is even, the atom will be a
boson; if it is odd, the atom will be a fermion). Although composite bosons
may condense, eventually, these composite bosons will get close enough to-
gether that their constituent fermions start to interact. At this point, the
Pauli principle kicks in and the collapse of matter is fortuitously arrested.

One of the reasons to study the properties of fermions is that, not only
are the responsible for the stability of matter, but they form the basis of
bulk matter. In many contexts, the exclusion principle plays a fundamental
role in the dynamics. We shall focus our attention here on degenerate Fermi
systems: systems in which the fermions would like to collapse into a single
state, but in which the exclusion principle creates a "degeneracy" pressure
that stabilizes the system. Here are a few examples:

Electronics: In metals, and semiconductors, the electrons are the fun-
damental degrees of freedom (the nuclei are typically fixed firmly in a lat-
tice). The electron interactions are dominated by the exclusion principle,
and many properties of metals are well described as a "Fermi liquid".

Superconductors: At low enough temperatures, systems of degenerate
fermions may undergo a phase transition and become a superconductor:

2As discussed in Section 6.1.4, it appears that virtually all fundamental particles-
other than the massless gauge bosons which mediate the forces-are fermions. There is
one notable exception: the Higgs boson. Although it is a cornerstone for the Standard
Model of particle physics, (see Section 6.1.7), the Higgs has not been conclusively detected.
Even if it does exist, the Higgs is not stable and thus does not enter into the stability
arguments discussed here.

As for the gauge bosons: they are massless. Being massless, they can never be at
rest and thus cannot accumulate in low-energy matter. It should be mentioned, however,
that, despite being massless, the gauge bosons that bind quarks together-the gluons-
have energy, and are responsible for the majority of the visible mass in the universe via
m = E/c 2. See for example [5].

L L. Why Fermions? 19
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a material with no electrical resistance. This phenomenon is ultimately
due to pairs of fermions acting like bosons and condensing to form a BEC.
The microscopic theory for the simplest type of superconductor was first
developed by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer [8]. Materials described by
this model are referred to as BCS superconductors.

Atomic Physics: Recently, there has be a great deal of interest in systems
of cold atoms (typically alkali metals). If the atoms are bosons, then one
may obtain a BEC. If the atoms are fermions, one may obtain a BCS like
state.3 Materials described as either a BEC or by BCS theory are generally
referred to as "superfluids". Even in the case of atomic BECs, the effects of
the exclusion principle can play an important role in the dynamics.

One of the "hottest" areas of research in this field is to study the tran-
sition from a BEC to a BCS phase. This occurs in systems of fermions. As
the interacting is increased, the fermions bind to form bosons. These sys-
tems can thus exhibit properties of both BCS and BEC states. For a weakly
attractive interaction, the exclusion principle dominates and one has a BCS
superfluid state. As one increases the interactions, molecular bound states
form, and at strong enough coupling, the fermions pair to form tightly bound
bosons which condense in a BEC. It is generally believed that this transi-
tion is actually a smooth crossover, and that the two phases are different
manifestations of the same physics.

Compact Stellar Objects: The consequence of nature's choice for fermions
as fundamental particles is perhaps nowhere better emphasize than in com-
pact stellar objects: white dwarfs and neutron stars. These are the last
stages of stellar evolution. When enough of a massive star's light elements
have fused into iron, the star can no longer efficiently generate energy from
the fusion processes. The star starts to cool and the thermal pressure is
no-longer sufficient to prevent further gravitational collapse.

As the stars cool, the atoms fall closer and closer together. If the fun-
damental constituents of matter were bosons, all old stars would quickly
collapse into black holes. If the star is not too massive, however, then the
collapse is arrested by the Pauli exclusion principle between the electrons.
This suffices to stabilize the white dwarf as long as it is less than about
1.4 solar masses. Many properties of white dwarfs are well modelled as a

3These states are very similar to superconductors, but, unlike the electrons in a su-
perconductor, the atoms in a trap are neutral. Thus, these states are better described as
BCS superfluids.

____
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degenerate Fermi liquid of electrons.
If the original star was extremely massive, however, its demise may be

cataclysmic rather than slow cooling, with much of the star's matter being
blown away in a supernova explosion. The remnants of massive supernova
are still too massive for the electron degeneracy pressure to stabilize. Grav-
ity compresses the stellar remnant to such an extent that the electrons are
crushed into the protons. The resulting object-a "neutron" star-is typ-
ically of about 10 km radius and may be thought of as a single gigantic
nucleus! At this point, the collapse is arrested by the exclusion principle
between the protons and neutrons. Some properties of this proton-neutron
fluid may be well described as a degenerate Fermi liquid, and is typically
thought to be superfluid.

In the cores of neutron stars, however, the pressure may be so great
that even the protons and neutrons are crushed together. The collapse is
once again arrested by the exclusion principle this time by the exclusion
pressure of the quarks. Even in this extremely dense regime, the physics
may once again be described as a degenerate Fermi liquid.

The same techniques used to study conventional superconductivity may
be used to study this extremely dense quark matter with the role of the
electrically-charged electrons being assumed by the coloured quarks. As
we shall discuss later, such matter may also be a superfluid: a "colour"
superconductor.

The universal applicability of a single theory of degenerate fermions to
physics spanning over more than 9 orders of magnitude is surely one of
nature's marvels.

1.1. Why Fermions? 21
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Chapter 2

Variational Mean-Field
Method

The technical core for the analysis in this thesis is based on the application
of a variational method due to Feynman [9]. With this method, we shall
provide a rigorous foundation for the "mean-field" approximation that is to
follow. We shall derive this mean-field method for rather arbitrary fermionic
systems, starting with simple two-component systems and proceeding to
study models of QCD that contain nine species of quarks, each with four
relativistic components. We hope that this formulation provides the reader
with a solid basis for the resulting mean-field approximation. Although
these techniques appears often in the literature, they are seldom properly
explained or justified.

Consider a system described by a Hamiltonian H. As we discuss in Ap-
pendix A, all of the thermodynamic information is given in the appropriate
partition function

Z = e - F = Tr[e- fiH] (2.1)

where the operator H and resulting thermodynamic potential F are chosen
to produce the desired ensemble. (In this case, H is the Hamiltonian, and
F is the Helmholtz free-energy: this expression is for the macro-canonical
ensemble at fixed temperature T = 1/(kB3).)

The basic principle behind the mean-field approximation is to use the
solution for some exactly solvable model Ho to approximate the desired
model. This idea comes from a variational method discussed by Feynman [9]
which we state here without proof:

Thm 2.0.1: The thermodynamic potential F of a given system described by the
Hamiltonian H is bounded:

F < Fo + (H- Ho)0 (2.2)

where Fo is the free energy of the system described by Hamiltonian Ho and
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the average is performed with respect to the thermal ensemble of Ho:

Tr [e-,3]
(A)0 = Tre- o (2.3)

Tr e- Ho

To use this, we consider a family of solvable Hamiltonian for which we
can compute the right hand side. We then vary the parameters of this Hamil-
tonian to minimize the right side, thereby obtaining an upper bound for the
true thermodynamic potential on the left. Using the thermodynamic rela-
tionship Po = exp(-fHo)/Zo, which follows from the principle of maximum
entropy, we have

Fo = E- TS = (Ho)o - TTr[po In Po]. (2.4)

Thus, the variational procedure is equivalent to the standard thermody-
namic minimization,

F < min ((fH),,- TS(p)), (2.5)
Po

over a set of ensembles Po is defined by the choice of exactly solvable Hamil-
tonians H 0o.

In this thesis we shall work primarily in the grand-canonical ensemble
where we fix the temperature, and the chemical potentials. We thus typically
redefine our "Hamiltonian" so as to include the chemical potential:

H H -iN. (2.6)

In this case, the relevant thermodynamic potential Q = -PV is proportional
to the negative pressure of the system. In this grand-canonical ensemble,
the mean-field calculation now is equivalent to the minimization

Q[/u] < min (F(o)- (N)o) (2.7)

This has some important consequences. In particular, as discussed in Ap-
pendix A.4.1, the computed bound for Q[t] is a convex function of its argu-
ments. This is true for any source (chemical potential or background field)
added linearly to the "Hamiltonian". Thus, if a bunch of chemical potentials
/Ha are introduced, the matrix

[M]a,b = ac% (2.8)
19 Ma.&9b
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is negative semi-definite. This condition is a necessary condition for ther-
modynamic equilibrium and follows directly from the principle of maximal
entropy.

In our case, we choose the exactly solvable models to be purely quadratic.
The resulting approximation is thus Gaussian, and completely described by
two-point correlations: Higher order correlations are completely described in
terms of the two-point correlations through Wick's theorem. For example,
the four-point function is given by

(b-d) 0 = (ab) (d)o + (^ad) (bZ)o () (bd)0 . (2.9)

The sign of the last term depends on the statistics of the particles. The
order of the operators in this term is an odd permutation of the original
interaction. For fermions, this term thus acquires a relative minus sign. For
non-Gaussian states, this decomposition is not exact as there are generally
more than just two-body correlations.

One can think of this as replacing the operator combination ab -- (b)0
with its "mean' value, hence the term "mean-field". If one has access to more
general solvable models, then these may also be used to obtain generalized
"mean-field" approximations. (In this case, the term "mean-field" may not
be very appropriate.) Exactly solvable models, however, are generally hard
to come by.1 In this thesis, we shall restrict our discussion to approximation
by quadratic models.

'Note, however, that the original BCS model admits an exact solution due to Richard-
son [10]. This is part of a class of exactly solvable models classified by a Gaudin algebra.
See [11, 12, 13] for more details. We shall not use these solutions here.
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Chapter 3

Matrix Formulation

3.1 Fermions

The basis of our variational mean-field calculation will be systems of fermions
with purely quadratic interactions. We start by presenting some simple
results for these systems.

3.1.1 Thermodynamic Potential

Consider the quantum mechanics of a single fermionic degree of freedom
described by the Hamiltonian

: = (ata- 1) + ho. (3.1)

The partition function for this system can be computed using the complete
two-dimensional basis {IO) , 1) }:

e- - =- Tr[e-[w(ata-l1/2)+ho]], (3.2)
_- elho-w/2] ((Ole-Wa tIO) + (1I e-wata1))

= 2 cosh(flw/2)e-ho . (33)

The thermodynamic potential is thus

Q - In(Z) = ln[2 cosh(/3w/2)] + ho0 . (3.4)

The formal structure of a Hamiltonian with more degrees of freedomW.=1Can (tan -) (3.5)
n

is a diagonal tensor product of similar terms:

e-~a= H - (t a_ l) (3.6)
n
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The resulting partition function is thus

Z = e- = H 2 cosh(wn/2), (3.7)
n

and the free-energy is

Q- Z ln[2 cosh(wn/2)] (3.8)
n

To move from this quantum mechanical example to a quantum field theory,
we take the continuum limit. In this case, the index n --. j becomes a
continuous degree of freedom and the sum becomes an integral. There are
several issues that arise when considering an uncountable number of degrees
of freedom that technically complicate the study of quantum field theory
(leading to divergences etc.). For condensed matter systems, however, one
may always in principle consider large but finite systems-for example, by
placing the system in a finite size box, or on a lattice etc.- and take this
continuum limit carefully at the end of the calculation to verify that ev-
erything works out properly. Thus, we proceed with a discussion of finite
systems, and postpone the continuum limit until Chapter 3.3.

Consider, for example, a single fermionic degree of freedom in the grand-
canonical ensemble at fixed temperature and chemical potential. The ap-
propriate "Hamiltonian" is

H = (ata O )-AN = ) (ata 1 _(3.9)i=w(a-) -/LN=(w-)(- ') 2
The free-energy is thus

Q = ln[2 cosh(P3(w - )/2)] + (3.10)
13 2

From this result, we can use the thermodynamic relationships to extract
other quantities. For example, the occupation number n = (iti) can be
found using the standard thermodynamic relationship:

1 - tanh(3(w - )/2)
n = = f(w - ) (3.11)

where
f(E) =1 - tanh(P3E/2) _ 1

2 1 the+ eFermiDirac distribution function.
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.

____
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3.1.2 Quadratic Hamiltonians

We now consider a very general quadratic Hamiltonian which we may write:

H = Ed (3.13)

where V; may contain several fermionic operators:

al

(3.14)

and satisfies canonical anti-commutation relations

{,Pa7 b} = 6ab , {ab} = = { 7a,b} = 0. (3.15)

This Hamiltonian can be diagonalized using a unitary transformation U:

H = Zwyn=1 (cc) (3.16)
n

where

c= Qt, and QtEQ = 2 . (3.17)

From this diagonal form, we can compute all properties of the ensemble.
For example, the thermodynamic potential is simply

Q= - E ln[(-Wn)], (3.18)
j=l

and the quadratic expectation values are

(~Z*b) = 3abf,(Wa), (ab) = 6abf/(-Wa), (ab) = (Ca = 0, (3.19)

'In this section, we sketch rather briefly the general method for dealing with general
quadratic systems. There are quite a few subtle technical details that must be considered
when actually implementing this scheme. These are discussed, along with the truly general
analysis, in Appendix B.
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where f is the Fermi-distribution (3.12). From these, using the inverse
transformation Q, we can reconstruct the expectation value of the original
operators. We express these in matrix form:

(, ) = [F+]T, and (i/n )=[F-], (3.20)

where

F+ = (3.21)+ e± E'

From these, the two-point functions can be computed.2 Higher-order func-
tions are simply expressed in terms of the appropriate Wick contractions.
Finally, we point out that the thermodynamic potential can be written in
terms of the original matrix as

1
= -Tr ln[F-]. (3.22)

3.2 Interactions

We now consider adding interactions to our quadratic model. As a spe-
cific example (and because the models we shall study later have this form)
consider the Hamiltonian

H = At e + g(otrtp)(ltrI). (3.23)

The matrices r specify the type of interaction-in this case, a four-fermion
interaction. We proceed with this example, but note that the results gener-
alize trivially to interaction with more operators, or that contain a sume of
terms like this.

3.2.1 Variational Hamiltonian

The variational Hamiltonian that will provide the upper bound (2.2) for our
ensemble is

fHo = (e + ) = tEP. (3.24)
2The formalism here does not allow for non-zero correlations of the form (l). These

can be dealt with using the generalized formalism presented in Appendix B. It may seem
that this precludes the study of superfluidity because the pairing correlation is often
written (4pb). Recall, however, that the operators have two components. We will

choose these to be a and t so that the off-diagonal elements of ( =2fl) = (ba) contain

exactly the superfluid correlations. What we are neglecting are the (tb) correlations.
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The variational parameters are the elements of the matrix E which should
be thought of as the matrix of "self-energy" corrections. This matrix must
be constrained to be Hermitian: E = t.

The quadratic portion of the free energy is given by (3.22) while the
expectation of the difference (H - Ho) is

(H - Ho)o = (Hint)o + Tr[( , )O E], (3.25)

= (Hint)o - Tr[EF+], (3.26)

and the expectation of the interaction is3

(Hint)o = g (Tr[tF+ TrrF +] + Tr[rtF- rF+]).

In total, we have

Q < Q[E] = Trln[F-]- Tr[F+]+

+ g (Tr[rtF+] Tr[rF+] + Tr[tF-rF+]) . (3.27)

3.2.2 Self-Consistent Schwinger-Dyson Equations

The usual self-consistency conditions follow from (3.27) by varying the right
hand side with respect to the variational parameters. It is difficult, however,
to directly compute the derivative with respect to J.4 Instead, we perform
the variation with respect to F+, using the relation

1 I= - ln [(F+)-- 1]= - (ln[F+]- ln[F-]). (3.28)

We also use the fact that, for analytic matrix functions f(X),

dTr[AX] - AT and d ( (3.29)
dX dX

As long as we work at finite temperature, the function F+(E) is invertible,
and so the result of varying with respect to F + will differ by an overall factor

3 For a fully self-consistent analysis, we should include the term -g (tIt) (4r). This
simplified analysis does not include these correlations: They are included in Appendix B.

4The difficulty lies in computing the derivative of f(e + E) and in computing the
derivative of the interaction terms. Unless one can assume that e, M and r all commute-
and in general they do not-the result is a mess of commutators.
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of the non-singular Jacobian matrix. The T -- 0 limit, however, must be
taken after the self-consistency conditions are derived.

Proceeding to compute the derivative of the first two terms of (3.27) and
noting that F- = 1 - F+ we have _T. Taking the transpose, we have the
full set of self-consistency conditions-the Schwinger-Dyson equations:

E = g (rt Tr[rF+] + Tr[rtF + rtF-T - rF+rt) . (3.30)

We make a few comments about this equation:

* Since (3.21) is in general invertible for non-zero temperature, we may
use either E or F+ as variational parameters. Specifying E amounts
to specifying the properties of the "variational Hamiltonian" while
specifying F+ amounts to specifying all of the two-point correlations.
For Gaussian systems, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
these two. At zero temperature, the variational bound reduces to
Q < (H)o where the expectation values is in the ground state of the
Hamiltonian Ho. In this sense, one simply has a variational state. This
allows for an easy extension to variational states beyond the quadratic
Gaussian approximation by using more complicated variational states.
Note that this only works for zero temperature: At finite temperatures,
one must specify the "variational ensemble" which is most concisely
expressed in terms of a solvable Hamiltonian. At present, we are not
sure of any other appropriate generalization to finite temperature of
the notion of a variational state.

* As a matrix equation, (3.30) is generally valid. In particular, one
simply needs include momentum or position "indices" to account for
continuous dimensions. These "matrices", however, become infinite-
dimensional and one thus encounters the problems of: a) infinitely
many variational parameters and, b) manipulating (inverting etc.)
infinite dimensional matrices. One solution is to use finite-volumes
and/or lattices. The matrices then become finite (though large) and
may be manipulated numerically.

* Since the Schwinger-Dyson equation (3.30) has been derived by vary-
ing with respect to F+, one may simply impose variational constraints
on the parameters of F+ if these are treated as variational parameters
(rather than considering E as the variational parameters). For exam-
ple, one might consider restricting attention to variational ensembles
where F+ is diagonal. In this case, one need only consider the equa-
tions specified by the diagonals in (3.30). The off-diagonal equations
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3.2. Interactions

will likely not be satisfied, but they may be safely ignored when con-
sidering only this restricted subset. Ignoring certain parameters in F+
is thus justified as a minimization over a restricted subset of Gaussian
states with only the specified form of two-body correlations F + .

Unfortunately, because of the non-trivial relationship between E and
F+, making similar restrictions on E will not work with the present
form of self-consistency conditions.

3.2.2.1 Free Energy

Finally, note that there is a simpler expression for the free-energy bound
at the stationary point. One uses the Schwinger-Dyson equation (3.30) to
eliminate E from (3.27):

[F = Trln[F+] - g (Tr[rtF+] Tr[rF +] - Tr[rtF+rF+]) (3.31)

Note that this only holds at the variational solution and does not necessarily
form a valid variational function.

3.2.2.2 Parameter "Renormalization"

We pause here to discuss a few matters related to thermodynamic relation-
ships and the self-consistent "renormalization" of parameters. What we
mean here is that the variational ensemble is described by certain param-
eters that are the coefficients of quadratic (bi-linear) combinations of the
fermion fields.5 These quadratic parameters may differ from the quadratic
parameters in original Hamiltonian. We refer to the variational parameters
as "renormalized" parameters: These renormalized parameters defined the
variational Hamiltonian Ho and thus parametrize the variational state. In
contrast, we shall call the parameters in the physical Hamiltonian H "bare"
parameters.

In terms of our formalism, the matrix e contains the "bare" parameters,
the matrix E = e + E contains the "renormalized" parameters, and the
matrix E contains the "renormalizations". The renormalizations are deter-
mined self-consistently through the Schwinger-Dyson equation. In QCD,
for example, this distinction is the distinction between the "current" quark
masses, (which appear in the model Hamiltonian, for example, mu , 4

5 Actually, since we only consider Gaussian states, all of the parameters are quadratic,
but this is not the general case.
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MeV), and the "constituent" quark masses (which are typically much larger:
Mu '' 300 MeV. See, for example, Table E.3 or [14].)

In particular, consider a model where the grand-canonical "Hamiltonian"
H(po) = F- 0oN depends on a (bare) chemical potential /o. The Schwinger-
Dyson determines a self-consistent renormalization by in E and the state is
parametrized by the renormalized chemical potential PR = M0 + 6.

3.2.2.3 Thermodynamic Relationships

In order to use the computed thermodynamic potential to generate other
thermodynamic quantities, it is important to perform the minimization
properly. For example, consider determining the average particle number
N = (N)o in a given state. For pure states, this should follow from the
thermodynamic relationship

-_ = N. (3.32)
0d10

This follows only if Q is computed properly:

f[po] = min[F(p) - poN(p)], (3.33a)

= F[p(/)] - poN[p(p/o)] (3.33b)

where the implicit dependence p[uo] is determined to satisfy the minimiza-
tion. The thermodynamic relationship to extract the particle number sug-
gests computing:

aQ = OaFp- / aN) p _ N[p(/lo)] (3.33c)

If the minimization was not properly performed, the first term does not
vanish, and the thermodynamic relationship (3.32) is not satisfied. Such
relationships only hold at stationary points where F' = oN'.

Consider relationship (3.32) in our formalism. The state is characterized
by F+(uR) which depends on the renormalized parameter ,/R. The gap
equation determines EI(AR) which explicitly determines the renormalizations
6p. thus has the following form (after minimizing with respect to other
parameters, such as A as described in Section 4.2):

= Qo[1R] + H[1o,/1URI - Ho[/AR] (3.34)

where H[Po, PR] = (H)0, etc. The dependence on /pR(/o , 6/) is determined
by the minimization condition for the other variational parameters, such as

___
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A. Note that there is an explicit dependence on the bare parameter Po in
the term H[Po, R].

The Schwinger-Dyson equation for the remaining variational parameter
/iz gives:

aOQO[/R] H[/Io, UR] _ HO[IR] =0 (3.35)
Ip9R 0R 01PR

through which one may determine 6b(p/o). Thus, in principle, one must
determine all the parameters 6/a self-consistently for a given [o. Typically,
however, the relationship between R and o is trivial:6 PR = PO + 6

with 61p being determined explicitly as a function of PR through the gap
equation. Thus, one may simply specify PR, solve the gap equations for the
other parameters, and then, at the end of the day, be confident that one has
the correct solution, by setting the bare parameter value to [Po = PR - 6p.
In this way, one may "ignore" the bare value 0o and effectively specify the
renormalized value that parametrize the state.

The thermodynamic relationships such as (3.32), however, are only valid
when one differentiates with respect to the bare parameters. In particular,
even though the expression (3.27) depends only on F + and thus only on
PR, the following does not correctly compute the particle number

aQ aQo[PR] + OH[o, PR] _ aHo[R] + H[[o, IaR] do
OuR OlR O19R AU1R '9io d[R'

_ H[[o, [1R] d[o d[oR] do _ (N)o do, (3.36)
0/z d/zR d/zR'

unless d[po/dAR = 1. Expression (3.32) may be used with the renormalized
parameters, however, if one can arrange the interaction so that the solution
to the Schwinger-Dyson equation is [l = 0. This is often possible and ex-
plains why many works in the literature that neglect the chemical potential
and other self-energy renormalizations are still self-consistent. If the inter-
action cannot be arranged to ensure that [1L = 0, however, then one must
include this parameter in the self-consistency relations in order to properly
reproduce the thermodynamic relations.

3.3 Momentum Dependence

In the previous sections, we showed how to solve rather arbitrary fermionic
problems using the variational mean-field approach. Unfortunately, we

6 This is not always true, as we shall see when we include a momentum dependence.
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would like to consider systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom that
arise through the consideration of continuous fields. In this case one must
work with infinite (even uncountably infinite) dimensional matrices. The
previous results become useless without some simplifying assumptions. 7

In principle, one can simply introduce position or momentum labels x
and as additional indices, but if one allows arbitrary cross-terms, even
the quadratic model becomes intractable. One solution is to limit restrict
the variations to a limited subset of possible solutions. In this thesis we
shall primarily limit our attention to homogeneous and isotropic states as
discussed in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Conventions

The results of the previous sections are extended to continuum theories by
promoting the sums, traces, etc., to integrals. For example, the Hamiltonian
for a single species of non-relativistic fermions in d dimensions is

H = Jdd t(x) (_V -i) V i = Vfdd. (_P2 _ ) . (3.37)

We use this to point out a few conventions: First, we use natural units where
h = kB = c = 1. Second, we use the shorthand notation dcp = dp/(27r) in
momentum space and keep all of our factors of 2r in the momentum integrals
of our Fourier transforms:

(x = e eTo maintain consistent notations with our formal developments, we include
To maintain consistent notations with our formal developments, we include
a factor of the volume with our definition of the momentum space operators
so that they are dimensionless rai] = 0. Thus, the momentum is simply a
label and the operators fip directly correspond to the operators ia in (3.14).
To be consistent, we use a subscript for the momentum dependence to em-
phasize that this is an index. This also helps distinguish between a field and
its Fourier transform: +(x) should be thought of as a dimensionful "field"
[+(x)] = d/2 in position while ?r should be thought of as a dimension-
less creation operator with a momentum label. The volume factor in the
momentum space representation follows from V = (27r)d6(d) (0).

7One place where the previous sections may be of direct use is when performing an
analysis in the basis of harmonic oscillator states as one might do when studying finite
systems in an atomic trap. One may also be able to directly use the equations to solve
the problem on a lattice in a finite, or periodic volume.

_� I __
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The thermodynamic potential density for this gas is simply

V - d ln [2 cosh (p 2/(2) - ] + dp2/(2m)- p

=1 d Pln [fi (- p2)] (3.39)

where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function (3.12). From this we

can compute the occupation number np - ( ) = fo(wp) from the ther-
modynamic relationship (3.32):

N =O/V = d n = f - p ) (3.40)

We note that for spatially homogeneous and isotropic states, (t ) =
6,np where 3p1 ,4np is a Kronecker delta so that it makes sense to write

np- =(i)

3.3.2 Homogeneous and Isotropic States

In this thesis, we shall only consider homogeneous and isotropic states. This
means that all quadratic terms must have net momentum zero and we need
only consider the following types of terms:

InPtP't fP+ , (3.41)

and their conjugates. In terms of the variational states, we only consider
states such that the correlations have the following forms:

{(~, cc ,q, ")0o cc , (3.42)

Our momentum dependent models have the following Hamiltonian density:

^ - Jd tC(e3 - IL)p +gj(trt)(tr). (3.43)

The momentum structure of the interaction must include some sort of ul-
traviolet cutoff to regulate the theory. The general form of the interaction
is as a sum of terms of the form:

C= 3p 3 q v(q C,',q q)(rA )(r ) (3.44)
V A
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The regulation is included in the interaction structure V(p, O', 4, '). For
simplicity, we discuss here models with separable potentials and use an ex-
plicit cutoff. More general and realistic models will be discussed later in Sec-
tion 5.3.1. The separable interactions we consider in Sections 5.3.1 and 7.3
have the following explicit form8

V(pp',q,q') = VApApAqAq(27r)36(3)(p - P' + q _-). (3.45)

The function Ap acts as an ultraviolet cutoff. This is similar to the type
of interaction arrived at in the original BCS model [8] for example, where
the cutoff function Ap mimics a Debye screened phonon interaction, but also
includes the Hartree-Fock contributions. To analyze QCD in Part III we will
choose a cutoff that goes to zero for large momenta to simulate asymptotic
freedom.

We note that the separable interactions generally have some horrible
features-they are non-local, violate most gauge invariance, etc.-but pro-
ceed because it leads to some very simple results and delivers many of the
qualitative features found with more complicated interactions. We shall con-
sider rectifying some of these deficiencies in Section 5.2. We also note that
the dimension of the coupling is [g] = -2.

It will turn out that, with this separable interaction, all of the non-trivial
momentum dependence will arise from the functions Ap. To see this, we first
write the bound on the thermodynamic potential density:

< Xc t (1 Tr ln[F ]- Tr[ Ft ]) +
V- J 3 p P

+ g (rr[rtF]i Tr[rF] + Tr[rtF-rFp]) (3.46)

where

Fr= J|3 p Fi . (3.47)

Note that Ft are dimensionless variational parameters:p

F = (l) (3.48)

for example, but that [Ft] = 3 is not dimensionless. These integrated
parameters are convenient to work with, but cannot be treated as variational

8We include a volume factor here to ensure that the result is an energy density, corre-
sponding with the Hamiltonian density in equation (3.43).

___
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parameters. Note also that

F + F = Vp = Vpl = d3pI A1 (3.49)

where Vp is the "volume" of momentum space. Varying as before, we obtain
the momentum space Schwinger-Dyson equations:

p = gA2 (rt Tr[rF] + r Tr[rtF;] + rtFfr - rFjrt) . (3.50)

We see explicitly that all of the momentum dependence of Ep is given by
the cutoff function:

E, = A2E. (3.51)

Using the Schwinger-Dyson equation, we can eliminate E from the expres-
sion for the free-energy as before:

Q[F+] - f 3p 1 Tr ln[F ]+

- g (TrrF Tr[rF] +Tr[FtFrF]). (3.52)

At this point, we the reader may wish to take a peak at Section 4.2 to
see how this formalism is applied to standard BCS style superfluidity. More
complicated, but realistic, examples of momentum dependence are discussed
in Section 5.3.1.

3.3. Momentum Dependence 41
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Breached Pair Superfluids
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Chapter 4

Theory of Fermionic
Superfluidity

4.1 History of Breached Pair Superfluids

The general idea of Breached Pair superfluidity arises quite naturally by
considering standard BCS superfluidity where the two components have dif-
ferent dispersions. These are sometimes referred to as "asymmetric" su-
perfluids. For certain parameter values, a solution to the Schwinger-Dyson
equation exists with the characteristic properties of a Breached Pair state.
The challenge with the Breached Pair state is ensuring that it is stable. Al-
though this solution is a stationary point, it is not always a minimum of the
thermodynamic potential. The stability of these phases is one of the main
points addressed in this thesis. In particular, we demonstrate models where
stable Breached Pair states may exist.

The interesting feature of Breached Pair superfluids is that the superfluid
state retains gapless fermionic excitations. With dominant S-wave interac-
tions, these states are also homogeneous and isotropic. Consequently the
gapless modes occupy entire Fermi-surfaces, not just nodal points or planes
as is the case with several other "gapless" superfluids. The simultaneous
existence of superfluid properties with gapless excitations in a homogeneous
fluid is a novel feature of the Breached Pair state.

The origin of these states goes back to at least 1963 when Sarma consid-
ered a gapless Schwinger-Dyson solution for a superconductor in an external
magnetic field [16]. The field provides an asymmetry by shifting the relative
chemical potentials of the two spin states. For certain fields, an additional
solution to the gap equation may be found, but this state is unfavoured en-
ergetically to the fully gapped BCS solution. Similar results were considered
in the context of colour superconductivity [17], again concluding that these
states are not stable.

This phenomenon of gapless superfluidity was re-examined by Liu and

1For example, consider the A phases of 4He [15].
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Wilczek [18] where they considered a splitting due to a large mass ratio
and coined the term "interior gap" superfluidity for the situation where the
primary pairing takes place about the inner Fermi-surface. This paper drew
criticism from Wu and Yip [19], who argued that the state was unstable to
quantum fluctuations.

Further possibilities for gapless superfluids were reconsidered in the QCD
context [20, 21] where a similar state was stabilized by a gauge charge
neutrality condition for electric and colour charges. Wilczek, Liu, and
Gubankova [22] also considered a more generic case where pairing could oc-
cur about either Fermi-surface and decided that the state was best described
by the term "Breached Pair" (BP). They argued that the stability of the
state depended on fixing particle numbers (working in the micro-canonical
ensemble): the previous instabilities were all noted for fixed chemical poten-
tials in the grand-canonical ensemble.

The claim that one may stabilize the system by fixing the particle num-
ber comes from noting that the Breached Pair states admit different number
densities whereas the BCS state enforces equal densities (see Section 5.1.2).
Thus, fixing a particle number asymmetry precludes the formation of the
BCS state. One can then compare the free energies (rather than the ther-
modynamic potentials) and find that the Breached Pair state is favoured
over the normal state.

The problem with this argument, however, is that one is only consider-
ing two possible competing states: a uniform normal phase and a uniform
Breached Pair phase. Bedaque, Caldas and Rupak [23] showed that a third
possibility exists that can compete energetically with the Breached Pair
state. They considered a heterogeneous mixed phase consisting of an in-
homogeneous mixture of BCS and normal states. The constraint of total
particle asymmetry is maintained by the normal phase. Bedaque, Caldas
and Rupak found for several cases, that the energy of such a mixed phase
was lower than that of the Breached Pair state.

The energetic preference of a mixture in the macro-canonical ensemble
over a pure phase that is unstable in the grand-canonical ensemble is quite
generic. For extensive systems in the thermodynamic (large volume) limit,
this follows from the convexity of the thermodynamic potentials (see Ap-
pendix A.4.2). Thus, for extensive systems, one may only consider states
that are stable in the grand-canonical ensemble: all mixtures found the other
ensembles will comprise various pure phases found in the grand-canonical
ensemble. Wu and Yip's calculation [19] is simply a statement that the
Breached Pair state considered is not stable at fixed chemical potentials:
the negative superfluid density they calculate is just the positive curvature

__ ·
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of the thermodynamic potential as a function of the appropriate sources.
Details of this argument were discussed in [1] where we also provided

two models that exhibit stable Breached Pair superfluidity at fixed chemical
potential. We shall discuss the details of this stability in Section 5.2. It
seems to require a large mass ratio and a finite range interaction. Reddy
and Carlson [24] have recently suggested that these restrictions may relax
as one moves to stronger coupling.

In the QCD context, progress is still being made under the assump-
tion that charge neutrality conditions stabilize the state (see for exam-
ple [21, 25, 26, 27, 28]). Calculations of the gluon screening masses, how-
ever, find a negative square of the Meissner mass, suggesting that, even
with the neutrality constraints, the state may be unstable [29, 30, 31]. This
is presently unresolved, though an attempt will be made to address this
situation in Section 5.2.

4.1.1 Mismatched Fermi Surfaces

In this chapter, we shall consider systems of two species that, in the absence
of interactions, would have two distinct Fermi surfaces. The natural BCS
pairing is thus strained. In the presence of an attractive interaction, several
possibilities arise.

Normal: If the interaction is too weak, the Fermi-surfaces will be slightly
modified, but no pairing will be induced. The phase will remain a "normal"
Fermi-liquid. Heuristically, the reason is that the low-energy excitations
which might participate in pairing are isolated at separate Fermi-surfaces
and the interaction is insufficient to overcome the kinetic energy required to
overcome the separation.

A useful image is to consider "promoting" particles from one Fermi-
surface to the other to form a pair. The energy costs for this are determined
by the dispersion relationships.

BCS: If the interactions are strong enough over all momenta, then the
aforementioned promotions will be allowed, and the pairing will equalize
the densities, forming a conventional BCS superfluid.

LOFF: One way of reducing the kinetic cost is to pair unequal momenta.
In this way, particles do not need to be promoted, but there is also only
a limited amount of pairing: this is limited to the regions of momentum
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space where the displaced Fermi surfaces overlap, and is dimensionally re-
duced. Such states will not be homogeneous and isotropic, but rather, will
have a preferred direction or crystalline structure and are commonly re-
ferred to as LOFF (or LOFF in the condensed matter community) states
after the originators, Larkin, Ovchinnikov [32], Fulde, and Ferrell [33]. This
possibility has also been considered in the QCD context (see for exam-
ple [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]).

To perform a complete analysis, one should consider this possibility, but
the LOFF analysis is quite challenging and beyond the scope of the present
work. In this thesis, we consider only homogeneous and isotropic states.

Breached Pairing: Another way of reducing the kinetic energy cost is
to flatten the energy bands by increasing the masses of the fermions. In
this way, promoting particles to admit pairing costs little energy.2 In ad-
dition, if the interaction has a non-trivial momentum structure, then it is
possible for pairing to occur only about one of the Fermi-surfaces. These
are the conditions that seem to be required for stable extensive Breached
Pair superfluids at weak coupling: some heavy particles are promoted to the
light particle Fermi surface where they pair-this is where the interaction is
dominant. The other Fermi surface remains essentially unpaired because of
the momentum structure of the interaction.

In the following sections we shall present the details which support this
picture and characterize the Breached Pair superfluids. We start by describ-
ing our model, deriving the general gap equation, and calculating some phys-
ical properties in Section 4.2. We then discuss the standard BCS state, the
asymmetric BCS state, and finally the Breached Pair state in Sections 4.2.2,
4.2.3, and Chapter 5 respectively.

4.2 Fermionic Superfluidity

We start our discussion by deriving some mean-field results for BCS [8] su-
perfluids. This will serve to illustrate the formalism developed in Section 3.1
and provide a basis for understanding the Breached Pair state.

We start with the model defined by the following Hamiltonian density:

ote , hw, t3 a a a b n e oe) + g ahtbtb. (4.1)

2 Note, however, that a flat band becomes much more sensitive to finite temperature
effects, and the corresponding critical temperatures is lowered [41] (4.46).

�
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4.2. Fermionic Superfluidity

This is a model for two species of spinless fermions with annihilation op-
erators a and b. In the usual BCS model, these two species are just the
spin-up and spin-down states of the electron. Here we would like to consider
particles with potentially different properties such as their mass. This is
why we use the two species notation.

For now we leave the dispersion relationships sE and Eb arbitrary, though
we have in mind non-relativistic dispersions p2/(2m) - p. Note that we have
included the bare chemical potentials in these dispersion relationships to
simplify the notation. Complicated dispersions might arise in systems where
the electrons are in two different bands interact. In QCD, the dispersion are
relativistic p2 + m 2 - .

We shall also not specify the exact nature of the four-fermion interaction:
In general, this will need regularization, but, to simplify this presentation,
we shall defer this discussion until Section 5.2. For now, consider a contact
interaction regulated with a hard three-momentum cutoff as discussed in
Section 3.3 in Equation (3.45).

The first step is to rewrite the Hamiltonian density in terms of a two-
component spinor of definite momentum: 3

14 ( ap (4.2)

In terms of this spinor, the Hamiltonian density has the the form (3.43):

XJ f3j (t epf + - ) +g J(ltrt)Q+t b

where

(fP O fo 0 ep = -E ' and r= ( ). (4.3)

The extra b results from the anti-commutation relations and the reorder-
ing of the operators b. We note now that, for homogeneous and isotropic
states, everything is diagonal in momentum space, and we simply drop all
momentum dependency in our presentation: The back-to-back scattering
that leads to the correlations (pbf) is naturally provided by the spinor

3In this simple two-species system, one can either have pairing of the form (b6_p) or
-t

of the form (pbp) depending on the sign of the interaction. As long as the sign of the
interaction is constant, however, these are mutually exclusive. This allows us to use the
simplified formalism discussed in Section 3.1. More complicated models require the full
formalism discussed in Appendix B to deal with both types of condensates simultaneously.
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Chapter 4. Theory of Fermionic Superfluidity

structure (4.2). We shall be more careful with the momentum structure in
Section 5.3.1, but wish to keep the present presentation clebn. We point
out that the interaction is the normal ordered form of gjatab b and is thus
attractive if g < 0 and repulsive if g > 0.

We shall effect a mean-field upper bound on the thermodynamic poten-
tial with the following quadratic Hamiltonian density:

Wo = /d3 (tEf + Eb)(4.4)

where

E* -= E b=+ /Jb) a* -Eb (4.5)
and the variational parameters are

(-6/a Ab) (4.6)

One may think of the parameters 56 as chemical potential "renormaliza-
tions" such that the renormalized dispersions are

p2

E = - = - ( + 6L) (4.7)2m

with the renormalized chemical potential PR = + 6p. The parameters A
might also be thought of as a renormalization, but since there is no corre-
sponding bare parameter, this is better thought of as a spontaneously induce
symmetry breaking term: The original theory has a global U(1) symmetry
where - eia and b - eiab. This symmetry is explicitly broken by the
variational parameter A. If A is found to be non-zero after minimization,
then this symmetry is said to be spontaneously broken by the state. All
of the solutions e2iaA will be degenerate, but physically equivalent. This
phenomenon of a spontaneously broken symmetry is responsible for many
superfluid properties and will be discussed in Section 5.4. For now we simply
note that, on account of this symmetry, we may take A to be real.

The variational bound on the free energy is now given by (3.46).4 The

4There is a slight complication from the terms et and Eb that arise from the arrange-
ment of the operators b. The free-energy Po picks up a term Eb while the term (t - o)o
picks up the term e- - Ep. The net result et is independent of the variational parameters
and thus does not affect the Schwinger-Dyson equations.

__�I�
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4.2. Fermionic Superfluidity

result is now

< 13 Tr ln[F-]-Tr[ErF +] + E +

+ g (Tr[rtF iF] Tr[rFr] + Tr[rtFIrrFi]) (4.8)

and the Schwinger-Dyson equation is5

= (rt Tr[F] + rTr[rtFF ] + rtFr-rF 1rt). (4.9)

This expression is probably a bit foreign, so we shall express this in terms
of more physical quantities under the assumption that the interaction is
separable as discussed in Section 3.3.2. W start by defining the integrated
two-body correlations na (ata), nb (b b), and - (b):

F:= 1 nb -- ) (4.10)

Note that na is not actually the total density if the cutoff is not sharp, but,
rather, the density as it couples in the interaction. (The true density should
be integrated without a cutoff.) The free-energy bound now has the form

V -P 43_ (I ln[fs(-w)fa(-w)] + E-) +
+ 6/iana + 6PLbnb + 2A(I + g (nanb + 4)2) (4.11)

and the Schwinger-Dyson equation gives

A = -g, 6/a = -gnb, 6Pb = -gna. (4.12)

Note that this appears to follow by varying (4.11) with respect to na, nb and
(, but one must actually vary the momentum-dependent quantities because
of the implicit momentum dependence in the kinetic terms. The additional
terms generated, however, cancel as discussed in Section 3.2.2. Using the
Schwinger-Dyson equation, we obtain the following thermodynamic poten-
tial density at the stationary point:

vR J t nP1 [f3(-w o)f(-p )] + E) - g (nanb + 2) (4.13)

5Recall that F+f contains the integrated two-body correlations (3.47).
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To proceed further, we must perform some evaluations. First, we diagonalize
the quadratic Hamiltonian density:

E = Q (O° ) .Qt (4.14)(c^_) Qt (b)
at

This is easily achieved with the following transformation

Q=Qt csin sin 
- cos )

(4.15)

(4.16)
A

2 cos q sin q =-

FE~
As these quantities will appear frequently, we define some terms which we
shall use throughout this thesis:

Ea+Eb
2

= E+A = E+/q. (4.17)

In terms of these parameters, the eigenvalues of E, which determine the
quasiparticle spectrum of fermionic excitations, are given by:

w+ = E_-rl7 = E_+ E+2 + A2. (4.18)

The unitary transformation, Q is expressed in terms of the "coherence fac-
tors" u = cos X and v = sin 4. They satisfy the following relationships:

2 1+
cos 2=

2'
sin2 1- =

2
A

2 cos sin = -,

The main results follow from the computation of Ft:

To simplify this, and to foreshadow the familiar T - 0 limit, we define

0± = 1 - f6(w+) =
1 + tanh(3w±/2)

2
(4.21)

In the T -, 0 limit these become step functions

lim 0± = 0(w±).
T-.0O

where

(4.19)

fl(w-)) Q (4.20)
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4.2. Fermionic Superfluidity

The result is

F+ = 1 - 0+ cos2 - 0_ sin2 -(0+ - 0_) cos 0 sin (4.23)
P -(+ - _) sin 1 _ cos2 sin+ sin2 (4.23)

Properties of the variational ensemble can now be extracted from Ft. For

example, the densities follow from the definition of Ft as a quadratic cor-

relation: [FI+]1= (-it) = na and [F] 22 = (bbt) = 1- nb:

na = 1 - + cos2 - _ sin2 (2 - 0+ - ) - (+ - 0), (4.24a)

nb = 0_ cos2 + 0+ sin2 = ( + _) - (+ -9) (4.24b)
2

Note that the sum and differences take a particularly nice form:

na + nb = 1 - (+ - 0_) = 1 - [tanh(,fw+/2) - tanh(w_/2)], (4.24c)

n-nb = 1 - (+ + -) = - [tanh(fiw+/2) + tanh(iw_/2)]. (4.24d)

We can also write the self-consistency conditions from the components of
the Schwinger-Dyson equation:

A= g/d3 3p (0+ - _), (4.25a)

=2 \J1)2
b = -/ ~P(2 - + - -_) - -( - )(4.256M2 = gJ) CI3( ) 32 = -gna. (4.25c)

We note that the interpretation of the chemical potential renormalizations
is particularly simple: if the interaction is attractive (g < 0), then a net
density of one species increases the chemical potential of the other because
of the attraction.

Generally, the "gap equation" (4.25a) needs ultraviolet regulation be-
cause, for large momenta, E+ - p". For relativistic dispersions, a = 1, and
for non-relativistic dispersions, a = 2. In either case, the integral diverges
in three dimensions as f p 2-"dp. Details of this will be discussed later in
Section 5.2. For now, simply imagine that there is a hard momentum cutoff
in the integrals.
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4.2.1 Order Parameter

Note how the variational parameters relate to the order parameter. In the
literature (especially the QCD literature), one usually sees the parameter A
defines as an order parameter:

Aop -9 () (4.26a)

where

= J~3jp b2a_. (4.26b)

This definition corresponds to the right-hand side of the gap equation (4.25a)
where A is our variational parameter from the quadratic Hamiltonian den-
sity '7o. At the stationary point, these are equivalent, but away from the
stationary point, they are different. Thus, one may consider an additional
variational method

Q(A0P) _ min m 0ft- Aiana - bnblO), (4.27)
V (0BIAI)=Ao

where we minimization over all BCS style ansatz 10) with given expectation
Aop. However, it is difficult to actually compute this explicitly since all
expressions are in terms of A rather than Aop. This was carefully done
in [1] where both Q2 and Aop were computed as functions of A and then
Ql(Aop) was plotted. In this thesis, A shall always refer to the variational
parameter appearing in the quadratic Hamiltonian: Aop corresponds to the
parameters in F+.

4.2.2 Standard BCS Superfluidity

The standard BCS picture emerges when both species have the same dis-
persion relationships: a = Eb. In this case, E_ = 0 and so the quasiparticle
dispersions are always of different sign:

SW=±At7 =+ A\E- +A2 (4.28)

We immediately see that, once we fill in all the negative energy states,
the quasiparticle dispersions 7 = v/E+ + A2 have a gap in the spectrum
of magnitude A at the non-interaction (renormalized) Fermi surface where
E+ = 0. We also see 0+ + 0_ = 1, and so there is an equal density of each
species:

1 - (0+ - 0_) 1 - tanh(r371/2) (4.29)
na = nb 2(4.29)
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4.2. Fermionic Superfluidity

The gap equation assumes the familiar form

1 =gC43P3 1 tanh(q/(2T)) (4.30)1= -g /d2VE2 

In the zero temperature limit, tanh(p//2) - 1 for all non-zero A. Thus, one
sees that the integral has a divergence as A - 0 along the Fermi surface
where E+ = 0. Because of this, for arbitrarily weak attractions, there is
always a solution A0 to the zero temperature gap equation.

At finite temperatures, however, tanh(p3,/2) 3rl/2 near the Fermi-
surface and so the divergence is rendered finite even as AT - 0. Thus,
there is a minimum value of coupling required to sustain superfluidity at
finite temperatures. In particular, there is a critical temperature TC at which
the gap vanishes AT, = 0, which is given by the solution to

1 =-Jd 3p 21E+I tanh(IE+l/(2Tc)) (4.31)

The zero-temperature gap and the critical temperature are thus related:

[2 E~i+A~ tanh(IE±I/(2T,)) = 0. (4.32)
I P [ 21E+1( 2E+I2)

For typical dispersions, in both the large and small momentum regions,
Tc A << E+|. As a result, the integral is self-regulated in these regions
and the only non-trivial contribution comes from the region about the Fermi-
surface.

A common technique to study the relationship between Ao and T to
use the identity

/d3p h(E+) = d cd 3 p h(e)6(E+ -e) = de N(e)h(e) (4.33a)

where

N(e) = Jd3P (E+ - E) (4.33b)

is the density of states at energy e of the non-interacting (but renormalized)
system. To this end, one often introduces a cutoff so that the integrals only
contribute from a region near the Fermi-surface where E < 2. With this
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approximation, the relationship between the zero-temperature gap A0 and
the critical temperature Tc becomes

JWDEN 1 tanh(e/(2Tc))

·s; de NzJE)2/t~i~ 2 ) = . (4.34)
If AO sin TC, PF and the dispersions are smooth enough over the scale set by
Ao and T, then the dominant portion of this integral is in the region where
e < A0. In particular, as long as the dispersions are sufficiently flat, this
may be approximated by the constant N(O) over the region of interaction,
which simply represents the effective low-energy properties of the fermions
at the Fermi surface. One may also take the cutoff to infinity. The resulting
solution is thus quite insensitive to both the regularization scheme and to
the properties of the Fermi surface.

Before we derive this relationship, we consider the solution to the gap
equation. This is sensitive to the ultraviolet physics and acquires an explicit
dependence on the regulator WD:

E1 T
1 2 N(0) E21 A/ tanh ( 2 c + (T)) * (4.35)

In the zero temperature limit, we may directly integrate this to find the gap:

1-= N(0)ln [ 1+ )] (4.36)

The usual separation of scales is Ao < wD < PF through which the last
term simplifies to give the familiar result

Ao = 2wDe- 2/(I g lN(0)) (4.37)

which emphasizes the non-perturbative nature of superfluidity: The gap Ao
in the spectrum of quasiparticle cannot be represented as a power-series in
the coupling g.

To determine the relationship between Ao and TC, we introduce the di-
mensionless variable x = e/Ao. The relevant relation becomes

0 Ndx-t [ 2 TQ (4.38a)

lim x tanh 2 T))] (4.38b)
N(O) 1 1 ./~~~~~~~~~zx
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4.2. Fermionic Superfluidity

Dropping the constant and integrating the last term by parts, we have

0 lim [sinh-l(X)- ln(X) tanh )+ dx n( tanh + dx ln(x tanh ]

2T, d

In2) n(2)+ n -dy [ltanh(y)n , A

= ln(2) + n ) + dy ln(y) d tanh(y),

= In 4T,\) +ln(

where y = 0.5772157... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. From this, we
find the following well-known and robust prediction of mean-field BCS the-
ory:

Tc ev

- 1Z-- e 0.567. (4.39)Ao 7

4.2.3 Asymmetric BCS Superfluidity

Now consider the BCS picture but when the two species have different dis-
persions (for example, if they have different masses). The gap equation
becomes

-=d E2+2 tanh (E+ J/+ 2 ) (tanh (E--'E/+a2))·

If we assume that we remain in the BCS region where w_ < 0 < w+ for all
momenta, then we have the following relationship between A0 and Tc:

0 = i | (2 iE3+a- 41EI (tanh( E-+E+l)- tanh( E-1 E+))).

The first term is the same as in the symmetric case, but the latter terms
are complicated by the presence of a non-zero difference in dispersions E_.
In general, the relationship between A0 and Tc is complicated, but, as was
pointed out in [41], there is a special exception. To see this, write E_ =
E_(E+) as a function of E+, and perform the same transformation as above
to the variable x = e/A0. The second term becomes

-dx N(a °) (tanh [e ( + E-(ao )] + tanh [O (X E-(aox )])4x \,,, 2T, AO 2T, AO
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If the energy difference E_(E+) = aE+ is a homogeneous function, then
E_(Aox) = AoE_(x) and everything, except the density of states, may be
expressed in terms of the ratio Ao/Tc:

O = Jdx N(Ai\ox) ( 1 -2 (tanh [ (1+a)x] + tanh[ (1-a)xAo)

If the coefficient a is small, then, under the same conditions as before, one
may replace N(Aox) N(0) with the value at the Fermi surface and perform
the integrals, obtaining:

o ln(2)+ J dy (n ((y$ -)) d tanh(y) + n ((1 ) tanh(y)) 

= ln(2) + 2 In (l+a)o2T (1--a)Ao, + dy (ln(y)d tanh(y)),

= In ( 4T) 

Thus, we have the result

AO 7- F- e 0.567V1 - a2 (4.40)

Let us review the conditions on this result:

* The energy difference between the two species E_ - aE+ must be
approximately a homogeneous function of the energy sum E+ in the
vicinity of the common Fermi-surface. In particular, it must vanish
with E+ indicating that Ea = Eb = 0 so that the two species must
share the same Fermi-surface.

* The magnitude of the coefficient a must be less than 1.

* The quasiparticle dispersions must have the opposite sign, w_ < 0 <
w+ near the Fermi-surface.

* The density of states N(e) must not vary appreciable over the region
near the Fermi-surface where the integral is dominant.

All of these conditions are actually very similar. The homogeneity require-
ment is simply the statement that the dispersions are smooth over a scale
of order Ao/(l - lal) and that the Fermi-surfaces are equal. The condition
that a < 1 is simply the local manifestation that w_ < 0 < w+ at the
Fermi-surface.

I
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4.2. Fermionic Superfluidity 59

The special case considered in [41] was that of non-relativistic fermions:

Ea,b = p2 /(2ma,b) -a,b, (4.41)
with equal Fermi-momenta

PF = 2/iama-= 2 Abmb. (4.42)

In this case, we have

~m+(lE | )mb - m _ 2mb/b - 2malaE_ (E+ + +) _ - IE+I- (4.43)
m_ mb + ma ma + mb

where

1 I 1 1Thus,= m ma mand Pt = a i ab. (4.44)m+ m mb

Thus, the required conditions are satisfied if the Fermi surfaces are equal,
malia = mbb, and the scales separate as

A0 < (1 - al)p+. (4.45)

As emphasized in [41], although the solution to the zero-temperature gap
equation Ao is unchanged by a large mass asymmetry r = ma/mb < 1, the
critical temperature may be significantly reduced:

Tc- ;: 0.567 . (4.46)
Ao 1 +r
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Chapter 5

Breached Pair Superfluidity

Breached Pair superfluids embody the notion of phase separation in momen-
tum space: some regions of momentum space exhibit pairing contributing to
the superfluid properties, while other regions remain unpaired maintaining
properties of a Fermi liquid. These exotic superfluids are characterized by
the coexistence of a superfluid and a normal component in a translationally
invariant and isotropic state. Both components are accommodated in dif-
ferent regions of momentum space with the normal component residing in
the "breaches", bounded by gapless Fermi surfaces. In position space, these
superfluid phases remain spatially homogeneous and isotropic. 1

The pairing correlations lead to spontaneously broken U(1) symmetries
as with conventional fermion superfluids. This admits the usual Goldstone
modes and topological vortex properties. In addition, the presence of gap-
less Fermions maintain some normal Fermi-liquid properties. For example,
thermodynamic properties such as the heat capacity that are dominated
by the low-energy degrees of freedom will more closely resemble those of
Fermi-liquids than those of superfluids.

Many of the characteristic properties of Breached Pair superfluids can
be understood from an analysis of the quasiparticle properties given by
the quadratic Hamiltonian (4.4) that defines the variational ensemble. In
particular, the Breached Pair states are characterized by gapless fermionic
excitations where w±(p) = 0.

Even though the quadratic Hamiltonian (4.4) admits such states, these
states do not necessarily minimize the free-energy of some "realistic" model.
Indeed, Sarma's original calculations [16] found that the states with gapless
fermionic excitations are unstable. We shall defer the discussion about the
stability of these states to Section 5.2. We simply note here that they can
be stabilized with appropriate interactions, thus we proceed to discuss the
quasiparticle properties.

1 There is also the possibility of Breached Pair superfluidity with P-wave dominated
interactions that are not isotropic and homogeneous [42, 43]. In this thesis we shall only
consider the S-wave case.
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5.1 Quasiparticle Properties

For illustrative purposes, we consider only non-relativistic dispersions

1,b = p2 ab- (5.1)

5.1.1 Dispersions

Most of the quasiparticle properties follow from the dispersions

w=E E/+\+ (5.2)
where

E+(p) -p2 and, ma = mba b.
2m++ m± ma mb

At zero-temperature, the signs of the dispersions indicate whether or not
the quasiparticle states are occupied. Thus, in regions of momentum space
where w_ < < w+, the properties of the state are very similar to those of
conventional BCS superfluids. The deviations occur in the "breach" regions
where either w_, w+ < 0 or 0 < w_, w+. In these regions, the properties
of the state are similar to that of a Fermi-liquid. Note that the relevant
quantity to consider is the sign of w+w_.2 The breach points, which behave
as Fermi-surfaces, are thus defined by w+w_ = 0. If there is no momentum
dependence in A, /i or m, then analytic formulae can be derived, but the
stable solutions will have extra momentum dependence so we do not present
these academic results here.

The novel feature of these states is that there are gapless fermionic exci-
tations at the breach momenta: these gapless momenta define Fermi-surfaces
and one expects all of the standard properties of Fermi surfaces. For ex-
ample, there will be a large density of states with very low energy. This
will result in a superfluid with an anomalously large heat capacity.3 It is
even possible that a dispersion may be almost quadratic which would give
gapless superfluids an even higher heat capacity than a normal Fermi-liquid.

2 Alternatively, one can think about this in terms of the pole structure of the correlation
functions. This approach has been presented in the QCD context: [35].

3 Conventional superfluids have a gapless Goldstone mode, but, as it is bosonic, only the
states near zero momenta are low energy, as opposed to the entire Fermi-surface and the
effects are thus suppressed. Breached Pair states have the extra gapless fermion degrees
of freedom in addition to the Goldstone boson.
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5.1. Quasiparticle Properties

This property has led to an interesting potential signature for gapless colour-
superconductors in neutron stars [44].

These dispersions are altered at finite temperature through the tem-
perature dependence of the variational parameters A etc. We point out,
however, that the Breached Pair and BCS phases may only be rigorously
distinguished at zero temperature. In particular, the "gap in the spectrum"
is not a sufficient order parameter at finite temperatures T > 0 [25, 27].
Indeed, no symmetry distinguishes between the two phases and one expects
a smooth crossover at sufficiently high temperatures.

5.1.2 Densities

The occupation numbers as a function of momentum are obtained directly
from the coherence factors. We note here, however, that these follow from
the construction of the vacuum state from the zero state 10) annihilated
by the original operators a and b. Consider a single degree of freedom
(momentum): The vacuum state should be annihilated by the quasiparticle
operators CZ or Et' respectively depending on whether wa are positive or
negative. Recall that we have

c+ = cos 0 a + sin b , c_ = sin - cos bt (5.3)

where

2 cos 0 sin q =

Thus, as long as A # 0, neither I nor 'E annihilate the zero state 10).
Consider three possible cases:

w_ < O < w+: This is the usual BCS case. The ground state should satisfy
c+ IBP) = Et_ {BP) = 0. Using the anticommuting properties of the
fermion operators, we can construct the following state which satisfies
these properties:

JBP) = JA+ tt 10) = (cos q5 + sin bbtt) 10) (5.4)

where we have used the properties of 10) being the zero state for oper-
ators a and b and normalized the state. This is the familiar "pairing"
wave function from standard BCS theory.

w_, w+ < 0: This is one type of breach. The ground state here should satisfy
t+ iBP) = ct BP) = 0. Now ct +t 10) = 0, but + 10) oc t 10) oc
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-H
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p

Figure 5.1: Quasiparticle dispersions w+(p) (top), and occupation numbers na(p)
and nb(p) (middle), in a sample BP state.

t 10) 0 0. Thus, the properly normalized state simply has a fully
occupied species a

$BP) = at 10). (5.5)

0 < w_, w+: This is the other type of breach. The ground state here should
satisfy c+ BP) = c_ IBP) = 0. Again, Z+E_ 10) = 0, but c+ 10) oc

c 10) oc bt 10) - 0. Thus, the properly normalized state simply has a
fully occupied species b

IBP) = t 10). (5.6)

The complete Breached Pair ground state is a tensor product of these states
over all momenta. Incidentally, at zero temperature, one can simply con-
struct such a state with the parameters Opb as variational parameters and
minimize. This was the approach taken in the original BCS paper [8]. We
reproduce the BCS results at T = 0 with equal dispersions ea = Eb.

The typical situation for a Breached Pair state has regions of both BCS
type, and a breach of one or the other Fermi types, depending on which
Fermi surface ( or b) is largest. An example is shown in Figure 5.1. At
finite temperature, the slope of the dispersions become important and the
sharp features of the Fermi surfaces become smoothed. We make one impor-
tant remark here: even though the breach region looks like a normal Fermi
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5.2. Stability

sea in terms of occupancy, the quasiparticle operators are the Bogoliubov
transformed operators c±, not the bare operators a and b. Thus, the breach
is best thought of as a property of the state, rather than of the spectrum. It
is simply a filling in of the states that have become negative energy states
due to the asymmetry.

5.2 Stability

In the previous section, we discussed many of the properties of Breached Pair
superfluids that follow from the spectrum of the variational Hamiltonian
Ho. We have not yet verified, however, that the state is stable. First
we shall discuss some models where we can demonstrate that the system
is thermodynamically stable, and then we discuss some possible physical
realizations.

A requirement for thermodynamic stability is that the ensemble be of
maximal entropy (see Section A.1.3). This is equivalent to the thermody-
namic potential Q(T, fi) being a convex function: Convexity follows nat-
urally from a proper minimization over a set of variational parameters,
but is not guaranteed if this minimization is not fully performed. This
can be a problem, for example, when one simply has a solution to the
Schwinger-Dyson equations: The solution is only guaranteed to be a sta-
tionary point and may correspond to a maximum or a saddle point. This
is exactly the type of instability found by Wu and Yip [19] and seems to
be related to the chromo-magnetic instabilities discussed first by Shovkovy
and Huang [29, 30, 45, 46, 47]. This latter issue arises when the stability is
induced by long-range interactions and will be discussed in Section 5.5. The
first issue is addressed by properly performing the minimization.

We start our discussion about stability by reminding the reader that,
to identify possible phases for thermodynamic systems, one need only con-
sider the phase diagram in the grand canonical ensemble (see Section A.4.6).
Thus, we consider here large volumes of extensive phases in systems with-
out long-range interactions. Under these conditions, possible heterogeneous
mixed phases will be composed of pure phases found in the grand canoni-
cal ensemble using the tangent construction discussed in Section A.4.6. To
ensure that we have found a stable Breached Pair state, we must find a
model that admits such a state as a minimum of the thermodynamic poten-
tial Q(T, fi) at fixed temperature and chemical potentials. The first explicit
examples of such states were presented in [1].
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Chapter 5. Breached Pair Superfluidity

5.2.1 Heuristic Breached Pair Stability

For extensive systems, the thermodynamic potential = -PV has the
interpretation of negative pressure: Thus, the minimization requirement
means that we wish to construct a state with maximum pressure for a given
set of chemical potentials and temperature. Such a state will "push" out
any competing states.

Start with a system of free fermions with unequal Fermi surfaces. In the
absence of any interactions, this state minimizes the potential of the system,
where the potential is determined solely by the kinetic energy S[p2/(2m)- p]:

Zd2r2 (omi 6 ) E 30m7r2 (5.7)
a,b a,b

The Fermi-momenta PF should be thought of as the "variational parameters"
that define the occupancy of the state of minimal potential: PF = V2/-m.

In the presence of an attractive interaction, an increase in the pressure of
the phase may be possible due to the condensation energy of the interaction,
but this will be balanced by the kinetic energy which must deviate from
the free fermion minimum. The cost for changing the occupancy is thus
approximately given by the second derivative of Q with respect to PF:

d2n3
dpQ - 1Om- PF (5.8)
dp2 - 10mV2'

As was pointed out in [18], by increasing the mass, one can reduce the kinetic
costs for changing the occupancy of a given species. Thus, by increasing the
mass of one of the species, one can make it easy for the system to equalize
the Fermi surfaces, and thus allow for pairing.

In weak coupling with short range interactions, however, introducing a
heavy species is not enough to ensure that a Breached Pair state emerges:
By reducing the kinetic costs, one simply allows a fully gapped BCS phase.
Thus, Sarma and others found that the gapless state was unstable to a fully
gapped BCS state.

To realize a stable Breached Pair state, one must somehow penalize the
fully gapped phase. One way of doing this is to consider finite-range inter-
actions. These give rise to a momentum-dependent gap and only support
pairing in certain regions of momentum space. Thus, by tuning the masses
and chemical potentials of the particles, one can arrange for one Fermi-
surface to be in the region of strong pairing and the other to be in a region
of weak pairing. After pairing, the Fermi surface in the weak pairing regime
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5.3. Stable Breached Pair States

remains gapless. We shall present models that exhibit these types of stable
Breached Pair states later in this section. An example is shown in Figure 5.2.

There may be additional ways of stabilizing the state through long-range
interactions such as those mediated by gauge bosons. Through suitable
neutrality requirements, one might be able to locally enforce a difference
in particle number so that fully gapped BCS pairing-which requires equal
densities of each species-is prohibited. This is the idea behind the stability
of the gapless Colour-Flavour-Locked (gCFL) phase in high density QCD.
As mentioned earlier, however, there are still some some unresolved issues
about this type of stability (see Section 5.5).

Note that local neutrality is required for these types of stability argu-
ments. Global neutrality constraints do not add anything to the stability:
if a Breached Pair state is not stable in the grand canonical ensemble with
fixed chemical potentials, it will not be stable in the canonical ensemble with
fixed particle numbers. This thermodynamic property of the ensembles is
discussed in Appendix A.4.2.

Finally, there is evidence that, at strong coupling, the Breached Pair
state may become stable, even with equal masses and short-range interac-
tions [24]. This may be pictured as follows: In strong coupling, the fermions
tightly pair to form molecular bound states. These bosonic pairs are weakly
interaction and form a BEC. If one now increases the chemical potentials for
one of the species, then extra fermions will be drawn into the system, but
will weakly interact with the boson pairs. The resulting mixture of bosonic
pairs and the excess fermions likely has little reason to phase separate and so
a homogeneous mixture of bosonic molecular states and excess fermions-
the strongly coupled equivalent of the Breached Pair state-may be stable.
Indeed, it was this picture that initially stimulated the investigation for a
stable Breached Pair state.

5.3 Stable Breached Pair States

We now demonstrate, by example, how to realize pure Breached Pair su-
perfluid states in an extensive systems. We shall consider the mean-field
analysis of models of the form (4.1) discussed earlier with non-relativistic
dispersions:

d3p (p2 _.at ' + p2 ^ 
(2r)3 2, 2mb P
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Figure 5.2: Quasiparticle dispersions E (top), occupation numbers na and nb

(middle), and gap parameter Ap for a sample Breached Pair state at (pF,p F )
=

(13, 10). All momentum scales are in units of h/A and all energy scales are in units
of h2/(m+A 2). The mass ratio is mb/ma = 50 and the coupling strength has been
chosen so that 2m+Apo /po = 0.1 to ensure weak-coupling. Notice that there are
two "Fermi" surfaces at p 10.3 and p = 13. The first occurs where Ap becomes
too small to support the gap. The second is simply the Fermi surface for b which
is virtually unaffected by the pairing. The "breach" occurs between these surfaces
and only the region R outside contributes to the gap equation (5.15).
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5.3. Stable Breached Pair States

5.3.1 Interaction Structures

Most field theoretic models consider local interactions so that the model has
well behaved cluster-decomposition properties, gauge invariance etc. Sim-
ple dimensional analysis shows, however, that such an interaction is not
renormalizable in three dimensions and requires some sort of ultraviolet
regulation. The typical renormalization procedure is to introduce some sort
of regulator, compute physical quantities, and then eliminate the regulator
and coupling constant in favour of the physical parameters. In principle, one
would like to remove all dependence on the cutoff in this manner, but this
is only possible for renormalizable theories. In practice, we must be content
with a theory that depends on the regulator, or use a physically meaning
full regulator.

Potential Scattering For non-relativistic systems, it may be a good ap-
proximation to treat the pairing interaction as an instantaneous potential
interaction between the two species a and b:

HI V jd3 d3 V-y) bt by a,

9 3J p 3q 3k at b a (5.10)
V p-]k bq+f~ ^4 a

Such a situation would be relevant, for example, in systems of cold atoms
where the interactions are tuned to a Feshbach resonance controlled by an
external magnetic field.4 In this case, the resonance between the two differ-
ent species is typically different from the resonance for intra-particle inter-
actions. Thus, by adjusting the magnetic field, one can obtain a situation in
which the inter-particle interaction dominates and in which the intra-particle
interactions can be neglected as in our model.

With our restriction to spatially homogeneous and isotropic states, the
Schwinger-Dyson self-consistency conditions in this interaction are:

6A = -gV6- 3p(0+ + - - _) -gVnb, (5.11b)

6lb = -gVW /d3 (2 - + - 0_) - =(+ - _)(5.11c)

4 For a description of atomic interactions including Feshbach resonances, see [48] and
the references therein.
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Chapter 5. Breached Pair Superfluidity

We consider here only spherically symmetric potentials V(r) between the
two species ii and b. Details about the structure of V, for various potentials
are given in Appendix C.

Although using the potential scattering model is physically well justified,
it is technically challenging, even for homogeneous and isotropic states. The
problem is that one must include variational parameters for each momentum:
A;. Thus, one is trying to minimize over an infinite dimensional functional
space. Fortunately, the gap equation seems to converge when treated as
an iteration scheme. This allows one to use a discretization to look for
solutions. Unfortunately, we are not presently aware of a proof that the
stable fixed-points are always minima.

Numerical solutions for certain types of potential scattering models were
presented in [1] and will be discussed in Section 5.3.2. To be more certain
that we have performed the proper minimization, however, we consider a
simplified separable interaction.

Separable Potentials In order to use only a handful of variational pa-
rameters, one would like to parametrize the momentum dependence in a
definite way. As discussed in Section 3.3, if one uses a separable interaction
of the form (3.45), all of the momentum dependence is parametrized by the
cutoff function A 2.

A simplified version of this is the interaction used in the original BCS
model [8]. In standard BCS superconductors, the attraction is mediated by
a retarded phonon interaction that is screened for energies greater than the
Debye frequency WD. Thus, one introduces a cutoff Alp = 0(wD - E+(p)2).

This was used in Section 4.2.2 to obtain the gap equation (4.37). While
physically motivated and qualitatively accurate, this is not suitable for a
proper thermodynamic discussion because the function E+(p) depends on
the variational parameters Jy and chemical potentials IL.

To properly generate the thermodynamic relations-for example (3.32)
N = -/ay--the model must be defined independently of the variational
parameters, and the chemical potentials must enter purely as Lagrange mul-
tipliers. Thus, one may instead implement the cutoff this through the inter-
action density (3.44)

H= =1p &d-3 d' 34 d'q V(p, p , q')4 b bq (5.12)
V
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with one of the following separable interactions

VBCS (Pt,q,) ApA2 (27r)66(3)q(3)q,, (5.13a)

VContact (P, q, ) = VAp AqpAq, (27r)3(3+. (5.13b)

The first of these has the computational advantage that the self-energy cor-
rections are suppressed by a factor of the volume. Thus, in the infinite vol-
ume limit, there are no renormalizations to the chemical potentials: P = 0.
Thus, there is only a single variational parameter A. The second model
requires a proper minimization over the three parameters A, 6 a and 5pb.

The idea here is to note that the momentum dependent parameters Aip
of the potential scattering model are now replaced by

A, A2A. (5.14)

Thus, the idea is to choose the cutoff function Ap to mimic the behaviour
of the momentum dependent gap. Another approach would be to simply
use the realistic interaction with an ansatz of the form A2A. Unfortunately,
this requires numerical minimization because the form of the gap equations
derived here are no-longer applicable.

Interactions of this form are also used to model QCD. In the QCD con-
text, the attraction is provided directly by gluon exchange. Due to the
asymptotic freedom of QCD, the interaction becomes weak for large mo-
menta. The cutoff is typically taken to fall off for large momenta to simulate
the asymptotic freedom of the theory. This will be discussed in Part III.
Note, however, that the momentum dependence does not resolve the stabil-
ity issues in the QCD context. Rather, stability in the QCD context depends
on colour and electric neutrality conditions as discussed in Section 5.5.

5.3.2 Solutions

Potential Scattering For the potential scattering model, the non-trivial
portion of the Schwinger-Dyson equation has the form

P = -g (2)3 V (b 4 ) =

= f2 Ij dq Vp, qAq [+(q) -- (q)]. (5.15)
VE+(q) + A2

This is similar to a convolution, except that there is a non-linear dependence
on the parameters Aq. For typical potentials, Vp,q is dominant along the
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Figure 5.3: Qualitative T = 0 phase diagram for interaction (5.10) with a Gaussian
potential V(r) oc exp(-r 2 /2A 2 ). All momentum scales are in units of h/A and all
energy scales are in units of h2/(m+A 2 ). The mass ratio is mb/ma = 50 and the
coupling strength has been chosen so that 2m+ApO/pO = 0.1 at the point marked
"x" where (p, pF) = (13,10) to ensure weak-coupling. (This ratio is less that
1 throughout this diagram.) Note that the lower Breached Pair region has more
heavy particles b while the upper Breached Pair region has fewer heavy particles.
The upper type may be realized in the QCD context [21, 26]. All phase transitions
are first order.

diagonal where p q. From this, one sees that Ap is dominated for p 
q where the weight is largest. For fully gapped BCS type phases at low
temperature, the weight is dominant near the common Fermi surface where
E+ - 0, thus, A, is largest in this region.

In the presence of a breach, the factor [0+ - 0_] may reduce the weight of
the gap equations in this region by reducing the contributions to the right-
hand side, possibly destroying the correlations altogether. Equation (5.15)
can be solved numerically to find stationary points of the thermodynamic
potential. Over this set of self-consistent solutions, one can minimize to
determine the phase structure.

We have done this for a variety of interactions, and find similar qualita-
tive structure: a central strip of fully gapped BCS-like phase about pF = pF,
with normal unpaired phases outside (see Fig. 5.3.) Depending on the model
parameters, these phases may be separated by a region of Breached Pair su-
perfluid phase. To verify that these indeed contain gapless modes we plot
in Fig. 5.4 a sample set of occupation numbers, quasiparticle dispersions,
and the gap parameter Ap. As our heuristic arguments suggested, the pres-
ence of gapless fermion modes depends on two factors: 1) the momentum
structure of Ap and, 2) the mass ratio.

First, A, must be large in some regions and small in others. If A is
large enough at a Fermi surface, it will induce pairing at that surface and

--
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Figure 5.4: Quasiparticle dispersions E7p (top), occupation numbers na and nb

(middle), and gap parameter Ap for a sample Breached Pair state at (p F,p) =
(13, 10). All units and parameters are described in Fig. 5.3. Notice that there are
two "Fermi" surfaces at p 10.3 and p = 13. The first occurs where Ap becomes
too small to support the gap. The second is simply the Fermi surface for b which
is virtually unaffected by the pairing. The "breach" occurs between these surfaces
and only the region R outside contributes to the gap equation (5.15).

support a superfluid. If it is also small enough at the other Fermi surface, it
will not appreciably affect the normal free-fermion behaviour. The problem
with previous analyses is that they assume point-like interactions, implying
a constant Ap = A. Physical interactions, however, tend to exhibit more
complicated behaviour and suitable Ap are quite generic: Ap tends to peak
about the Fermi surface of the lighter species and fall off to at least one
side. The model shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, for example, has a Gaussian
interaction. Longer-range forces (such as a screened Coulomb interaction)
tend to plateau to the left of po but still fall to the right.

Second, as was emphasized in [18], one may reduce the cost associated
with shifting the Fermi sea pF by increasing the mass mb. Thus, by choosing
a large enough mass ratio, one may always move the Fermi surface for the
heavy species to a region where ApF is small enough so as to leave the Fermi
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Figure 5.5: T = 0 phase diagram for separable potential interaction (5.13a) with
a hard cutoff f(p) - 0(p - 10) that has been smoothed over the range from
p E (9.7, 10.3). All momenta are expressed in units of a where 10a is the cutoff scale,
and all energies are expressed in units of a2 /(2m+). The mass ratio is mb/ma = 4
and the coupling g has been chosen so that 2m+A/p2 = 0.2 at pF = = P0 =
10a to ensure weak-coupling. (This ratio is less that 1 throughout this diagram).
All phase transitions are first order as discussed in the text. The mixed phases
of [23, 49] would be found on the solid lines. The sample state in Fig. 5.6 at
(pF, pF) = (11.5, 9.2) is marked "x".

surface undisturbed. The states shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 have a mass
ratio mb/ma = 50.

Since the variational states of model (5.10) are parametrized by a variable
function Ap, the set of states over which the minimization must consider
is enormous, and we cannot be certain to have found the global minimum.
We have searched for stable fixed-points of the gap equation (5.15) and
compared them, so our results for this model are consistent and plausible,
but not rigorous.

Separable Interactions One can now find the global minimum by plot-
ting (see Fig. 5.6) the thermodynamic potential density as a function of the
single parameter A 0op

(Ap°) - min (0H - /Iafa - LbFblB0), (5.16)
V (0IAI)=ao

where we minimization over all BCS style ansatz 10) with given expectation
Aop. This minimization is equivalent to comparing all solutions of the
mean-field gap equation

A= -13 [0+(q) -0-(q)] (5.17)
E(q) + A4A2
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Figure 5.6: Quasiparticle dispersions Ep (top), and occupation numbers na and
nb (middle), in a sample Breached Pair state. This state has gap parameter A 11
which is the global minimum of the grand thermodynamic potential density FQ(A)/V
(bottom) as defined in (5.16). The maximum at A 5.6 corresponds to an unstable
Breached Pair state. These figures correspond to the point (pF, p) = (11.5,9.2)
in Fig. 5.5.

where we have used the notations from Section 4.2. We may thus rigorously
conclude that, within the mean-field approximation of homogeneous phases
at zero temperature, this model has the phase diagram shown in Fig. 5.5. We
plot the properties of a sample Breached Pair state in Fig. 5.6 to illustrate
that there are indeed gapless modes.

Finally, we address the issue of the instability discussed by Wu and Yip
in [19] where they claim that the superfluid density ps is negative due to a
large negative contribution from the diverging density of states at E = 0 near
the transition to the Breached Pair state. Their calculation is equivalent to
calculating PM = -d 2 f/d/ 2, and the condition that the superfluid den-
sity be positive is simply the thermodynamic equilibrium condition (A.33)
required by a state of maximum entropy. In the presence of gapless modes,

r 10 13
t
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Chapter 5. Breached Pair Superfluidity

one finds two contributions to ps. The first contribution is positive and is
the same as in the usual BCS superfluid state. The second contribution is
negative and is proportional to the density of fermionic states at the Fermi
surface. This negative contribution arises from differentiating the "blocking"
terms 0+ and _ (4.21) that define the breach regions.

Due to the thermodynamic relationships, PM = -d 2 Q/d 4p_ has the
same sign as d 2Q/dA 2 (this is shown explicitly in Appendix A.4.6.1). In
particular, one finds that the negative superfluid density simply indicates
that the Breached Pair solution under consideration is an unstable maximum
rather than a stable minimum. The solutions we present here are all global
minima, and hence stable in the thermodynamic sense.

A

Figure 5.7: Schematic description of the thermodynamic potential FQ[A] as a func-
tion of the variational parameter A near the BCS-BP phase transition. (For the
actual model shown in Figure 5.6, this behaviour is difficult to resolve numerically
for the parameters chosen, but the effects can be seen with a careful analysis.) The
presence of a cusp in the thermodynamic potential at some point indicates that the
phase transition must be first order in the mean-field approximation.

This raises an interesting point: if the BP/BCS transition were second
order, then the fermionic density of states would formally diverge at the
transition. A simple calculation (most easily performed analytically using a
Hubbard Stratonovich transformation to eliminate the four-fermion interac-
tion and to obtain the effective potential P[A]. See [50] for example) shows
that at this transition, d2n(A)/dA 2 - -oo. Near the BP/BCS transitions,
Q(A) must thus develop a cusp. This means that the are instead, two com-
peting local minima as shown in Figure 5.7. One of these minima is a fully
gapped BCS state and the other is Breached Pair. The BCS state is stable
because there are no gapless fermions, and thus no negative contributions to
the superfluid density. The BP state is stable because the fermion disper-
sions are sufficiently steep that the conventional superfluid density is larger

BP
BCS

__ _�I_
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5.4. Symmetries and Low-Energy Effective Theory

than the negative contribution from the fermionic density of states.
Thus, in the T = 0 mean-field approximation, the transition must be

first order. At finite temperature, the cusp is smoothed and we suspect that
the transition line ends at a critical point. In this way, the T = 0 Breached
Pair transition avoids instability. In non-extensive systems such as QCD
where gapless states may be stabilized by neutrality constraints, similar
instabilities have been noted [29]. The resolution may be the formation of
a non-homogeneous phase. This possibility requires further analysis.

5.4 Symmetries and Low-Energy Effective
Theory

In this section, we would like to discuss the form of the low-energy effective
theory describing Breached Pair states. The exact form and calculational
framework for the effective theory is still under development, but we shall
present an outline in this section.

The idea of using a low-energy effective theory is one may be able to
formulate a simplified theory that contains only the low-energy excitations,
but that properly describes low energy physics. To a large extent, the form
of such a theory is determined by symmetry and a few unknown coefficients.
Once the coefficients are determined, the theory promises to describe well
low-energy physics.

The modern idea of effective field theories is that even non-renormalizable
theories may be studied as long as, to a certain order in some perturbative
expansion parameter, the theory can be described by only a finite number
of coefficients. Typically the expansion performed is a low-energy expan-
sion and some sort of weak-coupling expansion. If a theory is describable in
this sense, then it has a real predictive power. (For a further discussion of
renormalizability, please see the discussion in Section 6.1.6.)

To formulate a low-energy effective theory, there are several well defined
steps:

1. Identify the low-energy degrees of freedom.

2. Identify the expansion parameters and the power counting scheme.

3. Construct all terms consistent with symmetries and power counting to
a given order.

4. Match the coefficients of the terms. If low-energy experimental data
are available, then match to these. Otherwise, match to simulations,
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Chapter 5. Breached Pair Superfluidity

microscopic model calculations, or another effective theory that is ap-
plicable in some overlapping regime with the present theory..

We shall apply this procedure again in Section 7.4 to describe the low-energy
physics of QCD.

5.4.1 Symmetries

Our models (4.1) admit several symmetries:

Continuous Global Symmetries: The models exhibit at least a contin-
uous global Ua(1)®Ub(1) symmetry:

= (a) ( eua6 )a )= eic oo/2+ia+G3/2,g (5.18)

If we take the two species as having the same charge, then the vector sym-
metry a+ = a, + ab corresponds to the U+(1) associated with this charge.
This symmetry will be spontaneously broken by the pairing condensate that
forms. The residual U_ (1) symmetry generated by ac_ = aa - ab remains
unbroken.

The effective theory must respect these symmetries. The effective de-
grees of freedom may transform under the spontaneously broken U+(1) sym-
metry, but the low-energy effective theory must be invariant under this
transformation. If it were not, then the degenerate vacua would not be
physically identical as dictated by the symmetry. We emphasize this point:
even though the U+(1) symmetry is spontaneously broken by the vacuum
state, the original theory respects this symmetry, thus, all vacua related
by this transformation must be physically indistinguishable. The effective
theory and the low-energy degrees of freedom must be invariant under the
residual U_(1) symmetry.

In the standard BCS model, ea = b, and the global symmetry group
is expanded to an U(2) spin symmetry. This extra symmetry places extra
symmetry constraints on the effective theory. We shall consider the more
general case here of the Ua(1)®Ub(1) =U_(1)®U+(1) symmetry.

Space-time Symmetries: Our model is also translationally and rota-
tionally invariant. It does not have full relativistic invariance in general, so
spatial components will differ from temporal components, but the rotational
symmetry must be preserved by the effective theory. It is possible that the
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ground state spontaneously breaks translational and rotational symmetries
through a crystalline LOFF state (see Section 4.1.1), but we do not consider
this possibility here.

A very important symmetry is time-reversal invariance T. This is imple-
mented as an anti-unitary operator 5 taking t --, -t. In fact, the "pairing"
in a BCS state is fundamentally related to this time-reversal symmetry.
This persists, even if the state is not homogeneous and isotropic (see, for
example [50, 51]). Our models and states will also preserve parity P.

5.4.2 Degrees of Freedom

The BCS and Breached Pair ground states have correlations of the form
(ab) 0. The ground state, thus, breaks the U+(1) symmetry:

(ab) - e+ (b). (5.20)

If the interaction is local, then one can apply the non-relativistic version
of Goldstone's theorem [52, 53] to deduce that there must be a massless
collective excitation associated with the broken symmetry. This will turn
out to be a real scalar field 0 that enters as the phase of the condensate

(ab) = Aopei 6 (5.21)

so that, under the broken symmetry:

0 - + a+ (5.22)

In BCS phases, the fermionic excitations are completely gapped (see (4.18)
and (4.28)). Thus, as long as we take the scale A to be less than the physical
gap in the spectrum, the only low-energy excitation is this scalar collective
excitation.

In the Breached Pair state, one must also include the gapless quasi-
particle excitations. Typically there will be two quasi-particle fields %)l and
0b2 with linear dispersions about the breach points. 6 Note that all of the
U+(1) symmetry transformation properties are absorbed into the scalar field

5 An anti-unitary operator A acts as:

A. In) = a*A In). (5.19)

Thus, in addition to taking t -- -t, all factors of i acquire a negative sign.
6In principle, with peculiar band structures, one may be able to realize states with

more than two breaches in a single band, but we are presently unaware of any situations
in which such models might be realized. Typically, each band has two breach points.
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0 so that the fermionic quasi-particles transform only under the unbroken
symmetry U_(1):

,0i - e a - i (5.23)

5.4.3 Power Counting

The expansion parameter for our low-energy theory will be energy and mo-
mentum. The floating scale for the effective theory is thus an energy scale
A, and we shall only keep degrees of freedom with energy less than this
scale in our theory. When there is a Fermi-surface, this means that we
keep modes sufficiently close to the Fermi-surface. For linearly dispersing
collective modes, we may simply count in powers of momentum.

To properly account for the Fermionic degrees of freedom, we should
introduce a label momentum k describing the location on the Fermi-surface
of the particular modes. Thus, for each Fermion, we break the momentum
into two parts p = k+1 where k is a label momentum on the Fermi surface,
and 1 describes the actual momentum of the field as a deviation from the
Fermi surface.

For a spherical Fermi surface, we should now break 1 into two pieces
1 = Il + 1, one perpendicular to the Fermi surface (a single degree of
freedom) and the other parallel (two degrees of freedom). One introduces
two cutoffs, A and All so that momenta integrals have the form:

Ekf l 2fl (5.24)

where the momenta are limited by the cutoff. Thus, the momenta integrals
cover regions of the Fermi surface ("patches") of area 7rA 2. There must
thus be on the order of N 4k2A 1-2 patches to cover the whole Fermi
surface. The sum over k counts each of these patches. If the Fermi surface
remains spherical, then one has a nice "large N" limit here in which the
renormalization group may be carefully applied (see [51] for further details
applied to condensed matter physics and [54] for a review of applications to
high-density QCD).

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to properly implement this patch
summation. We simply point out that this is the correct way to proceed to
properly realize the power counting. The important point for constructing
the effective theory is that each degree of freedom has an additional vector
parameter k-the label-that may enter the Lagrangian. In particular, this
may be coupled with derivatives to restore rotational invariance.
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Instead, we proceed to construct the effective theory in terms of gradient
terms Vpli. This gradient will pull out momenta p = k + 1 which contains
both the label momentum of order kF and the kinetic piece of order A. Thus,
our expansion will not properly count powers. It will, however, contain all of
the low-order pieces, and the proper power counting can be easily extracted.

5.4.4 Effective Lagrangian

We may now construct the effective action. We start with the bosonic
pieces. Invariance under the spontaneously broken U+(1) symmetry tells us
that the field 0 must only enter with derivative couplings. This, along with
time-reversal and rotational invariance dictate that the kinetic term must
have the form to lowest order:

= ( _ v2(V)2) + o(A3) (5.25)

There are thus two unknown parameters, the decay constant f and the speed
of sound v. In a fully gapped BCS theory, this is the complete description
of the low energy physics. Note how the linear dispersion of the scalar field
follows from the symmetries. 7 The fermions also have a kinetic term

f = (i ti'n - t w(-iV)4n) + O(A2 ). (5.26)
n=-

where, as a starting point, the dispersions are given by the expressions (5.2).
In principle, the dispersions w± should be power-expanded in each patch.
The effective theory parameters will be the coefficients in this expansion. In
principle, there will be a set of coefficients for each patch-instead of a single
parameter, there is an unknown "function" over the Fermi-surface-but this
simplifies if the surfaces is not distorted.

7In addition to the symmetries, one must also ensure that:

1. Terms are Hermitian.

2. Terms are non-trivial using the (anti)-commutation relations.

3. Terms are invariant when integrating by parts. This assumes that there are no
boundary terms and thus implicitly assumes that there are no anomalies. In theories
with anomalies, total derivatives may be important. See (6.15c) for an example of
an important total derivative term. This prohibits terms like id = it(02)/2 which
are total derivatives for bosons but not for Fermions.
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Chapter 5. Breached Pair Superfluidity

The interactions are a bit more complicated

L,t,, = I [ (iV i) fu] * V
n=±

- 1A (h$V)2t + + + h)(d)2) Vlt b + (A3). (5.27)
n=-

One may take the mean-field as a starting point, match to determine the
initial values of these coefficients and then perform a renormalization group
analysis to see how the interactions scale as one lowers the cutoff. We are
currently performing such an analysis and hope to publish results soon.

5.5 Long-Range Interactions

As we have discussed, extensive Breached Pair superfluids must be sta-
ble in the grand-canonical ensemble for fixed chemical potentials if they
are to be stable at all: Imposing global particle number constraints will
only lead to the formation of mixed phases in accordance with the Gibbs'
phase rule A.4.3. For non-extensive systems, however, the situation may be
markedly different. In particular, the presence of long-range interactions-
such as those mediated by massless gauge bosons, or a static 1/r Coulomb
interaction-can change the global particle number constraint to a local
charge neutrality constraint.

In the presence of long-range interactions, complete phase separation
will not be permitted. The non-neutral constituent phases will have a non-
extensive Coulomb energy that limits the size of the domains. This must be
balance against the interface energy costs and an equilibrium mixed phase
will consist of "bubbles" of one phase embedded in the other [55, 56]. The
size and shape of the bubbles will depend on the competition between the
surface energy and the bulk Coulomb energy.

If the long-range interaction is weak, then the bulk Coulomb cost will be
weak and a mixed phase may still be allowed. This has been considered in
the QCD context for example [57]. In principle, however, as one increases
the strength of the long-range interaction, the bubble size must shrink.
There is thus, the distinct possibility that, for large enough interactions,
mixed phases are prohibited, and local neutrality constraints may stabilize
Breached Pair type states. This is the fundamental idea behind the gap-
less colour-superconducting states that have been proposed to date [20, 21].
In particular, the QCD interactions are very strong: this has been used as

�·
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the basis for the argument about the stability of the gapless colour-flavour
locked (gCFL) state against the formation of mixed phases [58].

Despite this apparent resolution to the mixed-phase instability issue,
these colour-superconducting states still appear to have an instability. In
particular, the computation of some of the the gluon propagators in the
random-phase approximation appears to yield negative squared Meissner
masses M2 < 0 [29, 30, 31]. This type of instability is identical with the
instability described by Wu and Yip [19] for the Sarma state. In that case,
the instability was simply the statement that the thermodynamic stability
requirement (A.33) that

02S2
&laOIjLb (5.28)

is negative definite for all external sources pi. For the Sarma solution this is
not surprising because the state is not a minimum, but a maximum of the
thermodynamic potential; thus, all of the convexity arguments that follow
from the variational principle (see Sections A.4.1 and A.4.6) are invalid.

The situation with the local neutrality enforcement is somewhat more
puzzling because the Breach Pair solution is a minimum if one only considers
neutral and homogeneous states, and only these state should be considered
in the limit of infinite coupling to the long-range interaction. Somehow, the
calculation of the Meissner masses is insensitive to the neutrality constraint.
One possibility is that it might be necessary to consider inhomogeneous
states in the variational formalism to properly capture the effects of the
Meissner mass. In the high-density QCD context this is being explored as
the possibility of a LOFF type state [46, 47]. Other possibilities include
considering additional "gluon" condensation in the gauge fields. A complete
resolution of this problem is still outstanding.

5.6 Experimental Realizations

We have shown that it is likely that Breached Pair states are thermody-
namically stable with suitable finite-range interactions and sufficiently large
mass ratios. Furthermore, there is both heuristic and numeric [24] evidence
that at stronger couplings, Breached Pair states may be stable even with
equal masses and short-range interactions. Here we discuss a few situations
in which Breached Pair states might be realized.

Cold Atoms Systems One of the most promising places to find Breached
Pair states is in cold atom traps. Several experimental groups have been able
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to cool systems of fermions to the point where Bose-Einstein condensation
has been observed [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66].

The possibility for obtaining conditions favourable for Breached Pair su-
perfluidity arise through the phenomenon of Feshbach resonance [67]. The
presence of a bound state in a closed channel with an energy close to the
scattering energy can give rise to a resonance and lead to an infinite scatter-
ing length. 8 The effective strength of the fermion-fermion interactions can
thus be carefully controlled by adjusting an external magnetic field. Even
with similar masses, one might be able to probe the strong coupling regime
and see Breached Pair phases. Moderate mass ratios may also be achievable
by using different species.

The challenge here is determining a clear signature, but, in principle,
Time Of Flight (TOF) imaging should be able to resolve the momentum
distribution. The idea here is to turn off the trapping potential and let
the atomic cloud expand. The high-momentum degrees of freedom have
greater velocity and thus expand more rapidly. In this way, the momentum
distribution is translated to a spatial distribution that can be imaged.

A clear signature would thus be the occupancy profile with distinct Fermi
surfaces. If one images only the species with a smaller Fermi surface, then
one would expect to see a ring indicating the high momentum components
resulting from pairing about the larger Fermi surface.

If a large mass ratio is required, then these may be effected through an
optical lattice [70]. The optical lattice traps different hyperfine states, which
then "hop" throughout the lattice by tunnelling. The tunnelling rate is
highly sensitive to the depth of the lattice, and one thus is able to adjust the
effective masses of the species. One may also be able to realize appropriate
conditions in systems of trapped ions with dipolar interactions [71].

The requirement of a finite effective range at weak coupling may be
more difficult to achieve because the natural length-scale for the interactions
(primarily Van der Waals) is much smaller than the inter-atomic spacing.
There are suggestions, however, that the effective range near resonance may
actually be quite large for narrow resonance even though the bare range is
small [72, 73]. For example, the 543.25 G resonance of 6Li has an effective
range of R* ~ 19000 A even though the bare interaction range is Re 30 A
[72, 74].

8The technique to study this resonance phenomenon amounts to forming projection
operators for the subspace of the closed channel and using these to "integrate out" the
subspace, thereby inducing an effective resonant potential. The technique-the Feshbach-
Fano partitioning method [67, 68, 69]-is quite general. For a review see [48].
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Liquid Hydrogen Liquid hydrogen [75] may provide another arena for
observing Breached Pair superfluidity. The Coulomb interactions are cer-
tainly long-ranged, and the proton/electron mass ratio - 1800 is huge. The
idea here (due to Ryan Barnett [76]) would be to consider small spin split-
tings in a magnetic field so that there are essentially four interacting species.
In this way, there are simultaneously two pairing channels: eT with pi, and
el with pT. These channels may each support Breached Pair superfluid-
ity with an excess of one spin state. Together, the two channels, however,
balance charges so that neutrality is ensured.

Semiconductors Breached Pair superconductors may be realized in solid
state physics. Several possibilities occur here. One option, through which
differing mass ratios may be achieved is to consider pairing between different
bands [77, 78]. The effective dispersions for the quasi-electrons is determined
by the band structure: thus, the effective mass may be very different from
the bare particle mass.

Another possibility might be to form a superfluid between particle and
hole excitations [79, 80]. If it becomes feasible to realize pairing between
carriers of opposite charge, then one may be able to directly test the sta-
bility issues that arise from the consideration of unstable gapless phases in
the presence of local neutrality constraints. The idea would be to dope a
material so that neutrality requires an unequal number of species.

Neutron Stars There is still a possibility that Breached Pair states may
be stabilized through neutrality constraints. This has led to the conjecture
that gapless phases of colour-flavour locked matter (g2SC [20] and gCFL [21,
26] phases) may be found in the cores of neutron stars [20, 21, 25, 26, 27].

It turns out that, in such phases, the requirements of electrical neutrality
force one of the gapless fermion modes to remain almost quadratic. This
results in a large density of low-energy excitations, and an unusually high
heat capacity. Recently, the heat capacity and cooling properties of such a
phase have been calculated [44]. The result is that such a gapless superfluid
core would act as a "hot water bottle", keeping old stars with a gapless phase
much warmer than regular neutron stars. If abnormally warm old neutron
stars are observed, then this would be good evidence for the existence of
these gapless phases.
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Chapter 6

Introduction

The techniques developed in the previous chapters for studying weakly in-
teracting fermionic systems can be applied in another context: high density
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In this part of the thesis, we shall analyze
an NJL model to study qualitative features of QCD that may be realized in
neutron stars. The structure of the NJL model fits within general framework
presented, so the analysis will follow with little formal development. The
additional symmetries and degrees of freedom, however, allow for a much
richer structure than the simple two-species models considered so far. In
particular, the non-Abelian nature of the underlying symmetries gives rise
to a much richer theory of low-energy collective excitations. Understanding
this structure will be our motivation. We start, however, with an overview
of QCD and the standard model of particle physics.

6.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the presently accepted theory of the
strong interactions and forms a cornerstone of the currently accepted stan-
dard model of particle physics. One of the beautiful aspects of the standard
model is that it is almost uniquely determined by a few basic principles and
a set of observations about the matter content of our universe:

Quantum Field Theory: The standard model is a relativistic quantum
field theory, built on the principles of quantum mechanics and special
relativity in 3 + 1 dimensional space-time.

Symmetries: The fundamental structure of the standard model is dictated
by symmetry. This include the Poincare invariance of relativity, the
gauge invariance of the interactions and various global symmetries. All
matter can be classified by representations of these symmetry groups.
Although the symmetries are somewhat limited by self-consistency re-
quirements, (such as the absence of certain anomalies), the choice of
symmetries are essentially an empirical input.
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Renormalizability: While the symmetry principles greatly restrict the

possible interactions in the theory, there are still infinitely many. It is
the requirement of renormalizability that renders the number of inter-
actions finite. Although we know that the standard model as limited to
strictly renormalizable interactions is incomplete, the renormalizable
theory is remarkably accurate: this greatly simplifies our analysis.

6.1.1 Space-time Symmetries

The standard model is a four-dimensional relativistic quantum field theory
respecting the Poincare group of space-time transformations. Certain fields
also obey various discrete symmetries of charge conjugation (C), parity (P)
and time reversal invariance (T). The probabilistic interpretation of quan-
tum mechanics, however, requires that all relativistic field theories respect
the combination PCT.

All of the matter in the standard model can be classified by irreducible
representations of the Poincare algebra. All known fundamental matter
transforms under one of four spin representations: spin 0 (Higgs boson), spin
1/2 (quarks, leptons), spin 1, (vector gauge bosons: photons, gluons, W and
Z bosons), and spin 2 (gravitons). Through a limited set of assumptions,
the spin representation is linked to the statistics of the particles: half-integer
spins are fermionic while integer spins are bosonic. This is the celebrated
spin-statistics theorem [81]. 5

6.1.2 Gauge Symmetries

Due to the signature of the metric, spin 1 particles generically have an
unphysical degree of freedom with negative energy: the na:ive Hamiltonian
is not bounded below and the theory is sick. A resolution is to decouple
the unphysical degrees of freedom from the rest of the theory. The only
known way of doing this is to introducing a gauge symmetry: the unphysical
degrees of freedom become simply a redundant reparametrization of the
theory under this symmetry.

Another way of thinking about the introduction of gauge fields is to start
with some global symmetry, for example: sb - Ubx. Local interactions
(such as ?btbx for a U(N) symmetry) that preserve this global symmetry also
admit the extension to a local symmetry: 'x - U(x)'. This local sym-
metry, however, is spoiled by derivatives which only transform covariantly
for the global symmetry:

&a' x - Ux&9s + aUlo # U 6..

�
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6.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The local symmetry can be restored by introducing a spin 1 gauge field.
Although, naively, these fields have four degrees of freedom, two components
become manifestations of the local symmetry: by fixing the gauge, only two
degrees of freedom remain and the resulting spectrum is bounded below.

To formally introduce the gauge field, it is useful to think about the situ-
ation geometrically. The gauge field acts precisely as a geometric connection
that makes the operation of differentiation covariant under the gauge trans-
formation. Although this is well known, we shall review the process here
because we will make use of it again in Section 7.4.4.1 to connect properties
of a microscopic model with those of the low-energy effective theory.

Covariant Derivatives Many physical properties, such as the energy as-
sociated with a field, depend in some way on the derivatives of the fields.
The requirement of gauge invariance is that the gauge transformation should
have no effect on the physical properties of the system.

As already mentioned, local quantities such as 4
iPx are naturally gauge

invariant, but to construct quantities involving derivatives, we must con-
struct a derivative that transforms covariantly

Vvx ,U(x)Vox. (6.2)

If such an object can be constructed, then quantities such as tV'VOx and
(Vox)tVox will be gauge invariant.

One can think of a field ox as a slice through a complex vector bundle
over space-time R 3+ 1. The gauge transformation is an automorphism of this
bundle that preserves the projection onto the space-time. The fibre that
projects onto a given point x of space-time transforms definitely as U(x):
local comparisons, such as I4'lx, can be thus be made in a gauge invariant
way. Derivatives are non-local and compare the field on two different fibres
above the points x and x + h. The transformations of different fibres are
completely unrelated: b - U(x)4x while x+h -- U(x + h)Ox+h with no
relationship between U(x) and U(x + h).

We need a prescription for transporting the field at x to x + h so that a
proper comparison can be made. This prescription for such "parallel trans-
port" must change with the gauge transformation in such a way that this
comparison remains independent of the transformation. Such a prescription
is provided through a geometric "connection": this is exactly how gauge
fields enter into the theory.

The connection iA,(x) is a geometric object that maps space-time tan-
gents h (which specify the desired direction in which to "transport" the
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field) to matrices that effect the appropriate transformation. The field bx
may thus be compared with the field O/x+h only through this parallel trans-
port:

VOx = lim lzx+h - hiA() (6.3)I,~= hli- Ithil (6.3)
JlhJ-0 JIlhll

The transformation properties of the connection iA,(x) may be simply de-
duced by the requirement that (6.3) transform covariantly:

SVue -* U(x)VOx. (6.4)

This means that the connection A,(x) - A'(x) must satisfy:

U(X)(zx+h - hiAp(x)z) - U( + h)x+h - hiA'(x)U(x)x. (6.5)

Expanding, for infinitesimal h, U(x + h) = U(x) + haU(x), and kzx+h =

Ox + hiapo x, we find

-hliA1,(x)O = hP [U-1(x)zU(x) - U-l(x)iA;(x)U(x)] Ox. (6.6)

This must hold for all tangents h and field values fx, thus we find the
connection transformation properties: 1

A -- A = U (A, + i,) U- 1. (6.7)

Similarly, one may construct a covariant combination of the connection coef-
ficients by parallel transporting 4 around a closed loop or plaquette defined
by two orthogonal tangent vectors hi and h. It turns out that this com-
parison does not depend on Ox and thus defines a covariantly transforming
object containing only the connection field. This "field strength" tensor acts
as a kinetic term for the gauge field:

AjI = [VI, Vv] = 9,Av - ,vA, + [A,, Av]. (6.8)

In differential geometry, A,, is analogous to the four index curvature tensor:
two of the indices are the space-time indices and the other two are the field
component indices. For pure geometry and general relativity, the field com-
ponents are also space-time indices describing how "tangents" transform.

1The factor of i was introduced in the definition of iA so that A is Hermitian. In
mathematical literature, A is often defined to be anti-Hermitian without this factor.
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6.1.3 Gauge Group of the Standard Model

The gauge group of GSM the standard model has been empirically deter-
mined2 to be:3

GSM = (SUc(3) 0 SU(2) 0 U(1))/Z6. (6.9)

All of the fundamental gauge bosons transform under the adjoint represen-
tations of these groups. Thus, there are thus 8 SUc(3) gauge bosons called
gluons that mediate the strong interaction. The two SU(2) generators and
the single U(1) generator mix, giving rise to the physical W and Z bosons
and the electromagnetic photon as discussed in Section 6.1.7.

6.1.4 Matter Content

The matter content of the standard model has also been empirically deter-
mined.4 Although the Higgs particle has also not been conclusively detected,
it forms such an integral part of the theory that few physicists doubt its ex-
istence.

We label the matter content by denoting how it transforms under the
gauge group GSM. Note that since the U(1) hypercharge group is Abelian,
it has a continuum of representations represented by real numbers (the Hy-
percharge "Y" of the particle). The other groups have only countably many
representations labelled by integers (their dimension).5 In addition, matter

2 There are certain restrictions placed on the gauge group to ensure that the theory is
self-consistent, anomaly free, etc. Perhaps some underlying "unified" theory can uniquely
determine the gauge structure, but to date, the gauge group must be taken empirically.

3 The Z6 factor follows from the charge assignments of the matter fields: all matter is
charged in such a way as to remain invariant under a certain Z6 subset of the centre of
the full gauge group. In particular, the U(1) hypercharge assignments must be carefully
chosen to maintain this invariance. On of the triumphs of the Georgi-Glashow SU(5)
unification model [82] was that it explained the observed hypercharge pattern: the full
gauge group SUc(3) 0 SU(2) ® U(1) ¢ SU(5) only fits into the unification scheme if the
hypercharges are chosen correctly so that the Z6 centre factors out. Unfortunately, SU(5)
unification predicts proton decay in contradiction with experiment.

4The standard model is certainly not complete. The additional matter, however, has
not been directly detected and does not seem to greatly affect low-energy physics, though
it may play a profound cosmological role, as "dark matter" for example. New particles
must have a large enough mass to evade production in particle collisions, or must be too
weakly coupled to be easily detected. Possibilities include sterile neutrinos, supersymmet-
ric partners, axions, Kaluza-Klein modes etc.

50ne should be careful about labelling the irreducible representations by dimension
alone as this characterization is not always unique: there are, for example, four inequiva-
lent 15 dimensional representations of SU(3). For low dimensional representations, how-
ever, this labelling is sufficient.
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should be labelled by its Poincare. It suffices here to use a broad classifica-
tion based on statistics. The only distinction that needs to be made is the
chirality of the fermions: "left" (L) or "right" (R).

The standard model has the following matter content: the Lorentz struc-
ture is explicitly indicated (with subscripts to specify the fermion chiral-
ity) and the gauge structure is displayed as a triplet (C, I, Y) denoting the
SUC(3) colour (C), SU(2) isospin (I) and U(1) hypercharge (Y) representa-
tions respectively.

Fermions The fermions are divided into baryons (quarks) QL, UR and DR,
and leptons LL and ER.

QL: (3,2, )
UR: (3,1, )

DR: (3, 1,-½)
LL: (1,2,-½)
ER: (1, 1, -1)

For each of these are three duplicate copies or "families". The first
family consists of the up (u) and down (d) quarks, the electron (e) and
the electron neutrinos (v,):

QL= uL X LL = ) (6.10a)

UR=UR, DR=dR, ER=eR, (6.10b)
The second family consists of the charm (c) and strange quarks (s),
the muon () and the muon neutrino (v,). The third family consists
of the top (t) and bottom quarks (b), the tau meson () and the tau
meson neutrino v,.

Scalars The only scalar is the Higgs particle of which there is only one
family:

4: (1,2, ).

Vector Bosons The vector bosons are the mediators of the gauge interac-
tions: they transform under the adjoint representation of the respec-
tive component of the gauge group and are singlets under the others:

G,: (8,1, 0)
Ail: (1,3,0)

By: (1, 1, 1)

___I� __
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6.1.5 Standard Model Lagrangian

Conforming to the principle of gauge invariance, the gauge fields enter
through the covariant derivative

D, = 0, - igsG, - igA,l - ig'B, (6.11)

where A = A T and the matrices T' generate the appropriate represen-
tation of the gauge group. Usually one fixes the normalization Tr[TaTb] -

6 ab/2 . To which representation the generators Ta belong depends on the
matter content as specified above. We have included here universal coupling
constants g,, g and g' which define the normalizations of the dimensionful
gauge fields. Note, however, that once the representations are chosen, the
same coupling constant must be used for all matter: In this sense, the cou-
pling constants are universal.

The kinetic term for the gauge fields are expressed in terms of the field
strength tensors:

G/ v = 0G v - OVG + gs[G't , GV], (6.12a)

A'v = 0A V - 0"A" + g[A', AV], (6.12b)

Br" = OB - 0"B". (6.12c)

The full standard model Lagrangian contains kinetic pieces and interactions:

£SM = £K + LI (6.13)

The kinetic terms are

1 1 1
L#K = Tr[GtwG,,]- 1Tr[A,'"A, ,] Tr[B -'B,,] +4 4 4

+ QIQ + UpU + D D + LIL + EE + (D,)tDiD (6.14)

where = yD,. is the covariant derivative and Q = Qt-y° to preserve
the Poincare invariance of the theory for fermions (this is just the covariant
generalization of the kinetic term from the Dirac equation.)

These terms are all diagonal in structure and summed over all particles
and multiplets. It is not required that the kinetic terms initially be diago-
nal, but one can perform a field redefinition to obtain this form with any
complications being put into the interaction terms. These kinetic terms are
said to be in canonical form and this fixes the physical dimensions of the
various fields.
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The interaction Lagrangian has the following form:

I =-8qt + (t>) D2 (6.15a)

+ hijQ D¢ + kijQLURT + 1ijLE (6.15b)

+ 32 2 Tr[GPVGP]. (6.15c)

The first line consists of the scalar self couplings for the Higgs field. The
second line are the Yukawa couplings and the last line is the so-called theta
term. There are similar theta terms for the other gauge groups, but they
can be removed via field redefinitions. This exhausts all possible terms
consistent with the symmetry, renormalizability requirements, and observed
matter content (assuming the existence of a single Higgs field).

This description of the standard model predicts that the neutrinos are
massless. Recent data, however, strongly indicates that at least some of
the neutrinos are massive. To account for this, an additional right-handed
neutrino NR = eaR should be included in the previous theory with charge
assignments (1, 1, 0). Along with the kinetic term, one is allowed the addi-
tional interaction nijL NR t which generates neutrino masses. There are
several unanswered questions about the nature of neutrino masses, however.
For example: Why are the neutrinos so light? They should naturally be
of the same scale as the other fermions. One explanation lies in the so-
called see-saw mechanism which requires a non-renormalizable interaction
at a higher scale (possibly associated with unification). We mention the
right-handed neutrinos as there is good evidence for their existence, but
they will have little no role in our analysis of dense QCD matter. For a
more detailed review, please see [83].

Finally, we comment on the so-called theta term. This term is allowed
by all symmetries of the theory except that it violates CP in the strong
interaction. Such a violation is not seen (measurements of the neutron
electric dipole moment, for example, limit 101 < 10-9). One cannot simply
impose 0 = 0 as a symmetry requirement, however, because many different
contributions to the effective 0 arise through the anomaly: An extremely
unnatural fine-tuning of the bare parameter would be required to cancel
these contributions. This so-called "strong CP" problem has been around
for many years and may require new physics such as the introduction of an
axion field to solve 6 We shall not further address the strong CP problem

6 For reviews, please see [84, 85, 86] and the references therein. See [87] for a current
attempt to resolve this problem and for some references of recent discussions.
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in this work, but the underlying physics of the anomaly and the presence
of instantaneous in QCD may have an important effect on the structure of
dense matter. We shall discuss this later.

6.1.6 Renormalizability

As mentioned, the requirement of renormalizability prohibits any additional
interactions. In quantum field-theories, renormalization is required to re-
move ultraviolet divergences from the theory. This is done by introducing
additional parameters (counterterms) to the theory and then setting these
to match experimental results. (See [88] for a lucid discussion of this type
of renormalization.)

The old notion of a renormalizable theory is that, all divergences that
arise must be absorbed into a finite number of (bare) parameters describing
the theory. In this way, once the finite number of parameters are determined,
the theory has predictive power. This is the type of renormalizability re-
quired by a fundamental theory if it is to stand on its own, and is the type of
renormalizability that nature fortuitously seems to prefer for fundamental
theories. Including additional terms in (6.15) would spoil this renormaliz-
ability.

The modern notion of effective field theories, however, is much more ac-
commodating: if, at any given order in some expansion parameter, only a
finite number of parameters are required to absorb all divergences, then the
theory has a definite predictive power, even if it is not formally renormaliz-
able in the old sense. This notion is not sufficient for a truly fundamental
theory as it allows for the possibility that the theory requires infinitely many
parameters in its non-perturbative definition. However, it allows one to work
with effective theories that can answer questions within a certain restricted
domain. For example, with a finite number of parameters, one may define
a very useful low-energy effective theory.

The remarkable property of nature is that the standard model appears
to satisfy the more restrictive notion of renormalizability to a high degree
of accuracy. There may well be non-renormalizable interactions, but they
are suppressed by a very high energy scale as discussed below. In the case
of QCD proper, the theory is both renormalizable and asymptotically free.
This admits the possibility that QCD is a complete and self-consist funda-
mental theory to arbitrarily small length scales. Such a theory is said to be
ultraviolet (UV) complete.

The requirement of renormalizability is not tautological. Low-energy
effective theories of QCD-containing hadrons as the degrees of freedom-
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contain non-renormalizable terms. The remarkable thing about nature's
renormalizability is that this seems to result from the hadrons being compos-
ite particles. Once the constituent degrees of freedom-quarks and gluons-
were identified, the renormalizability emerged. The resulting renormalizable
theory described in Section 6.1.5 is incredibly accurate over virtually all ob-
servable energy scales: one must probe very high energy scales with high
precision to find deviations (though they must exist for the theory to be
self-consistent). In condensed matter systems, virtually everything is com-
posite in nature, and only the less restrictive notion of renormalizability is
typically of use.

In the case of QED, the theory is still renormalizable, but not asymp-
totically free: at some small but finite length scale, the coupling constant
diverges (often referred to as a "Landau pole") and the standard model be-
comes sick. Our present understanding is that standard model, including
QED, arises as the low energy expansion of some more fundamental UV
complete theory. The renormalizability of QED is the observation that the
low-energy description decouples from the microscopic theory. Thus, after
measuring a finite number of parameters, one can make low-energy predic-
tions without further knowledge of the microscopic theory.

If the standard model requires a UV completion, then there seems to
be no justification for the omission of terms based on the old-fashioned
renormalizability requirement. Why then does (6.15) work so well in their
absence?

Additional terms may indeed exist that describe physics above some en-
ergy scale A. Such terms would require coupling constants of negative energy
dimension. These couplings should have a "natural size" governed by some
dimensionless number g of order unity at the scale A. Upon "integrating
out" the heavy7 degrees of freedom, one obtains the low energy effective
description we call the standard model. Such terms, however, will end up
with the dimensionful coupling g/A n of the appropriate negative mass di-
mension. If the scale A is large compared with the scales of interest E, then
the effects of these terms are suppressed by factors of E/A. The statement
of old-fashioned renormalizability thus translates to a statement about the
decoupling of low-energy physics from the details of high-energy physics.

7By "heavy", we mean particles of such mass that they cannot be produced in low-
energy collisions. "Integrating them out" means to formally re-express the theory without
these degrees of freedom by performing the appropriate path integral. In practice, this
process starts with the much less sophisticated process of replacing the fields with vacuum
expectation values and replacing propagators with factors of the particle's mass. Upon
this, various levels of improvement can be made to capture higher order effects.
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6.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics

If the scale A is not too large, then the neglected contributions may have
a noticeable effect. Present high-precision tests, however, push the scale for
new physics to above the TeV scale. Well below this scale especially in
the GeV regime that we shall consider-the standard model as expressed
in (6.15) works remarkably well.

One final example of non-renormalizability in nature is gravity. One can
formulate a quantum theory of gravity, but it requires an infinite number of
parameters to define the low-energy expansion. Thus, the predictive power
of this theory is somewhat lacking unless one finds a consistent way to
organize corrections to the theory.

6.1.7 Higgs Mechanism

A consequence of the gauge symmetry is that all gauge bosons are initially
massless: the symmetry is said to protect the mass. Two of the observed
gauge bosons, however-the W and Z bosons-are massive. This is ex-
plained through the Anderson-Higgs mechanism [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95],
and is the same mechanism responsible for the Meissner effect in supercon-
ductors (which results from the photons acquiring a mass).

It would seem from the present form of the standard model that all of
the fermions and gauge bosons should be massless: mass terms are forbidden
by the symmetries. This is in stark contrast with the observed reality where
virtually all of the fermions have masses. The resolution to this apparent
problem is due to spontaneous symmetry breaking.

The present theory admits two distinct phases. The coefficient A > 0
must be positive to ensure the potential is bounded, but the parameter y 2

may be either positive or negative. For p 2 < 0, the vacuum expectation value
of the scalar field TX is zero and the ground state has the same symmetry as
the Lagrangian.

For 2 > 0, however, the scalar field 4I may Bose-condense and acquire
a non-zero vacuum expectation value. In this case, the gauge SU(2)xU(1)
symmetry is spontaneously broken by the vacuum state at sufficiently low
temperatures. This is analogous to the spontaneous breaking of the U(1)
phase symmetry in superfluids.

Were the broken symmetry global, the ground state would have gapless
collective excitations 8 in accordance with Goldstone's theorem [52, 53]. In

8In local relativistic theories these collective excitations are called Nambu-Goldstone
modes [52, 53, 96, 97, 98]. The number of modes is equal to the number of spon-
taneously broken continuous symmetry generators. Collective modes also occur in
local non-relativistic theories where they are sometimes referred to as Bogoliubov-
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the presence of gauge fields,9 however, these modes do not remain massless.
Instead, they are "eaten" by the gauge field which acquires three degrees
of freedom and becomes a massive excitation. In this way, two of the three
generators of the broken SU(2)®U(1) group become the massive third com-
ponent of gauge bosons: this is known as the Higgs mechanism [94]. The
massive eigenstates of the gauge fields are the physical W and Z bosons with
masses of 80 and 100 GeV respectively. The remaining unbroken U(1)EM
symmetry is associated with electromagnetism. This symmetry protects the
associated gauge field, ensuring that the electromagnetic photon remains
massless.

At high enough temperatures, the full symmetry is restored. Below the
electroweak phase transition at TEW - 100 GeV, however, the Higgs field
assumes the following vacuum expectation value (VEV)

()= ( ) (6.16)

where v = 2/ ~- 200 GeV. We have used the gauge symmetry to
rotate all of the other components away: this is the sense in which these
degrees of freedom are "eaten" by the gauge bosons.

As a result of expanding the Higgs field about its vacuum expectation
value, quadratic fermionic couplings are generated that couple left and right-
handed fermions. Through these terms, the fermions acquire masses. The
magnitude of the fermion masses is determined by the Higgs vacuum expec-
tation value v, and by the various Yukawa couplings h, k, and 1. It is due to
the large variations in these Yukawa couplings that the fermions have such
different masses. The origin and nature of these parameters is still one of
physics' great mysteries.

As will be discussed below, the energy scales of relevance for neutron
star are on the scale of 500 MeV or so. The QCD scale is also on the same
order. As a result, the charm, bottom, and top quarks play little role. The
up and down quarks play an important role, but for many purposes may be
considered massless. It is the strange quark that complicates the situation:
for very large densities, it may also be treated as light and a very nice
symmetric theory of three massless quarks results. For realistic densities,
however, the effects of ms must be considered: It is this that strains the
fermionic system giving rise to a diverse and interesting phase structure.

Anderson [89, 99, 100] modes, though the counting can differ in this context.
9 The modes also do not appear if there are long-range interactions such as a Coulomb

interaction. In this case, they become a massive charge-density (plasmon) excitation.

___ � ___
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6.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Particle: Mass: Electric Charge:
Leptons: e- me = 0.51 MeV Q = -1

/- m = 106 MeV Q =-1
T- m = 1777 MeV Q = -1

Ve, Vp, V- mV small but finite Q = 0
Quarks: u mu - 1.5-4 MeV Q =

d md = 4-8 MeV Q = -
s m = 80-130 MeV Q = -
c m, = 1.15-1.35 GeV Q= 
b mb= 4.1-4.9 GeV Q = -
t mt= 170-180 GeV Q 2

Table 6.1: Fermion masses in the standard model [101].

6.1.8 Energy Scales

As we are interested in the properties of condensed matter, it is interesting to
estimate an upper limit of the types of densities that could be encountered.
Objects that are too massive will undergo gravitational collapse. Neutron
stars approach this upper limit, and exhibit typical energy scales of the GeV
order. The gravitational limit is not too far above this scale.

For example,10 the requirement of gravitational stability gives a mass-
radius bound of M < 4Rc2/(9G) [103] which requires the average den-
sity to be less than Pavg 64c6/(729G3 M2 ). Inserting typical neutron
star masses of the order 1M - 2 x 1030 kg, one obtains a bound of
Pavg 64c6/(729G 3M2 ) 1017 g/cm3 . Core densities may be an order
of magnitude or so larger. To translate this to an estimate of the typical
energy scale, we consider a degenerate Fermi-liquid of quarks with a density
p -, mqpF where mq - 100 MeV.11 This gives a energy scale on the order of
PF - 500 MeV. Neutron stars in thermal equilibrium typically have temper-
atures of the much smaller than T < 1010 K- 1 MeV and are thus always
"cold". Even during formation in a supernovae, temperatures do not appear
to exceed 50 MeV.

Thus, we are well below the onset of new physics at the TeV scale and sev-
eral orders of magnitude below the electroweak restoration scale of 100 GeV.
The relevant physics in neutron star cores is thus described by QCD with

10For some more precise calculations, see [102] and the references therein.
1 Although the current quark masses are very light 6.1, the relevant parameter here is

the constituent quark mass which is typically of this order. See Table E.3 for example.
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low energy electroweak contributions. The latter play an important role in
the bulk physics of neutron stars, especially in their thermal evolution, but
are weakly coupled to the QCD effects and so can be treated as part of
a weakly coupled thermodynamic ensemble in determining the equilibrium
properties. In practice this means that one can approximate the detailed
microscopic interactions between QCD matter and electroweak matter by
simply adjusting the thermodynamic parameters to meet the appropriate
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions (neutrality, electroweak equilibrium
etc. See Section 7.4.5 for details).

6.1.9 Asymptotic Freedom: Weak Coupling

We have now justified that QCD and low-energy electroweak physics are the
appropriate tools to describes the correct physics in neutron stars. Can we
compute with it? One of the difficulties of QCD is that it is a strongly cou-
pled theory at low energy scales. One manifestation of this is that, although
the theory contains only quarks and gluons, these particles have never been
observed in nature. This aspect of the theory-known as confinement-
which was a major hurdle to the acceptance of the theory. In a strongly
coupled theory, the fundamental degrees of freedom may not be free to
propagate.

In QCD, confinement is related to the fact that the coupling constant
gets stronger at low-energy scales (large distances): if one tries to pull two
quarks apart, the forces become very large and one must eventually put
enough energy into the system to form a quark-antiquark pair from the
vacuum. The result is that, instead of ending up with two free quarks, one
ends up with two hadrons: the new quark and anti-quark combine with
the original quarks to screen the colour. The problem with-and ultimate
beauty of-QCD is that the theory is asymptotically free: the coupling
constant get large at long distance scales but small at short distances.

In a quantum field theory, the couplings of the theory depend on the
scale at which one works. For example, consider a stationary electric charge
(point source). At long distances, a test charge will experience a Coulomb
force proportional to 1/r2 where the proportionality constant describes the
strength of the electromagnetic coupling (fine-structure) constant a - e2. In
a polarizable medium, however, the charge will be screened because dipoles
in the medium align with the electric field, reducing the effective charge
of the source. This results in a lower effective charge, or smaller effective
coupling. As one moves closer to the source, less material is available to
screen the source and the effective coupling gets larger.

�I
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The vacuum may contain no matter, but it is still filled with quantum
fluctuations. One may picture this with the energy-time uncertainty princi-
ple: for short periods of time, particle-antiparticle pairs have a finite proba-
bility of forming. These pairs have a dipole moment and allow the vacuum
to act as a polarizable medium. The effect of this screening is interpreted
as a dependence of the coupling constant on the separation scale. Thus, the
fine-structure constant a(A) depends on the energy scale (inverse distance
scale). For low energies, a asymptotes to the familiar value a - 1/137, but
for high energies (short distances) it becomes very large (less screening).
Without modification, this coupling diverges at a finite energy scale: In this
way we know that QED is sick and needs some other form of ultraviolet
completion beyond the standard model.

QCD, on the other hand, exhibits anti-screening: the coupling g(A)
becomes small at high energy scales. This is due fundamentally to its non-
Abelian nature (Abelian theories can only screen). At sufficiently short
distance scales, the interactions vanish, the theory becomes free and there
are no divergence. Such theories are said to be asymptotically free [104, 105,
106, 107, 108] and are highly desirable because they may exist as complete,
self-consistent theories of microscopic physics.

At low energies and large distances, QCD is strongly coupled, and there
is no reason to expect that the fundamental degrees of freedom persist to
low energies: collective phenomena may dominate. Indeed, this is the case
for QCD: all coloured degrees of freedom are confined and the low-energy
states are all colour singlets. The resulting low-energy spectrum includes a
veritable zoo of particles [101], none of which carries colour charge.

The problem is that there are very few tools to study strongly interacting
systems: a particle physicist's primary toolbox is founded on perturbation
theory, which requires a small expansion parameter: typically a weak cou-
pling. 12 Thus, there is little hope of being able to calculate low-energy
physics from first principles without using the massive simulations of lattice
QCD. These simulations typically involve a Monte-Carlo integration of an
Euclidean path-integral for the lattice theory, and have enjoyed a reason-
able amount of success in describing vacuum QCD and the properties of
hadrons. The success of the Monte-Carlo algorithm, however, depends on
its convergence properties.

When generalized to finite densities (through the introduction of a chem-
ical potential), the weights of the path-integral become complex. The result

12There are several examples of exactly solvable models, but these are often one dimen-
sional or tend to be quite artificial.
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is that the Monte-Carlo algorithm must now average over wildly oscillating
functions. The favourable convergence properties thus vanish and the prob-
lem becomes exponentially hard. While there have been advances in solving
certain problems using clustering techniques, the general problem is believed
to be formally NP-hard [109]. There may still be approximate solutions, or
techniques for solving specific problems of physical interest, but a tractable
solution in the specific case of QCD is one of the outstanding problems in
QCD today.

The second result of asymptotic freedom, however, is that at high enough
energies, one can use perturbative and weak-coupling techniques. At tem-
peratures or energies much higher than 500 MeV one may use perturbative
QCD to establish asymptotic properties of the theory. Typically, however,
one must be at scales above 10 GeV for perturbative QCD to become ac-
curate. This allows one to apply QCD in high-energy collisions, the early
universe, and at extremely high densities. Once these perturbative calcu-
lations are used to determine the general structure of the theory in the
asymptotic regime, one can extrapolate to reasonable energy scales and use
this as a starting point for other weak-coupling analysis

As we discussed in Section 6.1.8, the typical energy scale of neutron star
cores may be about 500 GeV: this is right about the point at which QCD
goes from being strongly coupled to weakly coupled (AQCD - 500 MeV
where s(AQCD) - 1). Thus, one can make strong statements about the
behaviour of QCD at much larger densities, and then try to extrapolate
down to physical densities. This extrapolation is difficult, however, because
on is starting to leave the weakly coupled regime. The main approach of our
analysis is to use a model to qualitatively capture the interesting physics in
this non-perturbative regime.

6.1.10 Low Energy Effective Theories

Despite the complexities involved with trying to solve a strongly coupled
theory from first principles, an incredible amount can be learned from the
symmetries of the underlying theory (indeed, it was through the patterns
found in the data that the underlying theory of QCD was deduced). The
reason is that the low-energy physics is, to lowest order, almost completely
and uniquely determined by symmetry.

This has several important implications:

1. Once the proper symmetry pattern is deduced, the low energy physics
can be well described without reference to a microscopic theory. To

�
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lowest order, everything can be formulated in terms of a handful of
constants that can, in principle, be computed from the microscopic
theory. In practice, they are "matched" onto results from lattice QCD,
from experiment, or other effective theory calculations. In high density
QCD one typically forms a chain of effective theories. If the range of
validity of these theories overlap, then they can be matched at these
overlapping scales. Thus, one typically starts with perturbative QCD,
then matches this to High Density Effective Theory (HDET), and
finally matches HDET to the low-energy Chiral Perturbation Theory
(ChPT or XPT).

2. Many different microscopic theories lead to the same low-energy ef-
fective theory: the only difference is that values of the the effective
parameters differ from one theory to the other. The only requirement
is that the microscopic theories have the same symmetry structure.

We shall make use of the second point to motivate studying a simpler family
of Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) models [97, 98] rather than the full theory
of QCD. These models reproduce some of the low-energy physics associated
with QCD but are much more easily dealt with using the techniques devel-
oped here. They do not match all of the low-energy physics, however. For
example, they describe the pattern of chiral symmetry breaking, and even
the formation of "nucleon droplets" [110], but do not capture confinement
properly, or explain the structure of nucleons as triplets of three quarks.
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Chapter 7

High Density QCD

We shall now proceed to apply the techniques from earlier parts of this the-
sis to study QCD at the high densities that might be found in the cores
of neutron stars. This work was first presented in [2]. At large enough
densities, the nucleons are crushed together and the quarks become the rel-
evant degrees of freedom. The asymptotic freedom of QCD ensures that
at high-enough densities the theory is weakly coupled. This allows one to
perform weak-coupling calculations at asymptotically high densities. Such
calculations have established that the structure of the ground state of quark
matter is a colour superconductor (see for example [37, 110, 111, 112, 113,
114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123]). In particular, at densi-
ties high enough that the three lightest quarks can be treated as massless,
the ground state is the colour-flavour-locked (CFL) state in which all three
colours and all three flavours participate in maximally (anti)-symmetric pair-
ing [116, 119, 124, 125].

Determination of the QCD phase structure at moderate densities and
in the presence of non-zero quark masses has proceeded in several ways.
One approach has been to formulate a chain of effective theories, and then
to match coefficients across several energy scales through these effective
theories to perturbative calculations. Coefficients in the low-energy chiral
effective theory [126] are matched to calculations performed in high-density
effective theories (HDET) [118, 127, 128] which in turn are matched to
weakly-coupled QCD. This allows one to determine the properties of the
Goldstone bosons and determine the effects of small quark masses [129,
130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138]. Within this framework, it
has been noted that, in the presence of a finite strange quark mass, neutral
"kaons" (the lightest pseudo-Goldstone modes at high density with the same
quantum numbers as their vacuum counterpart) can Bose-condense in the
CFL state to form a kaon-condensed CFLK° phase with lower condensation
energy [139, 140, 141].

Unfortunately, the low-energy effective theory is only reliable for small
perturbations and at moderate densities the strange quark mass is not a
small perturbation. A recent attempt has been made to extrapolate to
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large strange quark mass (ms) [142], but this approach has not dealt with
additional complications in the condensate structure that allow different gap
parameters for each pair of quarks.

To deal with moderate quark masses, another approach has been to
study Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) models [97, 98] of free quarks with con-
tact interactions that model instanton interactions or single gluon exchange.
These models are amenable to the mean-field techniques presented earlier in
this thesis and exhibit a similar symmetry breaking pattern to QCD which
results in CFL ground states [110, 115].

Within this model, one can study the effects of moderate quark masses
through self-consistent solutions of the mean-field gap equations. This has
led to a plethora of phases. In particular, several analyses show a transi-
tion to a colour-flavour locked phase with gapless fermionic excitations (the
gCFL phase) [21, 25, 26]. This gapless phase has the same structure as the
Breached Pair state we discussed in Part II, except that: 1) there are many
more species participating, 2) the state is stabilized only when colour and
electric neutrality constraints are imposed, and 3) the neutrality constraints
cause one of the fermion branches to maintain almost quadratic dispersions.

The CFL/gCFL transition has been analyzed with both NJL based cal-
culations [21, 25, 26, 27] and effective theory based calculations [142, 143].
Until recently, however, the NJL calculations have excluded the possibility
of kaon condensation (see however [144] which considers kaon condensation
in the NJL model at low density), while the effective theories do not con-
sider the complicated patterns in which the condensate parameters evolve
at finite quark masses. The first attempts to consider both the NJL analysis
with kaon condensation were [2, 145].

The goal of this thesis is to show how to use low-energy effective theories
to organize the results of the self-consistent mean-field analysis of the NJL
model which accounts for the full condensate structure. In particular, we use
an NJL model based on single gluon exchange to find self-consistent solutions
that correspond to the CFLK ° phase; we show that these phases agree with
the predictions of the low-energy effective theory; and we determine how
and where the zero temperature phase transition to a gapless CFL phase
occurs as one increases the strange quark mass. In addition, unlike previous
work on the NJL model, our numerical solutions are fully self-consistent: we
include all condensates and self-energy corrections required to close the gap
equations.

We first describe the pattern of symmetry breaking that leads to the
CFL and CFLK ° states (Section 7.1). Then we present our numerical results,
demonstrating some properties of these states and determining the locations
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of the zero-temperature phase transitions (Section 7.2). After a careful
description of our model (Section 7.3) we derive the low-energy effective
theory, paying particular attention to the differences between QCD and the
NJL model (Section 7.4). Here we demonstrate that, for small perturbations,
our numerical solutions are well described by the effective theory, and we use
our numerical results to compute the pion decay constant f which agrees
with the perturbative QCD results. Specific numerical details about our
calculations and a full description of our self-consistent parametrization are
given in Appendix E.

We leave for future work the consideration of finite temperature effects,
the analysis of the gapless CFLK° (gCFLK°), the inclusion of instanton
effects, the inclusion of up and down quark mass effects and the possibility
of other forms of meson condensation.

7.1 Colour Flavour Locking (CFL)

QCD has a continuous symmetry group of U(1)B0SU(3)L0SU(3)R0SU(3)C
In addition, there is an approximate U(1)A axial flavour symmetry that is
explicitly broken by anomalies. At sufficiently high densities, however, the
instanton density is suppressed and this symmetry is approximately restored.

The CFL ground state spontaneously breaks these continuous symme-
tries through the formation of a diquark condensate [116]

(Tct,5,l3b) oC 3Aea/kEabk + A6 (6a6 + 6b6af). (7.1)

The symmetry breaking pattern (include the restored axial U(1)A symme-
try) is thus 1

U(3)L 0 U(3)R 0 SU(3)C SU(3 )L+R+C 0 Z2 ® Z2 (7.2)
z3

where the Z2 symmetries corresponds to "IL -+ -L and /R - -R. It
has been noted that the symmetry breaking pattern at high density (7.2) is
the same as that that for hyper-nuclear matter at low density [146]. This
leads one to identify the low-energy pseudo-scalar degrees of freedom in both
theories. We shall refer to the pseudo-scalar Goldstone bosons in the high
density phase as "pions" and "kaons" etc. when they have the same flavour
quantum numbers as the corresponding low-density particles.

The CFL state (7.1) preserves parity, and is preferred when instanton
effects are considered. Excluding instanton effects, there is an uncountable

The Z3 factor mods out the common centres. See (7.11) for the explicit representation.
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degeneracy of physically equivalent CFL ground states that violate parity.
These are generated from the parity even CFL by the broken symmetry
generators.

The symmetry breaking pattern (7.2) breaks 18 generators. The quarks,
however, are coupled to the eight gluons associated with the SU(3)c colour
symmetry and to the photon of the U(1)EM electromagnetism (which is a
subgroup of the vector flavour symmetry). Eight of these gauge bosons ac-
quire a mass through the Higgs mechanism and the coloured excitations
are lifted from the low-energy spectrum. There remain 10 massless Nambu-
Goldstone excitations: a pseudo-scalar axial flavour octet of mesons, a scalar
superfluid boson associated with the broken U(1)B baryon number genera-
tor, and a pseudo-scalar rf' boson associated with broken axial U(1)A gen-
erator. There remains one massless gauge boson that is a mixture of the
original photon and one of the gluons [116, 147]. With respect to this "ro-
tated electromagnetism" U(1)Q the CFL state remains neutral [148].

The degeneracy of the vacuum manifold is lifted by the inclusion of a
non-zero strange quark mass ms. In the absence of instanton effects and
other quark masses, the ground state is not near to the parity even CFL
state (7.1), but rather, is a kaon rotated state CFLK. As ms -- 0 this state
approaches a state on the vacuum manifold that is a pure kaon rotation of
the parity even CFL (7.1).

Even in the absence of quark masses, the vacuum manifold degener-
acy is partially lifted by the anomalous breaking of the U(1)A axial sym-
metry which we have neglected: Instanton effects tend to disfavour kaon
condensation by favouring parity even states, and thus delay the onset
of the CFLK ° until ms reaches a critical value (possibly excluding it).
The effects of anomaly and instanton contributions have been well stud-
ied [115, 124, 134, 149, 150, 151] and play an important quantitative role in
the phase structure of QCD. Non-zero up and down quark masses also tend
to disfavour kaon condensation.

For the purposes of this chapter, we shall neglect both the effects of
instantons, and the effects of finite up and down quark masses. This will
ensure that kaon condensation occurs for arbitrarily small ms. Both of
these effects open the possibility of a much richer phase structure, including
condensation of other mesons (see for example [141, 152]). Future analyses
should take these numerically important effects into account, both in the
effective theory and in the NJL model.

The primary source of for kaon condensation is the finite strange quark
mass. To lowest order, this behaves as a chemical potential [139, 140, 141]
(see (7.3) and (7.4)). In this chapter, we also consider the addition of a hy-
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percharge chemical potential as this removes many complications associated
with masses and leads to a very clean demonstration of kaon condensation.

7.2 Self-Consistent Solutions

We consider four qualitatively different phases: Two are self-consistent
mean-field solutions to the NJL model with a finite hypercharge chemical
potential parameter ,uy; the other two are self-consistent mean-field solu-
tions to the NJL model with a finite strange-quark mass parameter ms. In
each of these cases, one solution corresponds to a parity even CFL phase and
the other corresponds to a kaon condensed CFLK ° phase. Our normaliza-
tions and a complete description of the model are presented in Section 7.3.
A full description of all the parameters required to describe these phases
along with some typical values is presented in Appendix E.

7.2.1 Finite Hypercharge Chemical Potential

The CFL phase in the presence of a hypercharge chemical potential corre-
sponds to the fully gapped CFL phase discussed in [21]. Here one models the
effects of the strange quark through its shift on the Fermi surface PF pq of
the strange quarks. This can be seen by expanding the free-quark dispersion

IPI 2Mq + . (7.3)

or, more carefully, by integrating out the antiparticles to formulate the High
Density Effective Theory. See for example [118, 127, 128, 138]).

These leading order effects are equivalent to adding a hypercharge chem-
ical potential of magnitude

- Ms (7.4)
2ILq

and a baryon chemical potential shift of

M2
6MB _ s (7.5)

/q

We consider only the effect of the hypercharge chemical potential here, hold-
ing MB fixed. Note that the relevant parameters here are MS and q rather
than ms and p,s = ILB/3 . Ms is the constituent quark mass that appears in
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the dispersion relation whereas ms is the bare quark mass parameter; like-
wise, tiq is the corrected quark chemical potential that determines the Fermi
surface whereas ,us = /lB/3 is the bare baryon chemical potential. (These
distinctions are important because our model takes into account self-energy
corrections.)

The CFL phase responds in a trivial manner to a hypercharge chemical
potential: the quasiparticle dispersions shift such that the physical gap in
the spectrum becomes smaller; none of the other physical properties change.
In particular, as the hypercharge chemical potential increases, the coloured
chemical potential 8s = -y decreases to maintain neutrality. The val-
ues of all of the gap parameters, the self-energy corrections, the densities
and the thermodynamic potential remain unchanged until the physical gap
in the spectrum vanishes. (The apparent change in the magnitude of the
gap parameters in the first figure of [21] is due to the shift in the baryon
chemical (7.5) which occurs if one uses the strange quark chemical poten-
tial shift us rather than a hypercharge shift y.) This is a consequence of
the Q neutrality of the CFL state [153]. In particular, the electric chemical
potential remains zero /be = 0 and the state remains an insulator until the
onset of the gapless modes. The same phenomena has also been noticed in
the two-flavour case [36, 154, 155].

As such, we can analytically identify the phase transition to the gCFL
phase which occurs for the critical chemical potential

4- = Ao (7.6)

where A0 = A3 - A6 is the physical gap in the spectrum in the absence of
any perturbations. Throughout this chapter we use parameter arbitrarily
chosen so that l = A0 = 25 MeV to correspond with the parameter values
in [21, 26, 27]. We show typical quasiparticle dispersion relations for this
state in Figure 7.1.

The splitting of the dispersions can also be easily understood from the
charge neutrality condition (7.58) and the leading order effects are summa-
rized in Table 7.1. After setting /8 = -y, the chemical potentials for the
rs and gs quarks shift by -uy whereas for the bu and bd quarks it shifts by
+py. Thus, the (gs,bd) and (rs,bu) pairs are the first to become gapless.

The kaon condensed hypercharge state is more complicated. One can
again use the appropriate charge neutrality conditions (7.58) to estimate
how the quarks will be affected by ,iy, but the naive results hold only to
lowest order. In particular, the condensates of the CFLK° state also vary
as p/y increases (see Table E.2). These higher order effects break all the

___I�
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ru gd bs rd gu rs bu gs bd
CFL 0 0 0 0 0 -1 +1 -1 +1CFLK 0 +-- 0 + -1 -- 

Table 7.1: Leading order shifts in the chemical potentials of the various quarks
in the CFL and CFLK ° states in the presence of a hypercharge chemical potential
shift p/y. This follows directly from (7.58).

degeneracy between the quark species and Figure 7.3 has nine independent
dispersions.

We shall compare the thermodynamic potentials of these two states later
(see Figures 7.7 and 7.8), but we point out here that the transition to a
gapless colour-flavour-locked state with kaon condensation (gCFLK ° ) occurs
at a larger hypercharge chemical potential than the CFL/gCFL transition.
This can be most easily seen in Figure 7.5. This is in qualitative agreement
with [142] and [143], but in quantitative disagreement.

In the CFL/gCFL transition, two modes become gapless simultaneously:
the lower branches of the (rs,bu) and (gs,bd) pairs. One of these modes is
electrically neutral (gs,bd) and it crosses the zero-energy axis giving rise to a
"breach" in the spectrum. The other mode is electrically charged: as soon as
in crosses, the electric chemical potential must rise to enforce neutrality. The
state now contains gapless charged excitations and becomes a conductor.
The result is that the the neutral gapless mode has two linear dispersions
while the charged gapless mode has a virtually quadratic dispersion when
electric neutrality is enforced. (This was discovered in [21] and is explained
in detail in [26].)

In the CFLK 0/gCFLK ° transition, a single charged mode becomes gap-
less.2 Thus, immediately beyond the transition, the corresponding gCFLK°

state will also be a conductor but there will be a single charged gapless mode
with almost quadratic dispersion. Additional modes will continue to lower
until either more modes become gapless, or a first order phase transition to
a competing phase occurs.

2 This mode pairs rs, gu, and bu quarks in quite a non-trivial manner. In the CFL, the
quasiparticles form a nice block-diagonal structure in which the quarks exhibit definite
pairing between two species, In the CFLKO, the block structure is more complicated and
the pairing cannot be simply described: the lowest lying quasiparticle is simple a linear
combination of the three rs, gu, and bu quark.
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7.2.2 Finite Strange Quark Mass

The second pair of CFL/CFLK ° states that we consider are self-consistent
solutions to the gap equation in the presence of a finite strange quark mass.
Qualitatively we expect to see similar features to the states at finite hyper-
charge chemical potential and indeed we do as shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.4.

Quantitatively, we notice a few differences with previous analyses con-
cerning the locations of the phase transitions to gapless states. Our param-
eters have been chosen to match the parameters in [27]. They find that
M2/p = 46.8 MeV, but the CFL/gCFL transition happens noticeably ear-
lier with our model at M2/pI = 43.9 MeV. This is due to a corresponding
six-percent reduction in the condensate parameters and represents the effects
of performing a fully self-consistent calculation.

Another difference concerns the appearance of gapless modes in the
CFLK° state. This transition occurs at M2/p = 52.5 MeV in our model-a
factor of 1.2 larger than the CFL/gCFL transition. This is some ten percent
smaller than the factor of 4/3 derived in [142]. This is likely due to the more
complicated condensate structure we consider.

7.3 NJL Model

We base our analysis on the following Hamiltonian density for the NJL
model

j = d3p ; (. p P + M ) p + Hint. (77)
Here we consider 9 species of quarks = 3 colours x 3 flavours: Including
the relativistic structure, there are 36 quark operators in the vector 1b. The
matrices it and M are the quark chemical potentials and masses respectively.

We take the interaction to be a four-fermion contact interaction with the
quantum numbers of single gluon exchange:3

Hint = g J (y'tAP) ( yAA+) (7.8)

3Here the matrices AA are the eight 3 x 3 Gell-Mann matrices and the -"f are the Dirac
matrices which we take in the chiral basis. Our normalizations and conventions are

Tr[,AB] = AB

75 = i0 7 1 273 = ( o)

fYc = t 2' 0o-

We also use natural units where c = h = k = 1.
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This is exactly a sum of terms of the form (3.44) with interaction matrices:

rA = O'Yo 1 ®XA. (7.9)

The only added complication is that, to the spatial terms A E {1, 2,3},
a negative sign from the metric must be added. The Gell-Mann matrices
act on the colour space and the flavour structure is diagonal. We point
out that this form of NJL interaction has the desirable feature of explicitly
breaking the independent colour SU(3)CL left and SU(3)CR right symmetries
that some NJL models preserve. This is important because the condensation
pattern (7.1) does not explicitly link left and right particles: Our model thus
has the same continuous symmetries as QCD, and the only complication to
deal with is the gauging of the single colour SU(3)c symmetry.

Our goal here is to provide a non-perturbative model to discuss the
qualitative features of QCD at finite densities. We model the finite density
by working in the grand thermodynamic ensemble by introducing a baryon
chemical potential for all of the quarks:

= 1. (7.10)

With only this chemical potential and no quark masses, our model has an
U(3)L 0 U(3)R 0 SU(3)c/Z 3 continuous global symmetry in which the left-
handed quarks transform as (3, 1, 3) and the right handed quarks transform
as (1, 3, 3). In the chiral basis we have explicitly4

L {e-iOLF* )C O
(\R) O e-iRF C ) (R) (7.11)

where F and C are SU(3) matrices. For an attractive interaction, this NJL
model exhibits the same symmetry breaking pattern as QCD (7.2) with
a restored axial symmetry. The difference between this NJL model and
QCD is that the NJL model contains no gauge bosons. Thus, there are
18 broken generators which correspond to massless Goldstone bosons, and
none of these is eaten. To effectively model QCD, we must remove the extra
coloured Goldstone bosons. At the mean-field level, this is done by imposing
gauge neutrality conditions [148, 156, 157]. Once the appropriate chemical
potentials are introduced, the dependence on the vacuum expectation values
of the coloured Goldstone modes is cancelled and the low-energy physics of
the NJL model matches that of QCD.

4From this explicit representation we can see how the centres of the colour and flavours
overlap giving rise to the Z3 factor.
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The usual NJL model has a local interaction, but this is not renormaliz-
able and needs regulation. For the purposes of this chapter, we introduce a
hard cutoff on each of the momenta Ap = 0(A - IIPI) to mimic the effects
of asymptotic freedom at large momenta. This potential is separable and
has exactly the same form as (3.45):

1int = gV J/ 3pd3p'd3qC3q' ApAp,AqAq, X

x (2ir)36(3 )(p- p' + _j - ') (gyfAAp 5 ,q) (yAAt,). (7.12)

To study this model we perform a variational calculation by introducing the
quadratic model

- {- t ^ -T ^ t "*to = JP ( PE()? + B + it4Bt ) (7.13)

where
E(p) = - - + M - A (7.14)

and then computing the variational upper bound on the thermodynamic
potential Q of the full system as discussed in Chapter 2:

V - V + ( - H)o (7.15)

The condition for the right hand side of (7.15) to be stationary with re-
spect to the variational parameters is equivalent to the self-consistent gap
equation.

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, with our separable interaction (7.12), all
of the momentum dependence is contained within the cutoff function Ap.
Thus, the task for finding mean-field solutions consists of choosing reason-
able parametrizations of A (which includes the chemical potentials, masses
and related corrections) and B (which includes the gap parameters A) that
are closed under the self-consistency condition, and numerically finding sta-
tionary points of this system of equations.

There are only two difference here from the techniques previously dis-
cussed:

1. A and B are arbitrary 36 x 36 matrices subject to A = At and B =
-B T. A full parametrization thus consists of 2556 parameters and is
costly to fully explore. Instead, we choose a partial parametrization
that is physically natural and fully closed under the self-consistency

I�L
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conditions. While we cannot be certain that we have considered all
possible condensation patterns, we are pretty confident that we have
identified the principle states.

2. In the previous two-species systems, one only needs to consider either
(iib) condensates or (atb) condensates. Here we must allow for the
possibility of both. Thus, the formalism developed in Sections 3.1,
3.2, and 3.3 is not sufficient: we must use the more general results
presented in Appendix B.

As discussed in Section 7.4.5 and [148], we must impose the appropriate
gauge charge neutrality conditions. This is done by introducing bare gauge
chemical potentials into the model and choosing these to ensure the final
solution is neutral.

To impose a charge neutrality condition, we instead vary R (along with
with the other parameters) to obtain a neutral solution (again we note that
the total charge and other correlations of the state depend only on the
corrected parameters R). Once this solution is found, 6p is computed and
the required bare chemical potential A = R - 6 determined. Despite the
fact that the self-energy corrections depend only on the corrected parameters
(PR etc.), the thermodynamic potential depends on both the corrected and
the bare parameters and so this last step is important.

One must also be careful about which thermodynamic potential is used
to compare states when neutrality conditions are enforced as we are no-
longer in the grand ensemble. The differences between the potentials of the
relevant ensembles are proportional to terms of the form Q, however, so
for neutrality conditions, Q = 0 and the thermodynamic potential may still
be used to compare states.

7.3.1 CFL at m, = 0.

As an example, consider the parity even CFL state. The self-consistency
conditions are fully closed when one includes four variational parameters.
There are two gap parameters A3 and A6 corresponding to the diquark con-
densate (7.1), one chemical potential correction 6/B to the baryon chem-
ical potential and and induced off-diagonal chemical potential /,oct. The
quadratic Hamiltonian (7.13) can thus be expressed

7o=z 1( -aA) p + B-1 Tc6)+5A + h.c.
where

[A]a,3b = A3 Ek Eabk + A6(6aab5 + 5b76),
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and
6p = 6/IB + Poct. (7.17)

Most of this structure is all well-known and discussed many times in the
literature, however, there has been no mention of the parameter /loct because
most analyses neglect the self-energy corrections.

Neglecting the correction to the baryon chemical potential is reasonable
since it has little physical significance: it simply enters as a Lagrange mul-
tiplier to establish a finite density. As such, the effective common quark
chemical potential

Aq Aeff= 3 (B + JAB) (7.18)

is the relevant physical parameter defining the Fermi surface. To compare
states in the grand ensemble, however, one must fix the bare rather than the
effective chemical potentials. This is what we have done in our calculations.
Numerically, we find that the corrections JAIB cause q to vary by only a
few percent as we vary the perturbation parameters Ay and ms.

There is no bare parameter corresponding to ,oct. Thus, it is sponta-
neously induced and should be treated on the same footing as A. To see
that such a parameter must exist, consider changing to the "octet" basis
using the augmented Gell-Mann matrices

PA = 2[A]aaO(aa) (7.19)

where A° = 1/v6. In this basis, the off-diagonal condensate becomes di-
agonal with one singlet parameter 4A 6 + 2A3 and eight octet parameters
A6 - A3:

4A6 + 2A3

i IA~n6 / \n3 6 - 3 (7.20)

A 6 - A 3

It is clear that in the CFL, the singlet channel decouples from the octet
channel: there is no symmetry relating these and the two gap parameters
are related by the numerical value of the coupling g. This decoupling is
also present in the chemical potential corrections. One linear combination
corresponds to the identity: this corrects the baryon chemical potential J/B.

The other is the induced /Ioct. Explicitly

[loct]a,3b = Loct E [A].. [A]b - 8[AO]Iaa[AO]13b)
A=1

__
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Numerically, we calibrate our model with this CFL solution. In particular,
we chose our parameters to reproduce the results of [27]. We use a hard
cutoff at A = 800 MeV, and a coupling constant chosen so that, with an
effective quark chemical potential of juq = 500 MeV one has a physical gap in
the spectrum of A0 = A3 - A6 = 25 MeV. This fixes the following parameter
values which we hold fixed for all of our calculations:

A = 800 MeV, (7.21a)

gA2 = 1.385, (7.21b)

AB/3 = 549.93 MeV. (7.21c)

With these parameters fixed, the fully self-consistent mean-field CFL solu-
tion has the following variational parameters:

A3 = 25.6571 MeV,

A6 = 0.6571 MeV,

6aB/3 = -49.93 MeV,
poct = -0.03133 MeV.

Note as first noted in [116], and discussed in [158], the parameter A6 is
required to close the gap equation, but is small because the sextet channel
is repulsive. In weakly-coupled QCD, A6 is suppressed by an extra factor
of the coupling. This effect is numerically captured in the NJL model. The
parameter ILoct is also required to close the gap equation when the Hartree-
Fock terms are included, and was first introduced in [2]. It is also numerically
suppressed. Recent calculations often omit A6 and oct: we see that this is
generally justified.

The physical gap in the spectrum also defines the critical hypercharge
chemical potential for the CFL/gCFL transition (7.6):

A- = Ao = 25.00 MeV. (7.23)

7.3.2 CFL at y, m, 0

Once one introduces a strange quark mass, one must introduce additional
parameters. A simple way to determine which parameters are required is
to add the mass, then compute the gap equation and see which entries in
the self-energy matrix are non-zero. By doing this for a variety of random
values of the parameters, one can determine the dimension of the subspace
required to close the gap equation and introduce the required parameters.
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In the case of the CFL state with non-zero hypercharge chemical poten-
tial, one only needs to introduce the parameters uy and P8 to ensure gauge
neutrality: As discussed in 7.2.1 none of the other parameters change. To
go beyond the transition into the gCFL phase, however, or to extend the
results to non-zero temperature, one must introduce additional parameters.
These include the perturbation uy, the gauge chemical potentials 1 3 and
,lzs and pe required to enforce neutrality, as well as nine gap parameters i,
soi and vi that fully parametrize the triplet and sextet diquark condensates
(these latter nine parameters correspond to the same parameters defined in
reference [25]). The additional parameters are chemical potentials similar
to poct which are induced by the gap equations. The full set of parameters
in discussed in Appendix E.

Adding a strange quark mass is more complicated. First of all, we need
to introduce additional Lorentz structure. For homogeneous and isotropic
systems, there are eight possible relativistic structures:

A = 10 JS1 + Y5 0 6SL5 - YO 0 m - 'YOY5 0 9m 5,

B = YcY5 A + C A5 + folClf5 + ofC ( K5

Introducing quark masses requires one to introduce the additional Lorentz
structure r. [158] to close the gap equations, but these are found to be small.
In total, one requires about 20 parameters to fully parametrize the CFL in
the presence of a strange quark mass (see Table E.3).

With the inclusion of a bare quark mass ms one induces a chiral con-
densate (b) which in turn generates a correction to the quark mass. The
resulting parameter in A is the constituent quark mass Ms which appears
in the dispersion relationships for the quarks. It is this constituent quark
mass that must be used when calculating the effective chemical potential
shift (7.4). Generally the constituent quark mass is quite a bit larger than
the bare quark mass parameter ms. For example, close to the phase transi-
tion, we have ms N 83 MeV while the constituent quark mass is MS, 150
MeV (see Table E.3). We have checked that our calculations are quantita-
tively consistent with the calculations presented in [14] in this regard.

7.3.3 Meson Condensed CFL: CFLK° etc.

Applying a meson rotations to the CFL state breaks the parity of the state,
and mixes the parity even parameters tt, m, A and r. with their parity odd
counterparts I/5, m 5, A5 and Ks. The full set of parameters and typical
numerical values is presented in Appendix E.

__
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Figure 7.1: Lowest lying quasiparticle
dispersion relations near the Fermi mo-
mentum PF = Aq = 500 MeV for the
CFL phase with three different values of
the hypercharge chemical. All dispersion
relations have left-right degeneracy: we
now consider the colour-flavour degen-
eracy. In the top plot at y = 0, the
bottom dispersion has an eight-fold de-
generacy and a gap of A = 25 MeV.
The top band contains a single quasi-
particle pairing (ru,gd,bs) with a gap of
4A6 + 2A3 = 54 MeV. In the middle plot
at py = j4/2 = 12.5 MeV, the (rs,bu)
and (gs,bd) pairs are shifting as indi-
cated in Table 7.1. In the bottom plot,
two pairs have become gapless marking
the CFL/gCFL transition.
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Figure 7.2: Lowest lying quasiparticle
dispersion relationships about the Fermi
momentum PF = A = 500 MeV for the
CFL phase with two different values of
the strange quark mass. (The M8 = 0
dispersions are the same as in the top of
Figure 7.1.) Qualitatively this has the
same structure as Figure 7.1 except that
middle dispersion is now split by higher
order mass effects.
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Figure 7.3: Lowest lying quasiparticle
dispersion relationships about the Fermi
momentum PF = q = 500 MeV for
the CFLK ° phase with two different val-
ues of the hypercharge chemical. (The

y = 0 dispersions are the same as in
the top of Figure 7.1.) Again, all dis-
persion have a left-right degeneracy. In
the top plot at jy = 1p/2 = 12.5 MeV,
the eightfold degenerate lowest band has
split into eight independent dispersions.
To leading in the perturbation, the split-
ting is described by Table 7.1, but the
lack of degeneracy indicates that there
are also higher order effects. The lower
plot at at y 1.20p1 4 30 MeV is
close to the CFLK°/gCFLK° transition.
The gapless band now contains only a
single mode and is charged.
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Figure 7.4: Lowest lying quasiparticle
dispersion relationships about the Fermi
momentum PF = 1Pq = 500 MeV for the
CFLK ° phase with two different values
of the strange quark mass. (The MS = 0
dispersions are the same as in the top of
Figure 7.1.) Qualitatively this has the
same structure as Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.5: Physical gap of the lowest
lying excitation as a function of the hy-
percharge chemical potential. The dot-
ted line corresponds to the CFL phase:
the phase transition to the gCFL occurs
at pUy = y, where the gap vanishes.
The solid line corresponds to the CFLK°

state. The transition to a gapless phase
is delayed by a factor of 1.22.
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Figure 7.6: Physical gap of the low-
est lying excitation as a function of the
strange quark mass. The dotted line
corresponds to the CFL phase and the
solid line corresponds to the CFLK °

phase. We have normalized the axes
in terms of A- = Ao for comparison
with the hypercharge chemical potential
case. The CFL/gCFL transition occurs
at a slightly smaller value of Ms2/uq 
45.5 MeV than the value of 46.8 MeV
in [21, 26, 27]. This is due to the effects
of the other parameters on the quasi-
particle dispersion relations. We note
that, as with jy, the transition from the
CFLK ° to a gapless phase is delayed rel-
ative to the CFL/gCFL transition, but
by a slightly reduced factor of 1.2. This
is in qualitative agreement but quantita-
tive disagreement with the factor of 4/3
found in [142]. The is most-likely the re-
sult of our fully self-consistent treatment
of the condensate parameters.
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7.4 Low-Energy Effective Theory

To describe the low energy physics of these models, we follow a well es-
tablished procedure: identify the low-energy degrees of freedom and their
transformation properties, identify the expansion parameters (power count-
ing scheme), write down the most general action consistent with the sym-
metries and power counting, and determine the arbitrary coefficients by
matching to experiment or another theory. In our case, we will match onto
the mean-field approximation of the NJL model. The resulting low energy
effective theory has been well studied [126, 159]: we use this presentation to
establish our conventions, and to contrast the effective theory of QCD with
that of the microscopic NJL model.

In this section we consider only the low-energy effective description of
the fully gapped CFL and meson condensed phases such as the CFLK °. The
gapless phases also have a low-energy description which is similar to that
discussed in Section 5.4, although, at this point, the mesons are sufficiently
massive that one must reconsider whether or not the low-energy description
is still valid. This shall be considered in future work.

7.4.1 Degrees of Freedom

The coset space in the NJL model is isomorphic to U(3)®U(3). This can
be fully parametrized with two SU(3) matrices X and Y and two physical
phases A and V which we physically one can identify with the condensates:

v"[X]C, CC EabcEaOy (aaL AL4), (7.24a)

VrVAt[Y] c< EabcQcaJy (oRaR ) (7.24b)

Thus, these transform as follows:

X -- FLXCt, (7.25a)

Y FRYCt, (7.25b)
A - e2 i(OR-OL)A, (7.25c)

V e2i(OR+OL)V (7.25d)

Note that the condensation pattern X = Y = 1, A = V = 1 is unbroken by
the residual symmetry where FL = FR = C and also by the Z2 symmetries
where OL, OR = +ir. This is the reason for the extra factor of two in the
phases. In QCD the degrees of freedom are similar, but one must consider

�II_· _I_ __ __
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only colour singlet objects. Thus, the low-energy theory for QCD should
include only the colour singlet combination

E = xYt -FL EFt (7.26)

and the colour singlet phases A and V. Note also that these have the
following transformation properties under parity

X AtY, (7.27a)
Y -+ AX, (7.27b)

A ~ At, (7.27c)

E .t . (7.27d)

The field content of the effective theories is thus

H, r/': Two singlet fields corresponding to the U(1) phases of A and V. The
field associated with V is a scalar boson associated with the superfluid
baryon number condensation. We shall denote this field H.

The field associated with A is a pseudo-scalar boson associated with
the axial baryon number symmetry and shall be identified with the 7'
particle. As discussed in Section 7.1, the axial symmetry symmetry is
anomalously broken in QCD and the rl' is not strictly massless due to
instanton effects, but these are suppressed at high density. We ignore
these effects. Our NJL model thus contains no instanton vertex and
our low-energy theory will contain no Wess-Zumino-Witten terms [160,
161]. It would be interesting to include both of these terms and repeat
this calculation as these effects are likely not small [151].

7ra: Eight pseudo-scalar mesons 7ra corresponding to the broken axial flavour
generators. As colour singlets these remain as propagating degrees of
freedom in both QCD and NJL models. These have the quantum
numbers of pions, kaons and the eta and transform as an octet under
the unbroken symmetry.

Oa: Eight scalar bosons Oa corresponding to the broken coloured generators.
These are eaten by the gauge bosons in QCD and are removed from
the low energy theory. This gives masses to eight of the gauge bosons
and decouples them from low-energy physics. In the NJL model these
bosons still remain as low energy degrees of freedom, but decouple from
the colour singlet physics when one properly enforces colour neutrality.
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There are additional fields and effects that should be considered as part of
a complete low-energy theory, but that we neglect:

1. The appropriately "rotated electromagnetic field" associated with the
unbroken U(1)Q symmetry remains massless. Both the CFL and
CFLK ° states remain neutral with respect to this field, however, and
we do not explicitly include it in our formulation.

2. The leptons are not strictly massless, but the electron and muon are
light enough to consider in the low-energy physics. In particular, they
contribute to the charge density in the presence of an electric chemical
potential and at finite temperature. In this chapter, leptonic excita-
tions play no role since we consider only T = 0 and both CFL and
CFLK° quark matter is electrically neutral for pe = 0. The leptons
play an implicit role in fixing pQ such that He = 0 in both insulating
phases.

To be explicit, we relate all of the dimensional physical fields H, 7', &a and
rra to the phase angles through their decay constants: H = fHH, r' = f77',
boa = fa, and .a = fa. The two U(1) phases angles have a slightly
different normalization because of the normalization of the generators. This
normalization is chosen to match the kinetic terms in the original theory
and matches [130, 131]: 7' = (OR - OL), and H' = \V(OR + OL). The
realization of these transformations in the microscopic theory is

{ O exp + Oar+'ia + (7.28)

where

fR,L = (1 ± y) ® (-) 0 1/2, (7.29a)
ca = 1 1 Aa, (7.29b)

fa = f - f = Y5 0 (-X) 0 1, (7.29c)
fa = f + f = 1 (-Aa) 1, (7.29d)
ra = (f - a)/2 (7.29e)
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and the corresponding realization in the effective theory is

X = exp {-ia7ra } exp {ifa} (7.30a)

Y = exp {i'aAa} exp {ia}, (7.30b)

A = exp {2i/V} , (7.30c)

V = exp {2iH/V}, (7.30d)

E = exp {-2iraAa}. (7.30e)

7.4.2 Power Counting

In addition to AQCD which separates the three light quarks from the heavy
quarks, there are two primary scales in high density QCD: the quark chem-
ical potential q and the gap A. In the NJL model there is also a cutoff
and the coupling constant: these are related by the gap equation when one
holds /i and A fixed and the qualitative physics is not extremely sensitive
to the remaining renormalization parameter.

Our low-energy theory is an expansion in the energy/momentum of the
Goldstone fields. Thus, the expansion is in powers of the derivatives with
respect to the scales 1t and A. In this chapter, we shall only consider leading
order terms: Systematic expansions have been discussed elsewhere (see for
example [162]).

7.4.3 Kinetic Terms

To construct the low-energy theory we follow [126] and introduce coloured
currents

Jx = Xtap X- CJ ct

Jl =Yta) Yt)Y CJ Ct,

JA = Jx t JA iCJ Ct.

In the presence of a finite density, we no longer have manifest Lorentz in-
variance and must allow for additional constants into our spatial derivatives

alv = (a, vai)

to account for the differing speeds of sound. This chapter will be concerned
with static properties, so we can neglect these. In principle, one must also
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match these coefficients v. In QCD this matching, along with other coeffi-
cients, has been made with perturbative calculations at asymptotic densi-
ties [130, 131]. Our theory and states still maintain rotational invariance.
Thus, to lowest order we have [126]

£eff =C,7 + / + CH + C + ,

3 f 27, f,2 T P 
4 (v,7 4) ]+
3f; f

4 (vH)V H) 4- [J+J]+

-2(v1) r/(v)lj' + (v,) (vrlr
2+ (H) (H)(VH + 2 ( , a +

The neglected terms are of higher order in the derivative expansion. Note
that our normalizations have been chosen so that this expression is canoni-
cally normalized to quadratic order in terms of the dimensionful fields.

The division of eff is natural [126] because it separates out the colour
singlets. L£F depends only on E for example:

x f _ Tr[J JH] Tr[ (At v,)#]4 Vr)

Thus, with the exceptions noted above, the lowest-order low-energy effective
theory of massless Nf = 3 QCD is

CQCD = C + H + , + * * (7.31)

whereas the NJL model proper must also include £0.

7.4.4 Perturbations

We shall now consider two types of perturbations: chemical potentials and
quark masses. To deal with these perturbations, we note that they enter
the microscopic Lagrangian as

CSB = F/t L L + Ft LR VR + lMOL + MtPR.
These terms break the original symmetries of the theory, but one can restore
these symmetries by imparting the following spurion transformations to the
masses and chemical potentials

M 0+ (FR ® C)M(F, 0 C)t , (7.32a)

•uL - (FL 0 C)/,L(F 0 C)t, (7.32b)

R - (F (0 C)jiR(F* X C)t. (7.32c)

�I ___ _ _�_
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7.4. Low-Energy Effective Theory

The transformation M - -M preserves the residual Z2 symmetries. This
prevents odd powers of the mass terms from appearing in the chiral effective
theory. In particular, the linear term dominant in the vacuum is forbidden
resulting in an inverse mass-ordering of the mesons [130, 131] with the kaon
being the lightest particle at high density. Finally, to preserve parity, we
must have that

M -+ Mt. (7.33)

All these symmetries must be restored in the effective theory: we are only
allowed to couple these parameters to the fields in ways that preserve the
global symmetries. To lowest order, this greatly limits the possible terms in
the effective theory.

7.4.4.1 Chemical Potentials

In the case of the chemical potentials, we can go one step further by not-
ing that the perturbations always appears in combination with the time
derivative

= ot (io + )P +.. (7.34)

One can thus promote the chemical potentials to a temporal component of
a spurion gauge field and render the symmetries local in time:

M- (F* X C) ( + io) (F* X C)t. (7.35)

The effective theory must also maintain these local symmetries. One con-
cludes that the chemical potential perturbations can only appear through
the introduction of covariant derivatives in the effective theory. In par-
ticular, consider adding independent colour and flavour chemical potential
terms:

LR L,R = 1 1 +z L R ® 1 + 1 MC (7.36)

where F and Mc are traceless 3 x 3 matrices. From these we may construct
the following quantities that transform covariantly:

VoX = doX + i[14]*X + iXj, (7.37a)

VoY = aoY + i[IA] *Y + iY,4, (7.37b)

Vo0 = Do0 + i[F]*E - i[F]T, (7.37c)
VoV = (o + 2iv) V, (7.37d)

VoA = (o + 2illZA) A, (7.37e)
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where /av = /R + PL is a small adjustment of the baryon chemical potential
pB/ 3 and LA = R - L is the "axial baryon" chemical potential. For the
rest of this chapter, we shall only consider vector chemical potentials that are
real and symmetric: pF'R = /F = * = F etc. With these restrictions,
the static potential in the effective theory is

f,2 2V = -2- Tr[Etp, rFF -]- 3fH[Lv] 2 - E[/A]2+

+ 4 a [(xt/FX + YtIFY + 21c)] + . (7.38)

to lowest order. The terms omitted include terms of higher order in the
perturbation and small corrections due to the explicit violation of the "local"
spurion symmetries by the cutoff.

From this expansion, we see that, by considering the dependence of the
thermodynamic potential Q on the various chemical potentials in different
phases, one may extract all of the parameters of the effective potential. The
do this, we simply add small perturbations to our model, compute Q and fit
the dependencies to the effective theory. The symmetry arguments here are
very general. If the functional form is not correct, then we may conclude
that: 1) We have missed important contributions to the effective theory, 2)
there are errors in the microscopic calculation, or 3) there is a large amount
of cutoff sensitivity (i.e. the cutoff breaks the symmetries badly).

7.4.4.2 Mass Terms

We now start a systematic expansion in the mass perturbations. First we
note that terms linear in masses are forbidden by the residual Z2 symmetry.
This excludes the usual mass term found in chiral perturbation theory about
the vacuum.

There are four terms quadratic in the quark masses allowed by the sym-
metries:

V(2) = ao Tr[M tM]+ (7.39)

+a3 At (Tr[MEME] - Tr[ME] Tr[Ml]) + h.c.+ (7.40)

+a6 At (Tr[MEME] + Tr[ME] Tr[M]) + h.c.+ (7.41)

(7.42)

�
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7.4. Low-Energy Effective Theory

Each of these has an undetermined coefficient. Our notations are consistent
with the definitions given in [152] except for the the term as which they
neglect because it is suppressed in perturbative QCD.

To forth order, there is a rapid proliferation of possible terms. Only one
is dominant for physics, however: this is the term that causes masses to
act as chemical potential shifts. The other terms should be suppressed by
A//,. However, it is easy to check that this assumption is justified: missing
dominant terms will appear clearly in the microscopic calculations.

VY = C01 Tr[MtM] Tr[MtM] + co2 Tr[tMMtM]+ (7.43)

-c Tr([MtM, E]t[MtM, ]) + , (7.44)

where the last term is the piece that behaves as a chemical potential shift.
In Appendix D we expand these expressions to determine the explicit form
of the effective potential in terms of various perturbations and meson fields.
The easiest way to extract the parameters is to use the expressions (D. 15) in
Appendix D.1 for maximal meson condensation with various mass parame-
ters. Linear combinations of these are taken to subtract off undesired coeffi-
cients (such as co and c0 2 for example) and the remaining data are fitted to
polynomials to extract the coefficients. Note that one should fit somewhat
higher-order polynomials as there are definitely higher-order terms that we
have neglected in these expressions.

To gain some idea of the scales involved, we note the results from per-
turbative QCD. These are obtained by matching the low-energy theory
onto the high-density effective theory (HDET) formulation of perturbative
QCD [130, 131, 138, 152]:

f 2

c ; 82 , 1/180 0.0056 > 0, (7.45a)
8p2

3A>
a 3 43 - 50 MeV 2 > 0, (7.45b)

3A 2

a 6 8 - 5 MeV2 > 0, and (7.45c)

as 0. (7.45d)

These results can be compared with our numerical results obtained as de-
scribed above by matching the effective theory to the NJL model with the
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parameters (7.21) A = 800 MeV, gA2 = 1.385, and B/ 3 = 549.93 MeV:

c = 0.03, (7.46a)

ao = -0.05 GeV 2, (7.46b)

a3 = 90 MeV 2, (7.46c)

a6 = 0.1 MeV2, (7.46d)

as = -0.3 MeV2. (7.46e)

These agree qualitatively with the perturbative QCD results, except that
the a8 term is quite significant. A similar type of matching procedure will
be used to determine the coefficient coefficient f, and will be discussed in
detail in Section 7.5.

The previous discussion has been focused on the effective potential where
only static configurations are considered. There are a few terms that must
also be considered in the full theory. In particular, the term with coeffi-
cient c should be roughly equivalent to adding chemical potentials F 

MtM/(2Uq). The chemical potentials, however, always enter with time
derivatives. Thus there are mixed terms that follow from the expansion of
the covariant derivatives with a single time derivative.

There must be similar mass terms, and indeed, the following term is
allowed:

c'i (Tr[IEt MMt] - Tr[EtMtM]). (7.47)

Note that these two terms must always appear in this combination to restore
parity. The coefficient c' should be approximately related to c:

4/qC. (7.48)

This follows from identifying the terms with the chemical potential expan-
sion. One may also explain this in terms of an approximate gauge sym-
metry [140] whereby the combination MtM spuriously restores (approxi-
mately) the local flavour symmetry.

7.4.5 Charge Neutrality

As discussed in [148, 156, 157], the gauge invariance of QCD implies that
homogeneous states must be colour neutral. This arises through tadpole
diagrams that act as static colour sources AC(pf = 0) that ensure colour
neutrality. These sources enter the NJL calculation as Lagrange multipliers
to enforce neutrality.

�_�
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7.4. Low-Energy Effective Theory

One can see explicitly how these arise in the context of the effective
theory. The gauge fields effect the local symmetry and thus couple through
the derivatives in exactly the same way as the spurion coloured chemical
potentials: ILc oc gAC. Enforcing gauge-invariance induces an effective
coloured chemical potential that makes (7.38) stationary with respect to
variations of the gauge field, and thus equivalently,with respect to traceless
variations of c. Thus, we see that, to lowest order [126, 156, 157]

c = -1 (XttIFX + Yt/FY) . (7.49)

Inserting this into the (7.38), and considering only traceless perturbations,
we see that the colour dependence drops out of the effective theory and we
are left with the static effective potential involving only the colour singlet
fields:

V = ¥ Trt FF -f ] + + (7.50)
In order to reproduce the physics of this in the NJL model, however, we must
remove the coloured degrees of freedom. This is done by introducing colour
chemical potentials to the NJL model as Lagrange multipliers and using
them to impose colour neutrality [148, 156, 157]. This removes the colour
dependence in the NJL model to all orders in the same way as it removes the
colour dependence in (7.49) to lowest order. (In general, it is not sufficient
to impose colour neutrality: one must also project onto colour singlet states
(as well as states of definite baryon number). This projection is important
for small systems, but likely has negligible cost for thermodynamically large
systems such as neutron stars. See [163] for an explicit demonstration of
this in the two-flavour case.)

The quarks also couple to the photon, and so we also must enforce electric
neutrality. Enforcing electromagnetic gauge invariance will likewise induce
an electric chemical potential He that ensures electric neutrality. It turns out
that both the CFL and the CFLK° quark matter are neutral under a residual
charge Q (both are Q insulators). This means that one has some freedom
in choosing the chemical potentials used to enforce neutrality. In particular,
prior to the onset of gapless modes, one may choose these combinations so
that Me = 0. This is naturally enforced by including charged leptons in the
calculation.

Once a charged excitation becomes gapless and the material becomes a
conductor and a non-zero 11e is required to enforce neutrality. The phase
transition to the gCFL and gCFLK ° is defined by exactly such a charged
excitation. In chapter, we shall only consider the insulating phases, and thus
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simply set /ie = 0. For further discussions of the metal/insulator properties
of the CFL and gCFL we refer the reader to [21, 25, 27].

7.5 Kaon Condensation

We are now in a position to argue for the existence of a kaon condensed state.
Consider performing an axial K° rotation on the parity-even CFL state. This
is effected using (7.28) in the microscopic theory and using (7.30) in the
effective theory with the parameter ir6 = . Such a state is now described
by

E = i = cos() isin(O) . (7.51)
i sin(0) cos(0)/

In the presence of a hypercharge chemical potential, the effective potential
becomes [139, 140, 141]

V(0) = f2 Y (cos2(0) - 1) + . (7.52)

We see that this has a minimum for 0 = ±7r/2: this is the state with
maximal K° condensation. We can also directly compute the difference
in the thermodynamic potential densities between the CFL state and the
CFLK° state:

f,2 2

QCFLKO - OCFL =- 2 (7.53)

Armed with this relationship, we can now turn to the microscopic calculation
and determine the coefficient f. In Figure 7.7 we plot our numerical results
so that the linear relationship (7.53) is evident. From the slope of the
relationship we find that

f, ; 0.19pq. (7.54)

We note that this is in good numerical agreement with the perturbative QCD
result [130, 131] of fw = 0.209pq. This striking agreement between two very
different models arises from the fact that this coefficient is not very sensitive
to the effects of the cutoff (which is different in the two theories) and gives
encouraging support to the use of the NJL model to study QCD.

The equivalent relationship in the case of a strange quark mass requires
one to include mass terms in the effective theory (see for example [138]), but
the leading order effect can be determined by using the "effective" strange

___�_· ___·_
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Figure 7.7: Numerical difference in
energy densities between the kaon con-
densed CFLK° state and the CFL state
at finite hypercharge potential piy ob-
tained from our microscopic NJL calcu-
lation. The units are scaled in terms of
the quark chemical potential q = 500
MeV and the critical hypercharge chem-
ical potential plu = 25 MeV. The quan-
tities plotted were chosen so that the
relationship will be linear if our calcu-
lation agrees with the effective theory
result (7.53). The slope of the line is
m = -f2/2t qi2 --0.018 from which we
can determine the effective theory pa-
rameter f 0.19p1q. This is in good
numerical agreement with the perturba-
tive QCD result f, -, 0.209Puq [130, 131].
The dashed extension shows the compar-
ison between the CFLK° potential and
the CFL potential, but beyond 1.0, the
CFL becomes the gCFL and the energy
dependence changes. We have not cal-
culated the gCFL potential in this chap-
ter, but plot this extension to empha-
sis that the CFLK° persists beyond the
CFL/gCFL transition point at 1.0.

Figure 7.8: Numerical difference in
energy densities between the kaon con-
densed CFLK° state and the CFL state
at finite strange quark mass m, obtained
from our microscopic NJL calculation.
The units are scaled in terms of the
renormalized quark chemical potential
Iq 500 MeV and the critical hyper-
charge chemical potential 4p = 25 MeV
to facilitate comparison with Figure 7.7
and to emphasize the linear relationship
implicit in (7.55). The slope of the line is
m ,, -f2/2l , -0.028 which gives an
effective f,i 0.211q which is consistent
with our previous results. In comparison
with Figure 7.7, the CFL-+gCFL tran-
sition occurs somewhat earlier because
the gap parameters are reduced with in-
creasing strange quark mass. The curve
cannot be extended as in Figure 7.7 be-
cause the free-energy of the CFL is no
longer a constant as it was with a hyper-
charge perturbation.
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quark chemical potential /iy M2/(2,q) that follows from (7.3):

CFLKO - CFL = (2 (7.55)

It is important here to note, however, that the strange quark mass affects
the solution in such a way that the gap parameters change and self-energy
corrections modify the quark chemical potential and the constituent quark
mass. It is the renormalized parameters that appear in this relation and in
the perturbative QCD result. Thus, as a function of the bare parameters
m, we have Ms o m8 and tq - cc m 2. Thus, we should see a linear
relationship between 9CFLKO - 9CFL and M4. We plot this relationship in
Figure 7.8 and extract the slope which gives the relationship f, 0.21puq.
This is in qualitative agreement with our previous result. The slight numer-
ical disagreement is due to effects of the strange quark mass that are not
captured bu the chemical potential shift (7.3).

We pause here to point out a discrepancy between our results and similar
work by Buballa [145]. Our results shown in Figure 7.8 suggests that kaon
condensation occurs for all values of ms in this simple model with mu =
md = 0 whereas Buballa finds that kaon condensation is only favoured for
ms sufficiently large. If the chemical potential shift were the only effect of
a strange quark mass, then this would be inconsistent with (7.38). This is
not, however, the correct expansion. Instead, one has, for maximal kaon
condensation and mu = md = 0:

QCFLKo - QCFL = -(4a6 + a8)m2 - 2cm4 + O(m6). (7.56)

This follows from expanding the second order and selected fourth order mass
perturbation terms (D.5).

Buballa's results are consistent with the effective theory. The discrep-
ancy is due to a different choice of parameters A - 100 MeV and A = 600
MeV compared with our parameters A 25 MeV and A r- 800 MeV. With
the large gap, one is further from the perturbative QCD regime and the
quadratic term appears to play a significant role. For example, using his
parameters, we find a3 : 270 MeV2 which about a factor of 1/3 of the
asymptotic QCD result of a3 760 MeV 2 [145].

One can start to see this in our data (7.46): the coefficient as is negative
and comparable to a6. The combination 4a6 + a8 is still positive for our
parameters, but as one moves away from the perturbative QCD regime, it
appears to become larger so that the quadratic term dominates for small

__ __
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Figure 7.9: Chemical potentials re-
quired by the NJL model to enforce
colour neutrality in the CFLK° phase
with finite hypercharge chemical poten-
tials. Note that the effective theory re-
lationship (7.58) is satisfied from small
chemical potentials. The linear devia-
tion seen here reflects the missing terms
in the effective theory that are of higher
order in the perturbation ,py with a lin-
ear deviation here corresponds to ly
terms missing in (7.58).

Figure 7.10: Hypercharge density of the
CFLK ° state in the presence of a hy-
percharge chemical potential y as ob-
tained from our microscopic NJL model
calculation. The units are scaled as in
Figure 7.7 so that the relationship will
be linear if the NJL model calculation
agrees with the effective theory predic-
tion (7.59). By determining the slope
of this relationship we have another way
of determining the coefficient f in the
effective theory. The slope is 2 q
0.037 which agrees with our previous de-
termination of f , 0.19/lq.
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ms. Using Buballa's parameters, we qualitatively reproduce his results. A
further discussion of these effects will be presented shortly [164].

There are a couple of other consequences that follow directly from the
effective theory. One is the value of the coloured chemical potentials required
to enforce neutrality. In our microscopic model, we have fixed the gauge
(unitary gauge) by setting X = yt = V for the axial rotations. The CFL
state has X = Y = 1 while the CFLK° state has

X = +% ( 1 ) (7.57)

From (7.49) we have the following relationships required to enforce neutral-
ity [156]

]8 = -Y, /3 = 0, (CFL), (7.58a)
1 1

8 =- 1Y, 13 = -y, (CFLK°). (7.58b)

We plot these relationships in Figure 7.9. Note that they only hold for small
perturbations where the effective theory is valid: this plot also demonstrates
a departure from the lowest order effective theory as the perturbation is
increased.

As a final demonstration of the effective theory, we calculate the hyper-
charge density. This is obtained by varying the thermodynamic potential
with respect to the hypercharge chemical potential:

ny = - 2 -f2py(cos2 () - 1). (7.59)

There should be no hypercharge density in the CFL state and a density of
ny = f2py in the CFLK° state. Indeed, the CFL supports no hypercharge
density with nu = = = ns. The hypercharge density of the CFLK ° phase is
shown in Figure 7.10 and provides another method of extracting fr = 0.19Iq.

7.5.1 A Note on the Meaning of V(9)

We make a few remarks here about the meaning of the effective potential
V(0). In particular, one might be tempted to try and compute the func-
tional form of V(0) in the microscopic theory to facilitate matching with the
effective theory. Such an approach will generally fail because one is allowed
to pick an arbitrary parametrization of the Goldstone fields as long as they
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leave the kinetic terms unaltered [165, 166]. Physical quantities must be
invariant under this change of parametrization: thus the spectrum about
the minimum, densities, and energy differences are reasonable quantities to
compare in each theory. The general form of the effective potential away
from the stationary points, however, is rather arbitrary.

As an example: consider starting with the parity even CFL state in the
presence of a finite y. This state corresponds to a stationary point of
the effective potential and is a self-consistent solution to the gap-equations.
One can then form a continuum of "kaon rotated" states l0) by applying
the broken symmetry generators to this state. One might expect to find
V(O) by computing the energy of these states, but instead one finds an
expression that is only valid locally about the stationary point. The reason
is twofold: First, there is not a unique "kaon rotated" state 10). This state
has many other parameters corresponding to other "directions" (such as the
gap parameters A, the chemical potential corrections etc.) The only way to
uniquely determine these is to solve the gap-equations, and these only have
well-defined solutions at stationary points. Second, the generators of the
pseudo-Goldstone bosons in the presence of perturbations are not the same
as the generators of the true Goldstone bosons in the unbroken model: the
pseudo-Goldstone bosons have some admixture of these other "directions".

This becomes even more evident when you analyze the CFLK ° state
with a large perturbation: one can try to "undo" the kaon rotation by ap-
plying the appropriate symmetry generators to minimize the parity violating
condensates, but one finds that there is no way to do this. One must also
transform the other parameters in order convert a CFLK° state back to a
parity even CFL state.

7.6 Conclusion

We have explicitly found self-consistent solutions within a microscopic NJL
model exhibiting the feature of kaon condensation in a colour-flavour-locked
state. Using these solutions, we have demonstrated that by properly en-
forcing gauge neutrality, one can remove the extraneous coloured degrees
of freedom from the NJL model and effectively model kaon condensation
in high-density QCD. In particular, the microscopic calculations can be
matched onto the low-energy effective theory of QCD. Using this matching
procedure and considering states of maximal meson condensation, we deter-
mined the following parameters of the low-energy effective theory when we
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fix A = 800 MeV, gA2 = 1.385, and B/ 3 = 549.93 MeV:

fr = 0. 1 9 ,Aq, (7.60a)

c = 0.03, (7.60b)

ao = -0.05 GeV 2, (7.60c)

a 3 = 90 MeV 2, (7.60d)

a6 = 0.1 MeV 2, (7.60e)

as = -0.3 MeV2. (7.60f)

Of these, f, is in good quantitative agreement and c, a3, and a6 are in good
qualitative agreement with the perturbative QCD results. The parameter
a8 seems somewhat larger than expected from QCD. Furthermore, there is
evidence [145] that as one moves further from the perturbative regime, as
becomes larger leading to a qualitatively different picture.

Furthermore, our solutions are fully self-consistent: no approximations
have been made beyond the mean-field approximation and restricting our
attention to isotropic and homogeneous states. We find that our results agree
qualitatively with both the expected properties of the CFLK° phase based
on effective theory calculations, and with the previous numerical calculations
of the CFL/gCFL transition.

Quantitatively we find that the phase transitions occur at slightly smaller
parameter values than previously found in the literature. Concerning the
CFL/gCFL transition, we find that the gap parameters are reduced by a
few percent compared with those presented in [21, 26, 27], and subsequently,
the critical Ms is also a few percent lower. Concerning the CFLK°/gCFLK °

transition, we find that the transition occurs about a factor of 1.2 higher than
the CFL/gCFL transition. This is in qualitative agreement but quantitative
disagreement with the factor of 4/3 calculated in [142].

The next step is to use this microscopic model to determine the phase
structure of high-density QCD in the region where the gapless modes ap-
pear. We suspect that the gCFLK° state will survive somewhat longer than
the gCFL state on account of its lower condensation energy, but a quanti-
tative comparison is required. Extrapolation to finite temperature is also
a trivial extension in our formalism. What makes the excursion to finite
temperatures and into the gCFLK° non trivial is the fact that a non-zero
electric chemical potential /re will be required to enforce neutrality. This
will also induce further condensation of the charged mesons that must be
included to obtain self-consistent solutions. In the presence of several simul-
taneous meson condensates, the number of variational parameters increases

___�I__
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dramatically, limiting the effectiveness of our fully self-consistent methods.
A somewhat more challenging direction is to consider the effects of in-

stantons and finite up and down quark masses and investigate other forms
of meson condensation. Preliminary investigations indicate, however, that
the number of parameters required to close the gap equations in the pres-
ence of arbitrary meson rotations may be prohibitively large to continue
with fully self-consistent calculations. This should still be tractable with
carefully made approximations, and is worth considering as the effects are
large enough to qualitatively alter the results.
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Appendix A

Thermodynamics and
Statistical Mechanics

In this chapter, we review some notions about thermodynamics and statisti-
cal mechanics. Much of this material is based on the account by Sewell [167].
This gives a very nice modern account of the formal aspects of thermody-
namics and statistical mechanics. It is mathematical, but uses as little math
as needed to make accurate claims.

A.1 Quantum Statistical Mechanics

Consider a system and a some experiments that can be performed with a
set of possible outcomes {el, e2, e, - }). Suppose, further, that we have many
"identical" copies of this system. If we repeat the experiment N times, then
an outcome can be labelled by the numbers (nl, n2, ) where ni describes
how many times outcome ei was obtained. Our best description of the
system (without discovering further observables) is to associate with each
state e the probability

lim n = Pi. (A.1)Noo= N

We call such a description-the set of outcomes {el, e2, -- } and the proba-
bility measure over this set of outcomes p (Pl,P2, )-a "state" p. The
utility of this probabilistic description is that it allows use to characterize
systems without complete knowledge. Classically, one might only have ac-
cess to a limited number of observables. The dynamics of the unknown
degrees of the system are thus responsible for the different possible out-
comes which we must describe probabilistically. Another possibility is that
one might only have access to part of a system-it might be coupled to
a large and complex "heat bath" for example-and interactions with the
environment prevent complete knowledge.
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A.1.1 Expectation Values

Given a state p, one can compute the expectation value of some observable
A

(A) = p(A) = EPnAn (A.2)
n

where An is the result of measuring A on the pure state defined by en.
To formalize the notion of incomplete states for a quantum mechanical

system, we assume that the set of outcomes corresponds to a set of com-
muting operators such that each outcome en is associated with an eigenstate
In). The state of a thermodynamic ensemble can thus be described by the
density operator (density matrix)

P 'n In) (nl. (A.3)
n

Mathematically, the set of all states P-the set of all density matrices in
quantum mechanics-is convex and the extremal points are pure states ri
which have exactly one non-zero pi = 1. The quantum mechanical expecta-
tion value is thus given by

(A)p = Tr[Ap]. (A.4)

A.1.2 Degrees of Freedom: Finite vs. Infinite

We shall consider quantum systems defined by their Hamiltonian H. If
the system is finite, then all computations with the density operator p5 are
finite and everything is well defined. There are subtleties when working
with the thermodynamics of quantum systems that are discussed carefully
in [167]. For example, to properly discuss "phase transitions", one must
formally consider systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom: in finite
systems, tunnelling ensures that all phase transitions are formally smooth.
As what we do here is fairly standard, we shall not be concerned with these
subtleties, but they should be considered whenever less conventional systems
are analyzed.

A.1.3 Entropy

Entropy is a bit of an elusive concept. One concrete way of understanding
entropy comes from information theory. The entropy of a state p E P is a
measure of the "impurity" of the state,

S(p) = -E i lnpi: (A.5)
i

�I
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Pure states have zero entropy while mixed states have positive entropy. The
quantum mechanical version of this for finite systems is

S(k) ==-Tr[,ln (A.6)

A.2 Ensembles

Statistical mechanics is founded on the idea that one can describe a compli-
cated system with a small number of macroscopic variables which represent
measurable quantities. The idea is that there are many microscopic con-
figurations (states) that will yield the same macroscopic measurements and
hence will be indistinguishable to the observer. We now make an assump-
tion: 1

Assumr A.2.1: We assume that all states with a given fixed set of measurable
properties are equally likely to occur, and thus should be equally weighted in
the ensemble.

Using this assumption, one can perform well-defined statistical averaging
of quantities over an ensemble of states to approximate the time averaging
effected by the measurement of equilibrium properties. This statistical av-
eraging can performed over one of several types of ensembles depending on
the appropriate physical system in question:

Micro-canonical Ensemble: This ensemble is relevant for completely iso-
lated systems where the energy, particle number and other conserved
quantities are held fixed.

Macro-canonical (Gibbs) Ensemble: This ensemble is allowed to ex-
change energy with other systems in such a way that the "tempera-
ture" is help fixed rather than the energy. The inverse-temperature
/p enters as a Lagrange multiplier. As we shall discuss below, this
has several important theoretical advantages over the micro-canonical
ensemble.

Grand-canonical Ensemble: In this ensemble, all of the conserved quan-
tities (particle number in particular) are allowed to fluctuate in the
same manner as the energy in the macro-canonical ensemble. Instead,

1This assumption is justified by ergodic properties of the time-evolution of the system.
In particular, it fails if there are conserved quantities. These are dealt with specially as
discussed in Section A.3.1. Ergodicity is a rather strong assumption, and not required.
Chaotic systems with strange attractors for example fail in this respect. See for exam-
ple http://tsallis.cat.cbpf.br/TEMUCO.pdf for an updated bibliography.
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the respective Lagrange multipliers (the chemical potentials for exam-
ple) are held fixed. This ensemble is particularly useful for discussing
phase structures as the relevant phase diagram comprises only pure
states.

We shall now discuss the details of these ensembles.

A.2.1 Micro-canonical Ensemble

Systems where one holds all of the conserved quantities, (energy, particle
number etc.) fixed are said to be in the micro-canonical ensemble. Systems
that are perfectly isolated from their environment are best described by
micro-canonical ensembles.

Suppose that the quantity N is measure of the "size" of the system (for
example, the number of particles in the system). One can argue that, for
large ergodic systems, the statistical averages are dominated by the state
with maximal entropy (we shall perform this minimization later when we
can justify the N -+ oo limit):

S(E) ~ max S(p). (A.7)
p(H)=E
p(N)=N
p(l)=1

If this is true, then one can simply work with the state of maximal entropy.
This approach, however, is typically only useful for gases as the system "size"
itself must be taken to be very large in order justify the maximal entropy
principle.2

Another problem with the micro-canonical ensemble for non-gaseous
phases is that isolated systems have a tendency to phase separate. Liq-
uids, for example, do not expand to fill their container. Thus, one ends up
studying the equilibrium of a gas and a liquid: each pure phase is no-longer
described as an isolated system (they exchange energy, particle number etc.),
but is actually more appropriately described by another ensemble. The ap-
pearance of "mixed" phases-heterogeneous mixtures of different phases-
on the phase diagram of micro-canonical ensembles can greatly complicate
the analysis of the phase structure. The grand-canonical ensemble alleviates
this problem.

2One may always solve the problem with "brute force" methods rather that employing
a maximal entropy principle. For these techniques, often applicable for small systems, the
micro-canonical ensemble can be very useful, but this is best done numerically.

_ _____ ·I__·�··___
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A.2.2 Macro-canonical (Gibbs) Ensemble

There is another reason to disfavour the micro-canonical ensemble: It is very
difficult in practice to make a perfectly isolated system. Instead, it is easier
to consider systems in contact with a thermal bath. Empirically, we know
that the composition of a thermal bath makes little difference, as long as it
is large and has a quasi-continuous spectrum. This led Gibbs to suggest that
one consider a heat bath as N - 1 copies of the system under consideration
weakly coupled such that they can exchange energy.

One advantage of this approach is that the limit N -- o represents the
limit of an ideal heat bath which is quite realistic and attainable in practice.
In this setup, we imagine distributing a fixed amount of energy NE over
the ensemble of N systems. Again, we maximize entropy, but now over the
entire ensemble. We now require the total ensemble energy NE to be fixed,
but the energy of any individual system need not be fixed. As a result, we
only restrict that the average energy E = (H) be fixed over the ensemble.
To do this, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier 3. Thus, we now maximize
the function

f = max (S-BE)= max Tr (-plnp-ASpH). (A.8)
p(N)=N p(N)=N
p(l)=l p(l)=l

Instead of maximizing the function f, one usually scales this and instead
minimizes the function F = -f/3, which is known as the Helmholtz free
energy. Thus, we arrive at the statistical formulation of equilibrium ther-
modynamics that one can represent the equilibrium properties of a system
coupled to an ideal thermal bath at temperature T by the normalized state
p'B that minimizes the Helmholtz free energy F:

F(T) = min Tr[p-H+T pln]. (A.9)
p(N)=N
p(l)=l

A.2.3 Grand-canonical (Thermodynamic) Ensemble

The macro-canonical ensemble gives us a justification of the maximal en-
tropy principle through the N - o limit of an ideal thermal bath. Unfor-
tunately, the analysis of the phase structure in the macro-canonical ensemble
may still be complicated by the presence of mixed phases due to the con-
straints on the conserved quantities. We may alleviate this by using Gibbs'
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construct, but allowing the other conserved quantities (especially particle
number) to fluctuate throughout the ensemble. For each conserved quan-
tity, we introduce an additional Lagrange multiplier (for particle number
we introduce the chemical potential M) to fix the ensemble average. In the
following, we consider only particle number, but the other conserved quan-
tities should be dealt with similarly. Finally, we should also only consider
properly normalized states Tr p = 1. This constraint is also dealt with by
introducing the Lagrange multiplier A. The result is that we minimize the
"thermodynamic potential" Q

= min(F - Tr-MN) = min Tr p + p + pj+3 P - M&
P P LJ

(A.10)
The minimization is now with respect to an unconstrained density operator
p. Assuming that S, E and N are differentiable functions of the density
operator, the condition for this to be an extremum 09/&p3 = 0 gives us

p e (l + ; /P) e- (H f I -N) (A.11)

The normalization condition simply defines the partition function:

e l + \ /1 = Z = Tr[e- 3(H- UN)]. (A.12)

Using this to eliminate A, we have the following state with maximal entropy

e-PH
Q> = e~(A.13)

Tr[e-fH] (A.13)

We identify the parameter3 P = 1/T in terms of the absolute temperature.
Note that we now have a well-defined state of maximal entropy at fixed

temperature and chemical potential that may be used to performing statis-
tical averages. This is applicable when considering systems coupled to an
ideal heat bath of fixed temperature T and an ideal particle bath of fixed
chemical potential p.

In terms of the partition function, we have4

F = -Tln(Z). (A.15)
3We use natural units such that Boltzmann's constant kB = 1 here: /3 = 1/(kBT)
4Note that this relationship is easy to remember in this form:

e-n = Tr[e-P(HPN)].

�1�11__ · ____
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Finally, one can view the unnormalized density operator Po0(/) = exp(-/3H)
as a function of /3, in which case, it satisfies the differential equation

A0 =-Hpo (A.16a)

with the initial condition at p = 0 (T = oo)

Po() = 1. (A.16b)

This provides a starting point for defining the perturbative expansion of the
partition function. Integrating this differential equation in the interaction
picture gives rise to the "time" ordering etc.

The thermodynamic limit that justifies the maximal entropy principle is
the limit of an ideal thermodynamic bath of fixed temperature and chemical
potential rather than properties of the system. Thus, there is no problem
in principle with the thermodynamic limit: even a system containing only a
few particles can be studied as long as it can be weakly coupled to a large
bath. To compare, the use of a maximal entropy principle in the micro-
canonical ensemble can only be justified if the size of the system itself is
large.

One might argue that many of the systems that we shall discuss in this
thesis (neutron stars and cold atom systems) are well-described by the micro-
canonical ensemble. For the entire system, this may be true (though it is
very difficult to achieve isolation in practise), but consider a finite region
in the interior of such a system. This finite region may exchange both
energy and particles with the surrounding regions. Furthermore, for large
systems, the collection of "surrounding regions" behaves very much like
Gibbs' collection of systems. Thus, one may do very well by studying the
phases in the grand-canonical ensemble and then patching them together to
form the entire system.

A.3 Thermodynamic Variables

We summarize here the first two laws of thermodynamics. The first law
states that energy is conserved. This can be formulated by saying that
there is a differential form for the heat required by a system to change:

dQ = dE + PdV + O . dN. (A.17)

The second law says that for adiabatic changes of state, this can be written
as a form TdS where T = P-1 is the temperature and S is extensive (the
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thermodynamic entropy). Combining these, we have

TdS = dE + PdV + dN. (A.18)

Putting Q0 = E, O0 = 1, k = /3Ok and p = P we have the familiar
thermodynamic relationship

dS = pdV + .N (A.19)

where the variables 8 are intensive "potentials" (these include the chemical
potentials for example) and the variables N are the conserved "charges" for
the system.

A.3.1 Conserved Quantities

The reason that the energy E has been singled out in the previous discussion
is because it is a conserved quantity of the system (as long as the Hamilto-
nian is time-independent). If there are conserved quantities such as particle
number, volume etc. then the assumption A.2.1 that all micro-states states
are equally likely is clearly false. It is only possibly to justify this assump-
tion when one only considers states that have held fixed these conserved
quantities.

Suppose one wants to study a box which contains N particles and has
volume V. The Hamiltonian for this system will conserve both N and V,
and so we must only consider states which have a definite volume and par-
ticle number. The formalism is the same as before, but now one consid-
ers the Helmholtz free energy as a function of these parameters as well:
F(T, V, N,... ) and one minimizes over configurations where these quanti-
ties are well-defined. This is how standard thermodynamics proceeds.

Generically, these quantities are properties of the system as specified in
the Hamiltonian. We shall refer to them as Qi where Qo is the energy of the
system. To each of these we can defined the thermodynamical conjugate Oi.
These appear as the Lagrange multipliers introduced to enforce the appro-
priate constraint while maximizing the entropy. Thus, we have seen that
0o = . In this formalism, one finds that p = 3P-the reduce pressure-is
conjugate to the volume V etc.

Introducing all appropriate multipliers, we determine the thermody-
namic state by maximizing:

max S - pV - N . (A.20)
Tr[-=l
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This expression follows the maximum entropy reasoning very nicely, but the
quantity (A.20) turns out to be zero for extensive systems (see Section A.4.5)
and is thus not of much use physically. Instead, we use other Legendre
transforms which represent physical quantities as thermodynamic potentials.

A.4 Thermodynamic Potentials

To carefully define the thermodynamic variables for quantum systems and
the resulting thermodynamics is a bit involved due to the requirement of
working with systems containing infinitely many degrees of freedom. 5 We
proceed a little less carefully and refer the reader to [167] Chapter 6.4 for a
more thorough discussion.

We start with the Helmholtz free energy F defined by (A.9). This is to
be minimized at fixed temperature, volume and particle number. From this,
we can Legendre transform to one of several thermodynamic potentials to
remove constraints by introducing Lagrange multipliers. One of the most
useful is to form the Gibbs free energy:

Q(T, ) = min (F- . 1) (A.21)

The minimization is over all physical states. This can be related to the
expression (A.20). The appropriate Legendre transform is

-P3 = pV = PV= max S- -Q (A.22)
r[P]=1

v(i)=v

where one includes the energy (one of the conserved quantities Qo = E) and
the inverse temperature (one of the generalized "potentials" 80 = 3). The
combination S - 3E = -F defines the Helmholtz free-energy F.

A.4.1 Convexity

As a result of the minimization principles, one can prove that Q is a convex
function of the temperature and chemical potentials. Here we prove convex-
ity over fi: the extension to include T can be done similarly by returning to
the maximum entropy principle (where T enters as a Lagrange multiplier).
Let Q(p, fI) = F - *l. N be the minimand for an arbitrary state p.

5In finite systems, for example, there is always a unique ground state which is fully
symmetric due to the possibility of tunnelling. There is no possibility for spontaneous
symmetry breaking, or phase transitions.
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The convexity of Q(f) requires that, the affine combination of xQl + (1-
x)Q2 where Q1 = Q(lil) etc. be less than Q(,i) at the actual intermediate
chemical potential i = Xsil + (1- x)ji 2 for all points fl and f2. This follows
naturally from the minimization:

XQ1 + (1 - )Q2 = x min[F(p) - il 1(p)] + (1 - x) min[F(p) - 2l (p)
P P

< min (x[F(p) - ]l1 1 (p)] + (1 - x)[F(p) - i2 (p)]) 

= min F(p) - (il + (1 - )N(p),

= Q(Xfl + (1 - )i2).

The convexity is equivalent to the matrix of partials 82Q/l9a9,0ub being
negative semi-definite and is required for thermodynamic stability. Thus,
one often sees stability conditions expressed in terms of such partials.

The convexity also allows one to determine properties of other ensembles.
For example, if the system is extensive, then one can show that in the
thermodynamic limit, the ensembles are equivalent. Consider for example
a two-component system subject to constraints of fix particle number and
volume. Generically such a system may contain multiple phases as described
by Gibb's phase rule.

A.4.2 Equivalence of Ensembles

Physically, the various thermodynamic ensembles are not equivalent. In
the micro-canonical ensemble, the energy is exactly fixed, whereas it fluctu-
ates in the other ensembles. The fluctuations in the conserved quantities,
however, typically scale as N where N describes the size of the ensemble
(number of particles, volume etc.). Thus, in the thermodynamic limit-
infinite size-the fluctuations become insignificant: E/E /N/N -, 0.
In this sense, the ensembles are equivalent in the thermodynamic limit.

When discussing large volumes of a substance in equilibrium, then, we
prefer to use the grand-canonical ensemble for the reasons discussed in Sec-
tion A.2.3. One of the main benefits is that one need not consider the
complications associated with mixed phases in this ensemble.

A.4.3 Mixed Phases and the Phase Rule

Mixtures of phases occur when one fixes too many properties of a system
and are characterized by the Gibbs Phase Rule (see [168] for some extensive
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applications of this). The phase rule relates the number of chemically inde-
pendent components of a system c, the number of coexisting phases p and
the number of degrees of freedom f:

f = c - p + 2. (A.23)

For example, consider water (C = 1). The possible degrees of freedom are
the temperature T, pressure P, volume V and particle number N. Consider
vapour in a closed system with fixed N and V. As a vapour, the pressure
and temperature can still vary. There are thus f = 2 degrees of freedom
when there is a single phase f = 1 - 1 + 2 = 2. Now consider the container
with a mixture of water and vapour. The pressure will now be fixed by the
vapour pressure of the system and given as a function of the temperature
P(T), thus, only the temperature of the system may be varied independently
and there is only one degree of freedom f = 1 - 2 + 2. Finally, at the triple
point with ice, liquid, and vapour, both the temperature and pressure are
fixed and there are no degrees of freedom f = 1 - 3 + 2 = 0.

The phase rule is simply specifies the dimensions of the coexistence man-
ifolds in phase space and follows from simply counting the number of vari-
ables describing the system and the number of equilibrium constraint and
the equation of state. We have the following variables: volume V, pressure
P, temperature T, and the various particle numbers (N1 , N2,..., Nc): (2+c)
variables per phase in total. Equilibrium between phases requires equal P,
T, and ( 1,/2, . .. ,u p). Each phase is also described by an equation of state.
Thus, for a system with p phases, there are p(2 + c) variables describing the
volumes, temperatures etc. of each phase. There are p - 1 interfaces at
which each of the (2 + c) intensive variables must be equilibrated. Finally,
there are p equations of state. Counting, we have

f = p(2 + c) - (p - 1)(2 + c) - p = (2 + c) - p. (A.24)

We now consider a specific example to show how this works. Consider a
system with two species a and b as we consider for Breached Pair superfluids
in Part II. It was pointed out in [23] that a mixed phase could occur when
particle numbers Na and Nb were fixed. This follows directly from the phase
rule: P = C- F+ 2 = 2- 2 + 2. The two degrees of freedom are the pressure
and temperature.

The beauty of the grand-canonical ensemble is that one explicitly fixes
all of the equilibrium conditions (chemical potentials and temperature) but
none of the other thermodynamic degrees of freedom, thus one maximizes
f and minimizes p = 1 the number of phases. The phase diagram in this
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ensemble thus consists of pure phases, with mixed phases occurring only
along phase boundaries. In contrast, in the other ensembles, mixed phases
can occupy large volumes of the phase diagram. These phase structures,
however, can be directly constructed from the grand-canonical ensemble.

A.4.4 Tangent Construction for Switching Ensembles

Suppose that one has computed the phase diagram in the grand-canonical
ensemble. This means we have the function Q(T, it) = Q(fi). (For simplicity,
we consider only fixed temperature here and thus ignore the T dependence:
it can be analyzed in a similar manner.) Suppose we now want to study
a system with a fixed particle number constraint in the macro-canonical
ensemble. How do we go about determining the solution?

First we note that the thermodynamic relations imply a one-to-one cor-
respondence between tangents and states of fixed particle number:

N = (A.25)

When Q is not differentiable, there is a cone of possible tangent hyperplanes
which contact Q and which bound Q from above (see Figure A.1). This cone
of tangents describes various possible mixed phases composed of the pure
phases (where Q is differentiable) that intersect at the singularity. To find
the state that minimizes H for some fixed constraint N = No0 one simply
forms the hyperplane with gradient No0 and drops this until it contacts the
surface Q. The first point of contact will define either a pure or mixed state
which satisfies the appropriate constraints. Since this state also lies on Q, it
minimizes Q for the fixed chemical potentials defined by the contact point.
No matter what constraints we apply, there is always a stable state in the
grand canonical ensemble.

This is easiest to visualize with a single parameter Q(p) as drawn in
Figure A.1. First we specify the particle number N. We must find the point
on Q(pL) where the slope Q' = -N: The hyperplane is now just a line of
slope -N. Simply hold a ruler above Q with the appropriate slope and bring
it down until it contacts Q. The convexity of Q ensures that there will be
a point of contact. If this is in a region where there is a pure phase, the Q
will have exactly this slope at this point and one has a description of a pure
phase with a given chemical potential that satisfies the number constraints.
Again, by the convexity of the potential, this state is guaranteed to have
minimum free-energy F = 2 + pN.
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If the contact point is at a cusp as at the top of Figure A.1, then the
solution lies on a phase boundary and at fixed N the system will consist of a
mixed phase. One can also see how the mixed phase occupies a large region
of the phase space at fixed N: there are many slopes which will intersect
at the same cusp. This argument is valid only for extensive thermodynamic

n(2 0)

V

H0

Figure A.1: The cone of tangent (hyper)planes to a thermodynamic potential
density -P = Q(p)/V. Immediately to the left of Mo is a pure phase with density
nL while immediately to the right is another pure phase with density nR. The
densities are the negative slopes of the tangents at o according to (A.25). At
p = po there is a continuum of mixed phases: These consist of a volume fraction x
at density nL and the remaining fraction 1 - x at density nR. The average density
over all space, n = znL + (1 - x)nR, lies within n E (nL, nR).

systems. Long-range interactions can render the energy of some pure phases
non-extensive (due, for example, to the rapidly diverging Coulomb energy
per unit volume V as V -- oo). In such cases, a mixed phase would contain
bubbles of limited size. The surface energy of these phase boundaries be-
comes a volume effect and must therefore be taken into account, even in the
thermodynamic limit (see for example [57]). This complicates the relation
between N and fi, however, one may be able to restore the description if one
suitable averages. This is discussed in Section A.4.5.

A.4.5 Extensivity

Consider two copies of a system, both in the same thermodynamic state, but
far from each other so that they only exchange heat (as in Gibbs' ensemble).
All additive quantities for this combined system such as the entropy, energy,
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volume, particle numbers etc. have twice the values of a single system.
Now consider bringing the two systems into a single container of twice the
volume. If, for the resulting system, the additive quantities are all still twice
the value of a single system, then the system is said to be extensive.

Extensivity is important because it allows us to take the thermody-
namic limit of a particular system by combining many copies. In this limit
the ensembles are equivalent and one can work exclusively with the grand-
canonical ensemble which has many computational advantages. There are
cases, however, when extensivity fails. One example is if there are long-range
forces: In this case, the energy of the combined system would be less/greater
than twice the original system depending on whether the long-range force
is repulsive or attractive. One usually makes the assumption of extensivity
to ensure that the assumption A.2.1 holds. It does not hold in general for
non-extensive systems.6

Extensivity also fails if there are substantial finite-size effects: In this
case, one alters the properties of the system by removing the barrier between
them. Often, however, extensivity can be returned by considering very large
systems: regions in the centre of a large system will generally not be sensitive
to the details of the boundaries unless there are long-range forces.

Even in the case of long-range forces, extensivity might be restored. Con-
sider for example the Coulomb interaction. The long-range force requires
that the system be neutral overall. On a short distance scale, the system
may not be neutral (there may be charge domains for example), but suit-
able averaged over a large enough distance scale, the system will be neutral
and the overall system will be extensive. The difficulty with this is that,
the "components" of the system will now be composite objects-the neu-
tral domains-rather than the original microscopic degrees of freedom. This
make the analysis difficult and application of the phase rule challenging be-
cause one must carefully determine what c means. This is also seen in QCD:
An extensive description of the theory must be built out of colour neutral
components rather than the fundamental degrees of freedom.

We set aside these exceptions for now and consider purely extensive sys-
tems. The entropy, volume and all of the measurable conserved quantities Ni
are additive. Additivity implies extensivity. 7 The thermodynamic entropy

6 See also [169, 170, 171, 172] for a generalization of the notion of entropy that is useful
for non-extensive systems.

7For two non-interacting systems, the doubled system is represented by p pj (this
neglects possible symmetrization conditions, but for spatially well-separated systems the
overlap is negligible) while the measurable operator is a linear combination Ni ®1+1 Ni.
The additivity follows trivially.

_�_
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is thus a homogeneous function of its arguments:

S(acV, a&) = aS(V, 1N). (A.26)

This implies that8

S = pV + .N (A.28)

where p and 0 are intensive quantities (independent of the size of the sys-
tem) .

Now, the thermodynamical law (A.19) can be expressed in terms of the
densities s = S/V and i = N/V:

V(ds - 0. di) + (s - p -0 -fi)dV = 0. (A.29)

Since all of the volume dependence is explicit, this implies that

ds = dii, (A.30a)
p=s- .ii. (A.30b)

From this we can see that (A.20) is zero for extensive thermodynamics sys-
tems. Instead of using this quantity for physical purposes, we introduce the
Legendre transform of the entropy density to define the reduced pressure p:

p() = max [s(i) -0 ii. (A.31)

A.4.6 Thermodynamic Stability

The basic requirement for thermodynamic stability is that the representative
state p be the state of maximal entropy. We saw that this is equivalent to
ensuring that the thermodynamic potential is a true minimum

-PV = FQ(fi) = min(H - f-j ), (A.32)

where the minimization is over all possible states. Thus, Q2 must be a concave
function of the chemical potentials i = (a, lb) (see Section A.4.1).

Often the calculation proceeds without explicitly performing this mini-
mization, but by making some approximation, or looking for self-consistent

sIf f(ax) = af(x) for all x, then

df(ax) _ df(ax) f (ax) df f
da dax a dx x

This has the family of solutions f(x) = Ax.
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solutions. In these cases, it is a non-trivial check of convexity that the matrix
of partials

,~~~~92Q ~(A.33)

is negative definite. While this may not be sufficient (the state may only
be metastable for example) it is a necessary condition. This condition is
automatically satisfied, however, if a proper minimization is performed, even
if it is only performed over a limited set of states.

A.4.6.1 Two Parameter Example

Here we present a simple example of how the thermodynamic stability rela-
tionship (A.33) is related to the minimization. This relationship was used
toward the end of Section 5.3.2. Consider a thermodynamic potential

Q[pu] = min(F[A] - pN[A]) (A.34)
A

where the state is described by a single variational parameter A and the
external chemical potential which enters as a Lagrange multiplier. This is
the form of the separable model considered in Section 5.3.2.

Consider solving this problem through the self-consistency equations.
We first form Q[y, A] = F[A] - N[A] and then solve the self-consistency
condition (gap equation)

a -= F - N' = 0. (A.35)
aA

The solution to this equation implicitly defines the function A[A]. The
derivative of this relationship may also be computed:

(F" - NI)dA = N'. (A.36)

The self-consistent solution is a local minimum if and only if the second
derivative is greater than zero:

2[, A = F" - uN" > 0. (A.37)
aA 2

Now consider the criterion for thermodynamic stability. This can be re-
expressed in terms of the minimization condition (A.37) using the implicit

�I
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relationships:

d [] = (F" - N")(A')2 + (F' - N')A" - 2N'A', (A.38)

= (F"d-/N")(A') 2 + ()A" - 2(F" -N")(A') 2, (A.39)
=-(F"- N")(A') 2, (A.40)

- D2 [, zAŽ] (/)v2 < 0. (A.41)

Thus, we see that the thermodynamic stability criterion (A.33) and the
minimization condition (A.37) are equivalent.
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Appendix B

Generalized Quadratic
Fermions

In this section, we present all of the details required when actually comput-
ing with the techniques outlined in Section 3.1. In particular, we include
the generalization that allows for simultaneously including the pairing and
Hartree-Fock terms.

B.1 Quadratic Fermions

We start by considering the most general quadratic Hamiltonian:

HlptA + tB,* + TBt (B.1)

where

ii2 = ia2al (B.2)

satisfy canonical commutation relations

{(a fb} = 6ab ( Xb} = °ab I = a, b = 0. (B.3)

Note that we have included all possible bilinear fermion operators whereas

in Chapter 3 we only included the single term ? tf Ao~. We can simplify the
formulation if we introduce an augmented collection of fermions

(B.4)

The Hamiltonian (B.1) can now be written

l = VtEq (B.5)
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where

E ( A B) (B.6)

This formalism with "augmented" spinors allows for all possible quadratic
forms, but has a potential "double counting" problem. To deal with this,
first note that the usual diagonal commutation relations are still satisfied:

{ia, b} = dab, (B.7)

but that there is an additional "conjugation matrix" C = CT = Ct

which acts to (B.8)

which acts to conjugate the spinors:

~* = C@. (B.9)

This means that the off-diagonal commutation relations are no-longer triv-
ially zero:

{a b} = {I'a, 'b} = [Cab- (B.10)

Since the model is quadratic, we can diagonalize it, but we must take care,
however, to preserve the conjugation properties. We start by rearranging
the Hamiltonian using the conjugation and anticommutation relations,

Tr[E]H = TE r + 2 (B.11)

where
- -TC

E = (B.12)

The structure of E ensures that all of the eigenvalues are real and occur in
pairs of opposite sign. We comment without proof that it is thus always
possible to diagonalize E with a unitary transformation Q so that

QtEQ =(D ) (B.13)

where 2D = diag(w1,-.. ,Wn) and which satisfies CQC = Q*. This lat-
ter property ensures that the transformed fermion operators (which cre-
ate and annihilate the Bogoliubov quasiparticles) c = Qtl also satisfy the
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conjugation properties c* = C. All this follows from the property that
CETC = -E.

Note that the diagonalization of E is not unique. As a result, numeri-
cal algorithms are not guaranteed to generate the appropriately transform-
ing Q, even though it exists. One must also permute the eigenvalues so
they line up and include a factor of the appropriate phases. Thus, for
an arbitrary diagonalization matrix U, one has Q = UPexp(i) where
P is a permutation matrix chosen to arrange the eigenvalues in pairs and
exp(2iq5) = CPtUtCU*P*.

This may not be a sufficient algorithm if there are degenerate eigenvalues.
A better solution is just be to identify all the eigenvectors corresponding to
positive eigenvalues and conjugate them to find the remaining conjugated
eigenvectors. This should work unless there are multiple zero eigenvalues
(rare in practice). Note that Q will then have the following structure

Q=(Q Q (B.14)

The final step is to use the anticommutation relations for the new fields to
write the Hamiltonian as

fi = 2ctDZ + Tr[E/2 - D] (B.15)

where only a single set of Bogoliubov quasiparticle operators c now explicitly
enter. In this form, there are no double counting problems: comprises
exactly a single complete set of operators. From this we see that the matrix
2D = diag(wl, · · , w,n) contains the quasiparticle dispersions. The system is
now diagonal and one can solve it explicitly using the results of Section 3.1.

B.1.1 Vacuum Expectation Values

As before, with this formalism, we can deduce the vacuum expectation val-
ues (VEV) of any composite operator made of (). Recall that in the
ground state of a purely quadratic Hamiltonian, only the two-point corre-
lation functions are non-trivial: all higher order correlations are given in
terms for these by using Wick's theorem. All that is left is to deduce the
two-point correlators which are trivial in the diagonal basis:

(-cst ) = f(-2QtEQ) (B.16)

where f,(E) is the Fermi distribution function (3.12)

1+1E X X 17
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Since this is analytic, it is trivial to return to the the original basis:

t) = Q (ct) Qt = f(-2E) = 1+e2 E (B.18a)
---T 1*^~ )=1-(8tT= t ( T) T (B.18b)

1 + e2OE

These may also be directly derived from the partition function by performing
the appropriate derivatives as we discussed in Section 3.1.1. These matrices
will be used frequently in the following analysis, so we give them special
names:

F + = (B.19)1 + e 23E'

These satisfy have the following properties:

F + + F- = 1, C[F±]TC = FT, (B.20a)

F ± = [F+]t, [F+ , F-] = 0. (B.20b)

Note that the matrices F + play the same role as the matrices with the same
name in Chapter 3, but they are not formally equivalent. In particular,
in this appendix, F± correspond to the augmented structure including the
extra degree of freedoms. Thus, one must be careful about double counting.
This is the price that we pay to include both the pairing and Hartree-Fock
terms. Similar results to those in Chapter 3 will be derived, but factors of
2 will be required to account for this double counting.

Keeping this in mind, we can work out the thermodynamic potential
from the fully diagonalized Hamiltonian (B.15):

ItT Tr[E]Q =- E- ln[2 cosh(/3Dj)] + 2 ]'(B.21a)

=B E ln[2 cosh(3Dj)-j E In[2 cosh(-3Dj)] + 2 ](B.21b)j=l

Tr ln[2cosh(E)] + Tr], (B.21c)
2- 2

1 Trln[F] + 2 Tr[E]. (B.21d)
27 2

Note we have used the fact that Tr[E] = 0 in the simplification. Compare
this with (3.22): the extra factor of 2 prevents double counting.
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B.1.1.1 Normal Ordering

When computing charges, there is an issue of normal ordering which we
omitted in Chapter 3. For example, when working with relativistic systems,
on often write the charge density as

& = · o·I = +~ · ~ ~ (B.22)
However, this has the form

E (ata + ) (B.23)
L,R

which is non-zero in the vacuum. The desired operator is normal ordered:

:= (ata ) = Q-{b, bt}. (B.24)
L,R

Related is the question: what is the density of free fermions as a function
of momentum? The question as posed is ambiguous. Does one want the
density of massless fermions or the density of massive fermions? These give
different answers in general. In order to specify, one must first supply a
quadratic Hamiltonian that defines which operators are creation operators
and which operators are annihilation operators. Once this is done, one can
reorder the operators in a well-defined way, and compute the appropriate
charges and densities.

Suppose we are given a quadratic model with the augmented Hamilto-
nian matrix ENO as discussed above. We wish to normal order quadratic
forms with respect to the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian ItENO'P. To do
this, consider the quasiparticle operators ZNO = QtO % of the normal or-
dering Hamiltonian. The operators which annihilate the vacuum state are
those with positive energy: i.e. those corresponding to the non-zero diagonal
entries of:

(QtNoENOQNo ). (B.25)
Furthermore, since we have restricted ourselves to canonical transforma-
tions, the commutation relations still apply:

{Ct, Cb} = ab. (B.26)

Thus, the normal ordered operator product is1

8ct: = ct- 0 (QtoENoQNO) (B.27)

1 As a quick check, consider the one-dimensional case. If D > 0, then itii is normal
ordered as is ga-t -1= -iti.
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In terms of the original operators 'I = QNOCNO, we have

^ =t _ t4- : = lVE - (ENO), (B.28)
:~,~z = ,F _ - 0(_ENTo).

BE[T I i' ' -(-Eo 0 )N. (B.29)

Note that in this equation ENO refers to the quadratic Hamiltonian with
respect to which to normal order. Finally, note that the normal ordered
version of F± are given by

:F+:= F - (THNO) (B.30)

so that
:F+: + :F-:= 1 - 1 = 0. (B.31)

This is indicative of a general result: any time the constant 1 appears due to
commutation relations, this term should be removed from the corresponding
normal ordered expressions. When momenta are introduced, this term 1 will
be replaced by the momentum space volume term Vp (3.49). Again, this
will drop out of normal ordered expressions.

B.2 Interactions

As a specific example (and because the models of interest have this form)
consider the general Hamiltonian

H = it w + g(t ytN)(tp 7%,). (B.32)

To preserve the structure of the augmented spinors , we must ensure that
the Hamiltonian has the following form

fH = + x)(e i + gX) + (trt)(tr) + const (B.33)
where

e = -CeTC, X = -CXTC, and r = -crTc. (B.34)

To do this, we use the commutation and conjugation relations to define

a__ CC e -CTC
2 2

TX y= 9[7r+Tr[ylrt
X=g + g 2

const = Tr[] + gTr t Tr
2 4
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For symmetry reasons-and to keep track of the double counting--it is
preferable to perform calculations with the Hamiltonian (B.33) rather than
trying to use (B.32). This introduces the complication of including the term
X in the full propagator. One way to avoid this is to only consider properly
normal ordered Hamiltonians as discussed in Section B.2.1.1.

B.2.1 Variational Hamiltonian

The variational Hamiltonian with the augmented structure is

Ho = F ( + X + ) = Ft E F. (B.36)

where the variational parameters are the elements of the matrix E which
must be constrained to satisfy

E= Et, (B.37a)
E = -CETC. (B.37b)

The latter condition implies that Tr[E] = 0. Note that the matrix E
should be thought of as containing the corrections or "renormalizations"
to the chemical potentials, masses etc. as well as the gap parameters. The
quadratic portion of the free energy is given by (B.21),

2o = - Tr ln[F-] (B.38)
2/

while the expectation value of the residual quadratic piece is

(H - Ho)0 = (Hit)o - Tr[F+], (B.39)

and the expectation of the interaction-now including both Hartree and
Fock terms-is

(Hint)o = g (Tr[r tF+] Tr[rF - r+] + Tr[rtFrF - r[rtF-crTF+]).

Including all of the constants, we have

Q < [E] -- Trln[F-] - Tr[F +] + +g +

+ g ([rtF+]Tr[rF +] + 2Tr[rtF-rF+]). (B.40)

B.2. Interactions 169
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B.2.1.1 Normal Ordering

If the original Hamiltonian is to be normal ordered, then we may completely
neglect the term X because

^ t ^ ^^t ^ ^t ^ : ^(B.41):(~trt ) (t r):=::rt ::tr ::=:(t t) (t , ): (B.41)
The quadratic part (without X now), however, still needs to be reordered:

:t ei':= H - Tr [0(-ENo)E] (B.42)

The normal ordered free-energy is thus

< fi[z] = Tr ln[F-] - Tr[(-ENo)A]+

Tr + + Tr[] Tr[ytJ] Tr]
2 + 4

+ (Tr[rt :F+:]TrI :F+:] + 2Tr[rt :F-: r :F+:]). (B.43)

B.2.2 Self-Consistent Schwinger-Dyson Equations

In this new formalism, we can use the same techniques of Section 3.2.2 to
compute the self-consistency conditions in the form of the Schwinger-Dyson
equations.

= g (rt[rF]j + r Tr[rtF+] + 2rtF-r - 2rF+rt). (B.44)

This expression satisfies the appropriate constraints (B.37), thus, no addi-
tional Lagrange multipliers need be introduced. The Schwinger-Dyson equa-
tion for the normal ordered Hamiltonian has exactly the same form (B.44)
except that the quantities F± -+:F±: must be replaced by the normal or-
dered versions.

B.2.2.1 Free Energy

Finally, we present an expression for the free-energy bound by using the
Schwinger-Dyson equation (B.44) to eliminate E from (B.40):

1 + h[~ -/] Tr[ 't] TrlI
Qf[F+] = Tr ln[F+ ] + + +

2-3 2 g 4

-g (r[rtF+ Tr[rF+] + 2Tr[rtF-rF+] - Tr[F+rtr]) (B.45)

��I
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and for normal ordered Hamiltonians

Q[F+] = - Tr ln[F+ ] - Tr[0(-ENo)]+

Tr[a - p] Tr[3yt] Tr[y]+
2 4

g (Tr[t:F:]Tr[F:F+:] Tr[r::F+ :F:] 2Tr[:F+:rFl]). (B.46)
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Appendix C

Potential Scattering

In this appendix we present the detailed forms for several potential scattering
models as described Section 5.3.1. The Fourier transform thus simplifies:

Vk = Vk = d3r e-ir'kV(r),

2 dr dx r2 ekV(r) = dr rsin(rk)V(r). (C.1)

In this case of s-wave scattering, the variational parameters depend only on
the magnitude Ap and the gap equation becomes

A -42 1g dq ] dx Vp2+q2-2pqx q (0+ - ), (C.2)4'r2/o'I~i 2 E_(q) + A2

= -49 / q Vpqq2Aq (+- 0), (C.3)

where

Vpq = dx V/p2+q2-2pqx (C.4)

Here we explicitly calculate the transform of several potentials. The forms
given may be used in numerical code to determine the matrix Vpq.

V(r) = e-r/A/r 2 : This is a long-range interaction that is cutoff with a length
scale A.

Vk = 4r tan-l(Xk)kk = (C.5)
For this potential,

2r
Vpq = -[A(p + q) - A(p - q)]

where A(p) = 2ptan'-l(Ap)- ln(1 + A2p2) (C6)where A(p) = 2ptan- p) - (C6)
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The only trick here is evaluating this at p = q = 0. In the limit q -+ 0
we have

Vpo = 8r tan-l(Ap) Voo = 8A7r.

Yukawa V(r) = e-r/A/r: This is a long-range Coulomb interaction that is
cutoff with a length scale (Debye screening) A.

47r 2 A2

Vk = 1 + A2k2 (C.7)

For this potential,

2-7-
Vpq -[A(p + q) - A(p - q)]

pq
where A(p) = 7rln(1 + A2p2). (C.8)

Here we have also

Vpo = 1 + A2p2 Voo = 8A 2 7r2.

Gaussian V(r) = er 2/2 2 /V2-/A: This is a Gaussian interaction which
has a nice Fourier transform. This was used in the paper [1].

V(r) = e-r2/(

Vk = 27r2,\2e -p 2 A2/2,

Vpq = [A(p + q) - A(p - q), A(p) =- -re 2 2/2
pq

VpO = 47r2A2e- p2 2/2

Voo = 4A27r 2 .
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Appendix D

Effective Potentials for
Meson Condensation

Here we give some explicit forms for the effective potential
the parametrization

(7.50). We use

-i r+ 3
- rl + i7r2

\7T4 + ir5

-id
fir

Wl - i7r2

'33- 7r3

7r6 + i77

7r4 - i 5

-7r6 - ir7
_ 28

f-

_ _ o K

Ko -4 06

where

7i = 73,

7: = (71+ i7r2)/f2, ,
K° = (r6+ i7r7)/v2,

17 = 78 ,

K+ = (r4 iir5)/V2,

R = (6 - ir7)/v-.

(D.lc)

(D.ld)

(D.le)

D.1 Single Meson Condensates

If we consider only condensation of a single meson field (which is the easiest
thing to do numerically), then we can derive four different forms of potential.
From the mass dependencies of these potentials we can extract some of the
coefficients. All of the mesons 7rl, ir2, r4, 7r5, r6, and r7 are related by flavour
symmetries so we only need to consider a single type if we allow arbitrary
mass parameters. We choose r6 corresponding to K° condensation. The
other forms are for r3, r and r'1. We list the complete potentials below:

E = exp 

= exp { }

(D.la)

(D.lb)
K+
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Neutral Kaon Condensation: Here we consider a condensate of the
form

e- 2i 6 6 = cos(ir6) -isin( 6 ) (D.2)
-i sin(i6) cos(ir6) /

Let x = cos(ir6). The effective potential becomes

V = x2 [(2c(ms2 - m) 2 + (4a6 + as)(md + ms)2)] +
+x [-2(2a 3 - a8 - 2a6)mU(md + ms)] + (D.3)

+ [ao(m2 + m2 + m2) - 2c(m2 m)2+

- 4a3mdms + 4a6 (m2 -mdms) + a8mU+

+ coo(m2 + m2 + )2+ c(m4 + m4 + m)] . (D.4)

Stationary points with maximal kaon condensation occur when mu = 0:

VlmU=0 = X2 [(2c(ms2- m) 2 + (4a6 + as)(md + rn)2)] +

+ [ao(m d + m 2) - 2C(m2 - md)2

- 4a3mdms - 4a6mdm,+

+ Coo(m + m2)2 + col(m 4+ m4)] + (D.5)

Neutral Pion Condensation: Here we consider a condensate of the form

e- 7r3

= e-2 i*3a 3 - ei r . (D.6)
1

Let x = cos(ir3). The effective potential becomes

V = x2 [8 (mu + md) a6 + 4asmumd] +
+x [2ms(md + mu)(-2a3 + 2a6 + a8)] +

+ ao(mu + mnd + ms2) - 4a3mumd+

+ 4(m2 _ m-m2 + mumd)a6++ 4(ms - m U - Uq -
+ (m2 + (d - mu)2)a8+

+COO(m + m2)2+col(m 4+ m4 + m)] + -- ..U d S d S 

___ ·
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Stationary points with maximal condensation occur when ms = 0:

VIms=0 = x2 [8 (m2 + md) a6 + 4a8mumd] +

+ [ao(m2 + m 2) - 4a3mumd+

- 4(md + m -mmd)a6+
+ (md - mu)2as+ (D.7)

COO(m + + co( + Mm)) + (m + m)] + D.8)

Eta Condensation: Here we consider a condensate of the form

I = e -2 i* 8 X8 = e-i8/ . (D.9)
e2i*8/V3

Let x = cos(i8/x/3). Then

V = x4 [32a6ms2] +

+x3 [8a8gm (m + md)] +

+x2 [8 ((m2 + mumd + m2 - 4m2)a6 - mumda3)] +

+x [2(mu + md) (2ma 6 - 3msa8 - 2ma 3)] +

+ [ao(m2u + m + m2) + 4a3mUmd+

- 4a6(mu + mumd + m -m2)+
+ as[(mu + md)2 + m2]+

+ coo(m + m + 2)2 + co(m 4 + m + m4)] +---. (D.10)

Stationary points with definite condensation occur when mu = md = 0, and
m = 0:

Vlms=0 = X2 [8 ((m2 + mumd + m2)a6 - mumda3)] +

+ [ao(m2 + md) + 4a3mumd+

- 4a6(mu + mumd + md)+

+ as(mu + md)2+

+ coo(m2 + m 2)2 + col(m4 + md)] + .-. (D.11)u d u dr c
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Vm =m=O =32a6m2(x 4 x 2) + (ao + 4a6 + as)m2+

+ (coo + Col)mS. (D.12)

Eta Prime Condensation: Here we consider a condensate of the form

A = e2iO '/ v-6

Let x = cos(2'/V6). Then

V = x [-4(mumd + mdms + mums)(a3 - a6)+

+ 4(m + m + m )a6] +

+ [ao(m2 + m2 + m2) + a(mu + md + ms) 2+

+ coo(m2 + m + m2) 2 + COl(m4 + m 4 + m4)] +
(D.13)

(D.14)

This already has stationary points with definite condensation.

D.2 Effective Potentials with Mass Perturbations

One can, in principle, start to consider multiple condensations, but this
becomes quite tedious. For the purposes of extract the leading order co-
efficients, these single meson condensation results are sufficient. Here is a
summary of the forms of the potentials that can be used to compute the
coefficients. These are for maximal condensation of the mesons given as
arguments. The first three potentials are for pure CFL with no meson con-
densation. We use the notation Vmumd,ms to indicate which masses are
non-zero and specify the maximal meson condensate as a subscript.

VOO,m
CFL

VIrm,m,O
CFL

m0,0,m

vm,m,O

vO,O,mr8=3/4
7r6=7r/2

= (ao + 4a6 + a8)m2 + (Col + co2)m4 ,

= (2ao - 4a3 + 12a6 + 4as)m2 + (4col + 2co2)m4 ,
= 3 (ao - 4a3 + 8a6 + 3a8) m2 + (9col + 3co2)m4,

= (ao - 4a6 + a8)m2 + (C01 + c02)m4 ,

= 3(ao + 4a3 - 8a6 + 3as)m2 + (9col + 3co2)m4,

= (ao - 4a6 + a8)m2 + (Co + c02)m4 ,

= (2ao - 4a3 - 4a6)m2 + (4col + 2co2)m4,

= aom2 + (c01 + c02 - 2c)m4 .

(D.15a)

(D.15b)

(D.15c)

(D.15d)

(D.15e)

(D.15f)

(D.15g)

(D.15h)

_I
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By fitting polynomials to the numerical potential as a function of the mass
parameter m, we can extract the various coefficients. Note, we can also check
to see if neglected terms are important as they will appear as higher-order
mass dependencies.
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Appendix E

Full Meson Condensation
Parametrizations

In this appendix, we give the full parametrization used to analyze the K°

condensed states. First, we must introduce a full set of diagonal chemical po-
tentials. One approach would be to introduce the 9 individual quark chem-
ical potentials, but certain linear combinations couple to relevant physics.
We fix the overall density by fixing the baryon chemical potential LB. Then
we must enforce gauge neutrality, so we introduce /e which couples to the
electromagnetic field, and the diagonal colour chemical potentials 3 and
P8. The rest of the chemical potentials are chosen to be orthogonal to these.
Here then are the diagonal elements of the diagonal chemical potentials
expressed as tensor products of the flavour and colour structure:

B X [1, 1, 1] [1, 1, 1]/3, (E.la)

e X [2,-1,-1] 0 [1, 1, 1]/3, (E.lb)

3 X [1, 1 1] [1,-1, 0]/2, (E.lc)

8 X [1, 1, 1][1, 1,-2]/3, (E.ld)
/1f X [0, 1,-1] [1, 1, 1], (E.le)

/e3 X [2, -1, -1] 0 [1, -1, 0], (E.lf)

Ae8 X [2,-1,-1] [1, 1,-2], (E.lg)

Af3 X [0, 1,-1] [1,-1, 0], (E.lh)

/1fs X [0, 1,-1] 0 [1, 1,-2]. (E.li)

An alternative set of chemical potentials includes the hypercharge chemical
potential y instead of ,f. These are no longer orthogonal, but are still
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linearly independent.

ZB x [1, 1, 1] [1, 1, 1/3, (E.2a)

e [2,-1,-1] 0 [1, 1, 1]/3, (E.2b)

3 X [1, 1, 1] 0 [1, -1, 0]/2, (E.2c)

8 X [1, 1, 1] 0 [1, 1,-2]/3, (E.2d)

Jy x [1, 1,-2] [1, 1, 1]/3, (E.2e)

/e3 X [2, -1,-1] 0 [1, -1, 0], (E.2f)

Ie 8 X [2,-1,-1] 3 [1, 1,-2], (E.2g)
/f3 X [0, 1,-1] 0 [1,-1, 0], (E.2h)

Af8 X [0, 1,-1] 0 [1, 1,-2]. (E.2i)

The diagonal mass corrections (chiral condensates) do not couple to any
external physics, so we simply use the nine quark mass corrections (6mur,

6mug, mub, mdr, 6 mdg, 6 mdb, 5msr, msg, msb).

The rest of the parameters are described in the following matrices. These
appear more condensed when expressed in the basis described in [27] where
the quarks are ordered (ru, gd, bs, rd, gu, rs, bu, gs, bd). In this basis, the
matrices corresponding to the variational parameters

A = 1 5/ + 5 6 5f - 0 o 6m - 70 75 6m 5, (E.3a)
B = YCY5 ® A + C ® 5 + 7Y0'C75 + C ® K5. (E.3b)

In order to allow for a computer to enumerate the parameters, we introduce
a systematic method for labelling the parameters. First, we use one of
the names , 5 , m, m5, A, A 5, , or 5 corresponding to the structure
given in (E.3). We then use a two-digit index to specify which elements
are non-zero and an i indicates that the specified element is i rather than
simply 1. The symmetric entry must also be set so that the resulting matrix
y i is either Hermitian or anti-symmetric depending on whether or not
it parametrizes A or B respectively. In total, there are 666 independent
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matrices. For example

I-12 = 112 = = A12 = 12 = 12 =

5 5m2 = 12 =

5 512i = 1 2i = m12i = K12i =

m52i = 1 2 i = A512i = K12i =

0 1 0
1 0 0
O° °

0
-1

0

1 0
0 0
0 0

i 
0 0
0 0

0
i

i

i
0
0

.1

. . .

'i

0
0

(E.4a)

(E.4b)

(E.4c)

(E.4d)

The reason that m 5 and ;5 behave differently than the others is that, while
1, y5, and Y0 are Hermitian, '0YY5 is anti-Hermitian. Likewise, while YCY5,
IYc, and 7fCY5 are anti-symmetric, Yo'yc is symmetric. Again, recall that
these are all specified in the "unlocking" basis which is ordered as

ru, gd, bs, rd, gu, rs, bu, gs, bd. (E.5)

The parity even CFL state with no mass or hypercharge is expressed in
terms of this parametrization as

A12 = A1 3 = A2 3 = (A3 + A6)/2,
A4 5 = A6 7 = A89 = (A6 - 3)/2,

All = A22 = A33 = A6,
/z12 = A13 = /'23 = -3poct,

Ie3 = 3e8 = -f3 = Af8 = -3poct/ 4 .

(E.6a)

(E.6b)

(E.6c)

(E.6d)

(E.6e)

Here are some comparisons with other conventions in the literature. Alford,
Kouvaris, and Rajagopal [21] introduce A1, A2 and A3 which are all related
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to the attractive anti-symmetric 3 channel:

A2 3 = A89 = A1 , (E.7a)

A1 3 = A6 7 = A2, (E.7b)

12 = 4 5 = A3- (E.7c)

Riister, Shovkovy, and Rischke [25] introduces the parameters , p and a
which include the repulsive symmetric 6 channel parameters:

A2 3 = 'P1, A1 3 = 'P2, A1 2 = P3, (E.8a)
A8 9 = 1, A6 7 = 02, A4 5 = 03, (E.8b)
Al1 = a1, A2 2 = 0r2, A3 3 = 03. (E.8c)

Finally, Buballa [145] uses only the following parameters to parametrize the
meson condensed phases:

-A 1 2 = A4 5 = S22/4, (E.9a)

-A 1 3 = A6 7 = S55/4, (E.9b)

-A 2 3 = A8 9 = S77/4, (E.9c)

-A19i = A57i = P25/4 , (E.9d)

-1ai = A56i = P52/4. (E.9e)

In Tables E.1, E.2, E.3, and E.4 we give the numerical values of the pa-
rameters for each of the states displayed in Figures 7.1, 7.3, 7.2, and 7.4
respectively. We only list the non-zero parameters: the other parameters
are zero.
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ly = 0.50p4 -y = l
Param. Bare Correction Bare Correction

lB/3 +549.93 -49.93 +549.93 -49.93
A/8 -12.5 0 -25 0

Ay +12.5 0 +25 0

ILoct 0 -0.031332 0 -0.031332
A 3 0 +25.657 0 +25.657

A6 0 +0.65709 0 +0.65709

Table E.1: Parameters required for a self-consistent parity-even CFL solution in
the presence of a hypercharge chemical potential. These values correspond to the
dispersions shown in Figure 7.1. All values are in MeV. The first column labelled
"Bare" gives the fixed bare parameters that enter the Hamiltonian (7.7). The
column labelled "Correction" is the contribution from the self-energy. The sum of
the columns is the value that enters the quadratic Hamiltonian (7.13).
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I/y = 0.50/y /Ly = 1.204
Param. Bare Correction Bare Correction

IB/ 3 +549.93 -49.932 +549.93 -49.947
py +12.5 -1.0687 +30 -2.5931
P/e 0 +0.53436 0 +1.2965
U3 -6.4772 -0.00000 -16.346 -3.331 x 10-7

/8 -3.2386 -0.00000 -8.1729 -1.665 x 10- 7

/1e3 0 +0.02421 0 +0.027856
Pe8 0 +0.0080699 0 +0.0092853
/f3 0 +0.035998 0 +0.084801
Pf8 0 +0.011999 0 +0.028267

/112 = 118i 0 +0.016852 0 -0.047357
/113 = Al9i 0 +0.11902 0 +0.19694
/123 = /89 0 +0.046967 0 +0.046617

858i 0 +0.088616 0 +0.14526

59i A= 58i 0 +0.046967 0 +0.046617
139i 0 +0.0030234 0 -0.065811

I56i 0 +0.11479 0 +0.27514
All 0 +0.64468 0 +0.5851

A22 = -A 8 8 = -A 28i 0 +0.32265 0 +0.31566
A3 3 = -A9 9 = -A59i 0 +0.33523 O +0.34523

A12 = -A5 i 0 +9.6383 0 +10.138
A13 = - 0Agi O +8.9893 0 +8.5746
A 23 = -A 8 9 0 +12.789 0 +12.605
A45 = - 0A6 i O -9.1811 O -9.7012
A67 = -A4 7i 0 -8.5229 0 -8.1128

A29i = 358i 0 -0.33242 0 -0.35025

Table E.2: Parameters required for a self-consistent CFLKO solution in the pres-
ence of a hypercharge chemical potential. These values correspond to the disper-
sions shown in Figure 7.3. All values are in MeV. The first column labelled "Bare"
gives the fixed bare parameters that enter the Hamiltonian (7.7). The column
labelled "Correction" is the contribution from the self-energy. The sum of the
columns is the value that enters the quadratic Hamiltonian (7.13).
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M]/(2~p) = 0.50/i. M82/(2p) = 0.83pc
Param. Bare Correction Bare Correction

/B/ 3 +549.93 -48.952 +549.93 -48.316
gs -12.649 -0.00000 -20.95 +1.469 x 10 - 7

1e3 0 +0.022617 0 +0.022026
8es 0 +0.0074542 0 +0.0072087

Af3 0 -0.022617 0 -0.022026
l'f8 0 +0.022362 0 +0.021626
P12 0 +0.090467 0 +0.088103

P13 = P23 0 +0.088963 0 +0.085669
mur = mdg 0 +0.15778 0 +0.19366
mug = mdr 0 +0.17255 0 +0.2117

ub mdb 0 +0.15604 0 +0.19155
msr = msg +61.843 +50.029 +80 +64.267

msb +61.843 +50.079 +80 +64.329
nl2 0 -0.014765 0 -0.018037

m13 = m23 0 +0.026496 0 +0.032723
All = 2 2 0 -0.62077 0 -0.59745

A3 3 0 -0.64043 0 -0.62926
A12 0 -12.914 0 -12.753

A 1 3 = A 23 0 -12.639 0 -12.302
A4 5 0 +12.293 0 +12.155

A 6 7 = A89 0 +12.011 0 +11.693
Ku 0 +3.8762 x 10- 6 0 +5.1011 x 10- 6

K22 0 +3.8762 x 10- 6 0 +5.0102 x 10- 6

Kn3 3 0 +0.078913 0 +0.098773
rn12 0 +0.0017234 0 +0.0020923

K13 = K/23 0 +0.52751 0 +0.66061
K45 0 -0.0017195 0 -0.0020872

K67 = Ks9 0 -0.48835 0 -0.61184

Table E.3: Parameters required for a self-consistent parity even CFL solution in
the presence of a strange quark mass. These values correspond to the dispersions
shown in Figure 7.2. All values are in MeV. The first column labelled "Bare" gives
the fixed bare parameters that enter the Hamiltonian (7.7). The column labelled
"Correction" is the contribution from the self-energy. The sum of the columns is
the value that enters the quadratic Hamiltonian (7.13). For example, the right set
of data (just slightly before the CFL/gCFL transition) has a bare (current) strange
quark mass of 0 MeV. This corresponds to a constituent quark mass of 80+64 144
MeV. (Note that there is a slight difference for the blue constituent quark masses
because of the presence of the coloured chemical potential p8 required to enforce
neutrality.)
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Param.
PlB/3

/13

I8
lif

Pe3
Pe8

Pf3
Ilf 8

/112 = 18i
5

P/13 = 19i

/123 -= 89
5

P28i
5 5

AI29 = 'P38i
51 39i
5

A46i
mug = -mub

mdr
mdy = mdb

msr
ms = msb

Ml2

m13 =
m23

5 -
m9i -

5
-m

-m9i
= 89

5
m38i
M46i

All
A2 2 = -A 88

A33 = -A 9 9

A 1 2 -A18i

A 13 = -A19i
A 23 = -A 8 9

A45 = - 56i
A67 = -/47i

A5828i
5 An5/29 i = 38i

5/39i
t22 = - 88
/33 = - Kg99

/12 = K18i

/13 = K1 9i
K23 = -- 89

K45 = -56i
5

K67 = 47i
5 5

K29i - 8i

Bare
+549.93
-6.6057
-3.3029
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

+61.637
+61.637
0

0

0

0

0

Correction
-48.951
-0.00000
-0.00000
-0.53978
+0.023555
+0.0078516
+0.035852
+0.011951
+0.014623
+0.11615
+0.044694
+0.086431
+0.044644
-0.001146
+0.11528
+0.0077476
+0.17093
+0.15529
+50.279
+50.335
-0.010709
+0.029548
+0.0134
-0.012525
-0.0077707
+0.60701
+0.30409
+0.32668
+9.4718
+8.614
+12.282
-9.0411
-8.1684
-0.30382
-0.31799
-0.32038
-1.7029 x 10-5
-0.040639
-0.00066095
-0.36095
-0.50626
+0.00075037
+0.33313
-0.019786

M 2/(2) = 0.84i/y
Bare
+549.93
-13.002
-6.5008
0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
+85
+85
0

0
0

0
0

Correction
-48.09
-8.7 x 10-8

-4.35 x 10- 8

-1.0238
+0.025582
+0.0085274
+0.066184
+0.022061
-0.026924
+0.16265
+0.042908
+0.11903
+0.042927
-0.047235
+0.21622
+0.0093125
+0.21503
+0.19536
+69.188
+69.301
-0.013162
+0.053931
+0.017695
-0.01659
-0.009337
+0.53896
+0.28263
+0.32494
+9.6392
+8.0104
+11.726
-9.2445
-7.5847
-0.28208
-0.31604
-0.31321
-1.3167 x 10- 5

-0.055178
-0.00090186
-0.46324
-0.66374
+0.001152
+0.4268
-0.026852

Table E.4: Parameters required for a self-consistent CFLKO solution in the pres-
ence of a strange quark mass. These values correspond to the dispersions shown in
Figure 7.4. All values are in MeV.

M 2/(2f) = 0.50pu,

B

v < . - - -..
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